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Preface

By Christian Bergqvist and Peter Stig Jakobsen

For this publication we have selected three of the best LLM theses submitted in
2020 at the University of Copenhagen/Faculty of Law. Not only have they all been
given the highest possible grade (a 12 according to the Danish grading system),
but they also touch upon current and relevant competition law issues.
We hope you will enjoy reading the theses as much as we have.
All papers are redacted versions of the original LLM theses and cannot replace
actual advise.

Christian Bergqvist, Associated Professor, Faculty of Law/University of Copenhagen and Peter Stig Jakobsen, Partner, Bech-Bruun.
The publication is also available at www.bechbruun.com.
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Parity Clauses
Under Article 101 TFEU
by Sebastian Mikael Mathias Granrot

The importance of online bookings has increased over the past decade and today
hotels receive a considerable amount of their bookings through hotel portals.
The hotel portals act as an intermediary between the hotels and the consumer.
The hotel portal market is very concentrated, and only a handful of undertakings
control the market, of which Booking.com is the largest with a market share of
around 60% in the EU. The concentrated market and large market shares held
by a few undertakings have raised concerns that anticompetitive effects might
be present on the market. The national competition authorities of a few member
states took the conduct of the hotel portals under closer inspection in 2015 and
concluded that the wide parity clauses applied by the leading hotel portals resulted in anticompetitive effects on the hotel portal market, and were as a result
in a breach of Article 101(1) TFEU. The leading hotel portals accepted commitments and agreed only to apply narrow parity clauses in their agreements from
that point forward. Hotels were, however, not satisfied with this change and
stated that the narrow parity clauses did not bring the change necessary to ensure
free and effective competition. Booking has been the subject of judicial proceedings both in Germany and in Sweden and on both occasions, Booking has used
freeriding as the main reason why the narrow parity clauses ought to be considered necessary and should therefore not be prohibited. The concept of necessity
has as well been the subject to analysis of the courts and various conclusion has
been reached demonstrating the complexity and uncertainty surrounding the legality of the narrow parity clauses. This paper will analyse the possible anticompetitive effects the narrow parity clauses might have and how they affect the
market. Furthermore, the paper will discuss the necessity of the narrow parity
clauses and analyse whether or not Booking’s argument regarding freeriding
could be materialised.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background
The market for the online sale of hotel rooms has developed rapidly under the
past few years. Compared to the past when consumers would book their rooms
using offline channels, today more and more bookings are made through online
channels instead.1 This has given rise to online travel agencies which act as an
intermediary between the consumer and the hotel. The OTAs provide the consumer with a variety of options and the consumer can then freely pick which
type of accommodation suits the consumer’s needs the best. The OTA market is
dominated in the EU largely by two companies, Expedia and Booking.com
(hereinafter Booking) of which Booking is the largest. The importance of Booking has increased drastically and every year more and more consumers book
their hotel rooms through OTAs, like Booking.2
Booking has sought to assure that hotels could not freeride on Booking’s investments and marketing efforts and that Booking can be able to offer the best price
possible to the consumers. Booking has achieved this by applying parity clauses
in their terms and conditions when signing agreements with hotels. This prevents the hotels from selling the same hotel room for a lower price on their website and ensures that Booking can always offer the best possible price for the
same hotel room.3 Before 2015, Booking applied so-called wide parity clauses
which prohibited the hotels, apart from selling the room for a lower price on
their website, also from offering the rooms for a lower rate to any other OTA.
Booking did, however, stop applying the wide parity clauses in 2015 and today

1

Schegg. R. European Hotel Distribution Study – Results for the Reference Year 2017.
Heinz. S (2016) Online Booking Planforms and Eu Competition Law in the Wake of the German Bundeskartellamt’s
Booking.com Infringement Decision – Journal of European Competition Law &Practice, Vol. 7. 530- 536, p. 535.
3
Autorite de la concurrence. The French, Italian and Swedish Competition Authorities Accept the Commitments Offered by Booking.com. 2015)
2
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it only applies narrow parity clauses in their terms and conditions in the EU.4
These measures did not satisfy everyone and there were still hotels that argue
that the narrow parity clauses limit them from competing with other hotels because they cannot sell their hotel rooms for a lower rate compared to what Booking does. This limitation, however, only applies to direct online sales, which
means that hotels are free to offer lower prices to customers through offline
channels. Nevertheless, hotels are not satisfied with this since the current trend
on the market is that bookings made through online channels are increasing
every year. Therefore hotels experience that the provisions should be revised so
that they correspond more accordingly with the current market situation.5
Booking has for a long time argued that the narrow parity clauses, that can be
found in their terms and conditions, do not infringe Article 101(1) TFEU. Booking used to apply the wide parity clauses but switched to narrow parity clauses
in 2015 after decisions from several national competition authorities which
deemed the wide parity clauses to be harmful for competition. There is no uniform opinion about the actual effects of the narrow parity clauses, some argue
that they have the same effect as the wide parity clauses, while Booking, on the
other hand, states that the narrow parity clauses remove all the issues that existed
with the wide parity clauses.6
Two cases are used in this paper to provide a comprehensive overview of the
legal issues surrounding parity clauses. The cases, where the legality of the narrow price parity clauses have been addressed, are both against Booking and originate from the EU. The first case is from 2015 and originates from Germany, the
case is an administrative proceeding by the Bundeskartellamt (the Federal Cartel
Office in Germany) against Booking regarding the legality of the narrow parity
clauses. The court agreed with the arguments by the Bundeskartellamt and prohibited Booking from applying narrow parity clauses in Germany.7 The decision
was however appealed, and in 2019 the decision was overturned and it was decided that Booking is allowed to include narrow parity clauses in their terms and
conditions.8 The second significant case brought against Booking can be found
4

Ibid.
Report on the monitoring Exercise Carried out in the Online Hotel Booking Sector by EU Competition Authorities in
2016, p.19
6
Case: B 9-121/13 Administrative Proceedings against Booking.com. Hamburg 9th Decision Division. 22 of December, 2015. p 50-51.
7
Ibid.
8
Heinz. S, Booking.com’s “narrow” MFN clauses now also permissible in Germany, Court of Appeals rules – Kluwer
Competition Law Blog. 5 of June 2019.
5
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in Sweden when Visita, the organisation representing the hotels in Sweden,
brought a case against Booking before the Patent and Market Court in Stockholm. Visita argued that the narrow price parity clauses should be prohibited
since they are restricting competition and puts the hotels in a disadvantaged situation. The court decided in favour of Visita in 2018 and ordered Booking to
stop applying the narrow parity clauses.9 Booking disagreed with the judgment
and appealed the decision to the Patent and Market Court of Appeal in 2019,
which decided to overturn the decision in Booking’s favour. The court stated
that Booking was allowed to include the narrow price parity clauses in their
terms and conditions.10 Narrow parity clauses have as well been prohibited in
other EU countries, but in contrast to Germany and Sweden, the decisions regarding parity clauses have not been developed through case law but rather
through legislation. This is the case, for example, in France where price parity,
wide and narrow, was prohibited in 2015 by the Macron Law.11
The two cases regarding Booking’s use of parity clauses have provided some
guidance on how parity clauses should be addressed in the EU, but the main
issue with the decisions is the inconsistencies behind the reasoning. Both of the
courts decided in the first instance that narrow parity clauses are harmful for
competition and in breach of Article 101(1), but both of the cases were overturned on appeal. However, the justifications behind why the narrow parity
clauses are deemed permissible were completely different.12 Consequently, the
representatives of the hotel industry have announced their dissatisfaction in both
cases and strongly argue that the narrow parity clauses are bad for competition.13
To understand why hotels argue that even the narrow parity clauses are against
Article 101(1), and why Booking strongly disagrees with this argument, one
must analyse the two cases and establish whether the narrow parity clauses are
limiting competition. If evidence of anticompetitive effects is found then one
must decide whether or not the narrow parity clauses are necessary. According
to Booking, the parity clauses are essential to prevent the hotels from taking

9

Case: PMT 13013-16 Visita v. Booking.com B.V. The Patent and Market Court. 20 of July 2018
Case: PMT 7779-18 Booking.com B.V. v. Visita, Appeal of Case PMT 13013-16. The Patent and Market Court of Appeal.
5 of May, 2019.
11
Mantovani. A, Piga. C, Reggiani. C (2019) Much Ado About Nothing? Online Platform Price Parity Clauses and the
EU Booking.com Case, p 7.
12
Mackenrodt, M (2019) Price and Condition Parity Clauses in Contracts Between Hotel Booking Platforms and Hotels.
IIC 50, 1131–1143, p. 1139.
13
Ibid.
10
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advantage of Booking by setting lower prices on their website and thus freeriding on Booking’s investments.

1.2. Structure
The paper will consist of four main sections, of which the first and second sections will analyse the legal aspects of parity clauses and their compatibility with
Article 101(1). The third part will describe and discuss the available justifications under EU law for applying parity clauses. The fourth and final part will
discuss the freeriding problem and how this justification fits in the current market situation and if such protection is necessary for Booking to conduct its business.
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2. Effects of the Narrow Parity Clauses

In order to understand the possible effects the narrow parity clauses might have
on competition, one must first analyse whether or not there is an agreement between two or more undertakings and whether or not the agreement gives rise to
anticompetitive effects. This chapter will firstly describe the obligations included in the agreements between Booking and the hotels and thereafter analyse
the criteria which should exist for possible infringements of Article 101(1)
TFEU and if the infringements are caused by the narrow parity clauses.

2.1. Booking’s Narrow Parity Clauses
Booking applies the narrow parity clauses in its terms and conditions which are
included in the agreements that are made between Booking and the hotels. The
narrow parity clauses include a provision stating that Booking shall be guaranteed the same rate for the same room with the same conditions as it is offered
on the hotel’s website. The obligation can be found in the Parity and Minimum
allocation clause, which obliges the hotel to guarantee price parity to Booking.
This includes the obligation to offer Booking the same conditions, such as cancellation policy and any addons included in the room price, for example, breakfast.14 Furthermore, Booking requires that the hotel make available on Booking
a minimum number of rooms for every night so that customers would have the
same possibilities for booking a hotel room with the same services on Booking’s
website as they have on the hotel’s website.15 Under the narrow parity clauses,
the hotels are as well allowed to offer lower prices through offline channels such
as at the reception desk and through direct marketing, for example through
emails sent to individual customers.16 Before Booking decided to amend the
parity clauses, and ceased to apply the wide parity clauses, the parity obligations
14
15
16

Case: B 9-121/13, Supra nota. 6 p. 11.
Ibid., p. 12.
Case: PMT 13013-16, Supra nota. 9, p. 7.
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could be found under the Parity and Room restrictions clause. The wide parity
clauses prohibited the hotels from selling the room for a cheaper price on their
website as well but, in addition, the hotels were prohibited from offering the
room for a better rate to another hotel portal.17 Furthermore, the old clauses did
not only require the minimum availability of rooms but further required the hotel
to make available all the same room types through Booking which are offered
on the hotel’s sales portal or any other hotel portal.18 In conclusion, the main
obligations which are included as part of the narrow parity clauses are firstly the
requirement to make available a minimum amount of rooms through Booking
and secondly the requirement to offer through Booking the same room for a
better or at least the same rate and terms as on the hotel’s website.

2.2. Agreement Between Undertakings
Firstly, one must establish whether or not an actual agreement exists between
two or more undertakings which could contain obligations that give rise to the
possible infringement. In the particular case, both the hotels and Booking are
acting as undertakings engaged in economic activity in the meaning of Article
101(1). Both the hotels and Booking are capable of entering into agreements,
which could be caught by Article 101(1) if they have as their object or effect the
prevention, restriction or dissertation of competition. It is also evident that the
hotels have entered into a written agreement by mutual consent with Booking.
This agreement contains the obligation that hotels are not allowed to sell their
rooms at cheaper rates through their online channels compared to what they sell
through Booking. In other words, the obligations to apply the narrow parity
clauses can be found in the agreement between the hotel and Booking. Therefore, it can be established that an agreement exists and that the agreement contains an element which might restrict competition.
There have been suggestions that Booking should be considered as a commercial agent and therefore the agreement between the hotels and Booking would
not be caught by Article 101 TFEU.19 However, the Commission Guidelines on
Vertical Agreements states that an agent shall not bear any risk in market-specific investments, which would be marketing costs and other promotional
17
18
19

Case: B 9-121/13, Supra nota. 6. p. 9.
Case: B 9-121/13, Supra nota. 6, p. 9-10.
Whish, R. Competition Law- Ninth Edition (2018) Oxford University Press, p. 634
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investments that are made by the agent.20 For Booking to be qualified as an agent
the hotels would be forced to carry such risks, but in reality, Booking carries
such risk by themselves. Furthermore, in the case of narrow parity clauses, the
limitation is not introduced by the principal, but rather by Booking. By looking
at the facts it must be established that Booking and the hotels are two separate
individual undertakings and contracts between the two undertakings can be
caught under Article 101(1) TFEU. The agency argument was as well rejected
by the German court in Bundeskartellamt’s proceedings against HRS in 2013.21

2.3. Infringement by Object or by Effect
2.3.1. Infringement by Object
The opinions on whether the narrow parity clauses cause a restriction by object
are varied, and this was also pointed out by the Swedish court in their analysis
where they stated that they could not be ascertained that an infringement by
object exists taking into account the diverse range of opinions that exist regarding the subject.22 Proving an infringement by object is difficult in this particular
case, as concluded by the Swedish court, since it is hard to find a comparison
that would fit the description of narrow parity clauses. When analysing an infringement by object one does not have to prove the effects, but the mere existence of the limitation is enough.23 For example, driving under the influence is a
punishable crime, even when it does not affect others, such as, in the form of an
accident.24 Regarding narrow parity clauses, some scholars have argued that
they resemble a form of resale price maintenance, and could, therefore, be classified as a breach by object.25 However, comparing a typical resale price maintenance situation with the narrow parity clauses is quite complicated, since in a
typical resale price maintenance situation an upstream firm sets a price for which
an item may be resold, but in the case of the narrow parity clauses, the hotels
are not bound by any price decided by Booking. The hotels are free to decide
the price for which the particular room is offered for on Booking’s site, and the
20

Commission Notice - Guidelines on Vertical Restraints/ 2010. Para.14.
Case: B 9 – 66/10 Administrative Proceedings against HRS. Hamburg 9th Decision Division. 20 of December, 2013, p.
52.
22
Case: PMT 13013-16, Supra nota, 9, p. 40.
23
Whish, R (2018) Supra nota. 19, p. 123.
24
Ibid., p. 127.
25
Colangelo. M (2017) Parity Clauses and Competition Law in Digital Marketplaces: The Case of Online Hotel Booking –
Journal of European Competition Law & Practise, Vol. 8.p. 3-14, p. 12-13
21
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hotels are also free to set a different price on their website, as long as it is not
lower than the one offered on Booking’s platform. The agreement between
Booking and the hotel does impose some restrictions on the hotel’s freedom to
decide the prices, but it is hard to prove that this would result in a resale price
maintenance situation similar as the one usually identified as anticompetitive.
Furthermore, there is no actual proof that Booking has intentionally restricted
competition by including the narrow parity clauses in their agreements with hotels. The fact that scholars have had difficulties agreeing on whether an object
infringement exists or not might depend on several factors, of which one might
be the lack of case law and also the lack of EU legislation and guidelines regarding the issue. Therefore, there is not enough evidence and to conclude for certain
that the narrow parity clauses result in a restriction by object, and as a result, a
by effect analysis is required to determine if an infringement exists.
2.3.2. Infringement by Effect
The analysis regarding whether the narrow parity clauses restrict competition by
effect requires more deliberations than the restriction by object analysis.
Whereas in the restriction by object analysis, where the mere measure in the
agreement itself would be deemed anticompetitive, in the by effect analysis the
focus is turned to the effects that the measure in the agreement have or may have
on actual or potential competitors.26 For anticompetitive effects to be established, one does not have to prove that the final customer experiences any harm,
nor does the infringement have to have occurred at present, as long as it can be
proven that it could occur in the future.27 Firstly, one has to establish whether a
new competitor could freely enter the hotel portal market, establish itself, and
sufficiently compete with Booking. If these criteria are not fulfilled then one has
to determine if the foreclosure effect on the hotel portal market is caused by the
narrow parity clauses.28
The narrow parity clauses do not directly prevent a new competitor from entering the hotel portal market since the narrow parity clauses do not directly foreclose the hotel portal market. The more relevant question is that can the new
competitor efficiently compete with Booking for the same customers, after establishing itself on the market? The hotel portal market is at present very
26
27
28

Whish. R (2018) Supra nota. 19, p. 132.
Ibid., p.132.
Frenz, W. Handbook of EU Competition Law (2015) Springer p.346.
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concentrated, with Booking and Expedia controlling around 80% of the market
share in the EU.29 A problem that may arise, due to the very concentrated market, is the cumulative effect that is created as a consequence that both Booking
and Expedia impose the narrow parity clauses in their agreements. This results
in a situation where the majority of agreements between hotels and OTAs are
covered by the narrow parity clauses. The hotels are, as said, free to offer a
higher price on their website and are free to offer lower prices to different OTAs
as well, which was not possible under the wide parity clauses. The hotels have,
however, indicated that they are reluctant to offer lower prices on OTAs compared to what they offer on their website.30 This, in other words, suggests that if
a hotel sets a certain price on Booking, then it will offer the same rate on its
website, but will not offer a different price to another OTA. If the hotel would
offer a lower price to another OTA, then the hotel would have an incentive to
also lower the price offered on the hotel’s website. As a consequence, due to the
narrow parity clauses, the hotel would also have to offer this lower price to
Booking. And when the two market leaders both apply the narrow parity clauses
the hotels have a low incentive to differentiate the prices between OTAs, and
for example, offer lower rates to a new OTA. Because in the situation in which
the hotels would offer lower prices to a new OTA on the market, the hotel would
have a strong incentive to offer the same lower price on their website. Consequently, this would lead to a situation where the hotel would have to offer this
same lower price to both Booking and Expedia since the hotel is bound by the
narrow parity clauses. In a report by the EU competition authorities 80% of hoteliers stated that they had not offered lower prices on other OTAs compared to
what they offer on their website exactly because of the reason that they did not
wish to make their own sales channel less lucrative.31
The cumulative effects, of the fact that both Booking and Expedia apply the
narrow parity clauses, are most visible in the situation when the hotel wishes to
offer the room for a lower rate on their website, and as a result, this same lower
rate is offered by the two market leaders which control a significant share of the
hotel portal market. This could be compared to the effects the wide parity
clauses had on the market, which resulted in a horizontal price platform. The
horizontal price platform was created because the hotels were bound not to
29

Schegg. R (2017) Supra nota. 1, p. 71.
Case: B 9-121/13, Supra nota. 6. p.18-19
Report on the monitoring Exercise Carried out in the Online Hotel Booking Sector by EU Competition Authorities in
2016, Supra nota. 5, p 14-15.
30
31
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provide any other OTA with a better price than which was given to the particular
OTA. In other words, the wide parity clauses resulted in a situation where all
hotels were more or less bound to offer the same price to all hotel portals. The
narrow parity clauses eliminate this direct responsibility to offer price parity between OTAs, but indirectly it can still have the same effect. The indirect effect
could be in the form of the hotels' low incentive to offer different prices to different OTAs and as a consequence the restriction that remains between the hotels and OTAs indirectly affect the hotel portal market. This is because it is in
the hotels’ interest to offer at least the same price on their website, and therefore
the narrow parity clauses indirectly level the prices on the hotel portal market.
The question regarding why hotels would have an incentive to also offer the
same lower price on their website compared to what they would offer to another
OTA can mostly be explained by cost efficiencies. Hotels pay a commission fee
at a rate of approximately 10-20% for every reservation made through an OTA,
but if the customer makes the reservation directly through a hotel’s website the
hotel will not have to pay a commission fee to a third party, thus increasing the
profit margin for the room sold.32 It is in the interest of the hotels to maintain
their own websites as a lucrative alternative for the consumer since it is more
cost-efficient compared to bookings made through OTAs. From the hotels’ perspective offering the best possible price is an important part of this. Hence, the
incentive to offer a higher price on the hotel’s website compared to what is offered through an OTA is very low.33
The fact that the hotels have a low incentive to differentiate prices between
OTAs, could raise the barrier to entry for new competitors on the hotel portal
market. The new competitor would have a difficulty to compete against the market leaders since they would face challenges persuading the hotels into offering
lower prices through their website compared to what they offer through Booking. This is because, as stated earlier, the hotels could not offer the same lower
price on their website without also offering the new lower price to Booking.
This leaves only a few tools, for the new competitor to compete against, for
example, Booking. The new competitor is most likely offered the same prices
as Booking by the hotels which means that the new competitor would have to
use other methods to stand out and attract customers to its platform. This could
32
Report on the monitoring Exercise Carried out in the Online Hotel Booking Sector by EU Competition Authorities in
2016, Supra nota. 5, p. 17-18.
33
Case: PMT 7779-18, Supra nota. 10, p. 18-19.
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prove difficult taking into account the strong market position of Booking and
Expedia. The narrow parity clauses might not have as their effect directly the
foreclosure of the hotel portal market, but taking into account the limited possibilities of competition on the market, the narrow parity clauses certainly act as
a deterrent for new competitors when considering if entering the market is wise
or not. As said, the narrow parity clauses can be seen as acting as a deterrent for
new competitors. On the other hand, this favours the existing OTAs, such as
Booking which can maintain or increase its market power since none or only a
little competition exists on the market.
The analysis shows that the narrow parity clauses have certain features that
could be considered having as their effect the restriction of competition. Therefore, in the next chapter, the analysis will focus on the possible theories of harm
that might exists due to the issues identified in the above analysis.

2.4. Theories of Harm
2.4.1. Narrow Parity Clauses Replicates the Effects
of the Wide Parity Clauses
The wide parity clauses were identified by national competition authorities as
harmful for competition since they resulted in a horizontal price floor, in other
words, the hotels were bound to offer the same price across all platforms.34 By
applying the wide parity clauses, the big OTAs ensured that other OTAs could
not obtain better prices and thereby engage in price competition. In order to analyse if the narrow parity clauses replicate the effects of the wide parity clauses,
one must first identify the competitive restrictions identified with the wide parity
clauses.
Booking abandoned the use of the wide parity clauses in 2015 when it in cooperation with several national competition authorities accepted commitments,
one of which was to stop including wide parity clauses in their contracts.35 In its
decision, the Swedish competition authority stated that the wide parity clauses
restrict competition on the hotel portal market. Moreover, the cumulative effects
of the fact that also Booking’s competitor Expedia applied the wide parity
34

Ezrachi. A (2015) The competitive effects of parity clauses on online commerce, European Competition Journal,
11:2-3, 488-519, p 500.
Case: B 9-121/13, Supra nota. 6, p 35.

35
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clauses were observed by the authorities.36 The report furthermore stated that
the wide parity clauses severely restrict competition both regarding prices and
commissions on the hotel portal market.37 The report also stressed the fact that
the wide parity clauses raise the barriers to entry into the hotel portal market and
make market entry extremely burdensome.38 In conclusion, the Swedish competition authority stated that the wide parity clauses were in breach of Article
101(1) TFEU and were restricting competition and that no basis for an individual exemption under article 101(3) existed.39
Booking argues that the narrow parity clauses remove the issues related to the
wide parity clauses and that hotels are now free to differentiate prices between
hotel portals.40 The direct effect is that hotels are now free to offer a lower price
to a competing OTA compared to what they offer to Booking. The possibility to
offer different prices could result in higher price differentiation but, as stated in
the report by the EU competition authorities, about 80% of the respondents
stated that they had not engaged in price differentiation between OTAs after the
transition to narrow parity clauses was made.41 Hotels’ reluctance to differentiate prices between OTAs partly replicate the effects of the wide parity clauses,
by creating a horizontal price platform. The difference, however, is that under
the narrow parity clauses the price platform is not caused due to a contractual
obligation, but rather by the conduct of the hotels. One reason behind this reluctance to engage in price differentiation is partly because hotels have a low incentive to offer lower prices on the OTAs compared to what they offer through
their websites.42 In the situation in which the hotel would offer a lower price to
Booking’s competitor compared to what is offered on the hotel’s website, the
result would be that the hotel cannot offer this same lower price on their own
online sales channels. This is because the hotels are bound by the narrow parity
clauses not to offer a lower price on their website compared what they offer on
Booking. As a consequence, the indirect result of the narrow parity clauses is
that, if a hotel decides that it will offer the same lower rate it has offered to one
of Booking’s competitors also on its own website, then the hotel is also forced
36

Swedish Competition Authority (Konkurrensverket) Decision 596/2013 – Booking.com, p. 6.
Ibid., p. 6.
Ibid., p. 6.
39
Swedish Competition Authority (Konkurrensverket) Decision 596/2013 – Booking.com, p. 8.
40
Case: B 9-121/13, Supra nota. 6, p 50-51.
41
Report on the monitoring Exercise Carried out in the Online Hotel Booking Sector by EU Competition Authorities in
2016, Supra nota. 5, p. 6.
42
Ibid., p. 10-11.
37
38
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to offer the same lower rate to Booking. This results in the emergence of a price
platform, especially since 80% of the hotel portal market is covered by narrow
parity clauses. This means that if the hotels are not willing to undercut their own
direct sales channels, then the prices on the hotel portal market will remain similar across all platforms. In the current environment, hotels have a low incentive
to undercut their prices since they have no desire to deteriorate their own online
sales channel by offering higher prices through it compared to what is offered
through hotel portals.43
2.4.2. Narrow Parity Clauses Act as a Deterrent for New Competitors
As described in the previous chapter the hotel portal market is highly concentrated, and the barriers to entry are high. A new competitor that aims to establish
itself on the hotel portal market would need to invest a significant amount of
resources in order to effectively compete with Booking. Firstly, the new competitor would have to invest in creating a lucrative platform for the hotels and
persuade the hotels to offer their properties through the new portal. Secondly,
the new competitor would have to lure the consumers to the new platform and
more importantly, persuade the consumer to complete the booking through it.
The most obvious method to compete with the established platforms would be
to offer a lower price, but this could be difficult since hotels rarely engage in
price differentiation. The fact that the price competition on the market is low
from the beginning, and the fact that the hotels have a low incentive to offer
lower prices to OTAs compared to what they offer on their website, increases
the effort required by the new competitor to efficiently establish itself on the
market.44
One might argue that the limited possibilities for competition on the hotel portal
market are not due to the narrow parity clauses, but is due to other factors and
that new competitors would have to find other ways to compete with Booking.45
The fact that the new competitor would charge a lower commission would probably not be sufficient since the price offered to the consumers would not change
dramatically. Furthermore, larger OTAs would probably answer this sort of behaviour by lowering their prices too, by taking the margin out of their commission. One of the remaining ways to challenge the large OTAs would be to invest
43
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in the quality and standards of the platform and the service provided by the new
competitor. However, it would require significant investments and marketing in
order to persuade hotels to make their hotels available through the new portal,
and more importantly to persuade consumers to switch from the existing platforms to the new one. Nonetheless, OTAs could face difficulties since the hotels
might be reluctant to offer their properties through the portal if there are no consumers who use it. However, here a lower commission might be used as an incentive to persuade hotels to list their properties on the new platform.
The new competitor would as said, have to compete with the quality of the service and platform it offers, and it is reasonable to assume that creating a platform
that would be able to compete with the one offered by Booking would require a
considerable amount of capital. The new competitor would have to figure out
how to make its platform more lucrative than Booking’s, and one option could
be lowering its commission rate and by doing this it could offer a better deal to
consumers. This could be a temporary measure, but the established OTAs are
not afraid to also engage in commission splitting and by that matching the new
competitor’s price.46 There are no implications that the cumulative effects of the
parity clauses applied by both Booking and Expedia directly foreclose the hotel
portal market since a new competitor could enter the market. The narrow parity
clauses do, however, result in an unreasonably burdensome task for the new
competitor to obtain better prices than Booking from hotels. Therefore one could
conclude that many new competitors abstain from entering the market since it
is very difficult to compete with prices on the hotel portal market, and that narrow parity clauses are the reason behind the nearly non-existent price competition on the hotel portal market. And that the nearly non-existent price competition on the market could deter possible new competitors from entering the market.
2.4.3. Narrow Parity Clauses Contribute to the Creation and
Maintenance of Market Power
Booking and Expedia have a combined market share of around 80% on the European market, which implies that their actions and methods are reflected onto
the rest of the market. The fact that Booking has such a large market share is not
a breach by itself, but it obliges Booking with a special responsibility not to
46
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abuse its position.47 This, however, would be a problem that would be subject
to analysis under Article 102 TFEU, and will thus not be discussed in depth in
this paper. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the narrow parity clauses could
contribute to the maintenance of market power. This might be a combination of
an analysis under both Article 101 and 102 TFEU, since the narrow parity
clauses are part of an agreement, and the fact that the narrow parity clauses are
included in the agreement might be due to the influence Booking has due to its
market power. The market power and influence Booking has can be demonstrated by the fact that around 50% of hoteliers feel pressured to accept the
OTAs’ conditions which the hotelier would not itself otherwise offer.48 The hoteliers have as well expressed concerns regarding lower visibility and reduced
ranking scores in case the hotel acts undesirably according to the OTA.49 The
hotels are most likely to comply with the demands of the OTAs, despite occasional reluctance. This is because the hoteliers understand that it is of crucial
importance to be available on Booking and are therefore willing to accept terms
they would not otherwise accept.50 These concerns expressed by hoteliers
should be taken seriously since Booking committed in 2015 not to penalise hotels with lower visibility or delisting if they do not apply the parity clauses.51
The question on whether the pressure of Booking could be seen as an abuse of
dominant position under Article 102 TFEU and whether the imposed terms unfairly benefit Booking, should be subject to separate analysis and therefore the
issue is not discussed further in this paper.
2.4.4. Narrow Parity Clauses Raise the Commission Fees which Results in
Higher Prices for the End Consumer
The highly concentrated hotel portal market, with a high barrier to entry, might
attract the established OTAs to raise their commission fees. Since competition
is low on the hotel portal market, the OTAs could be tempted to raise their commission rates as the consumer would not have an alternative to choose from.
Hotels could not compete with their websites since the OTA would then be protected by the narrow parity clauses and the hotel could not offer a lower rate on
47
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their websites. However, there is no evidence available that the highly concentrated market would have resulted in a situation where the dominant OTA, in
this case, Booking, would have raised its commission rates, which would have
resulted in higher prices for the end consumer. A study from 2019 shows that
prices have stayed relatively stagnated on the hotel portal market in countries
such as France and Italy where the narrow parity clauses have been prohibited
by law.52 The lack of price differentiation can be seen as both a positive and
negative sign. From a positive perspective, it indicates that Booking has refrained from taking advantage of its dominant position and has not raised its
commission rates. This could be because of the rise of alternative accommodation sites as Airbnb or because they are afraid that larger hotel chains would start
to compete with Booking through their own sales channels, despite the narrow
parity clauses. However, from a less positive perspective, it indicates that competition on the hotel portal market is continuously low and that the market lacks
an incentive to compete, at least when it comes to prices. France was one of the
countries that considered the negative effects to be harmful and decided to prohibit all kind of parity clauses by law in order to bolster price competition between OTAs. France expected that increased competition would then hopefully
result in lower prices to the end consumers.53 However, no notable effects in
prices could be identified between the period that parity clauses were applied
compared to the period after the parity clauses were prohibited.54 Therefore, one
can conclude that the narrow parity clause does not result in higher prices for
end consumers in the form of higher commission rates charged by the dominant
OTAs despite the concentrated hotel portal market.

2.5. Conclusion
The question regarding whether an agreement between undertakings exits is perhaps the least contested fact when analysing whether the narrow parity clauses
restrict competition. The hotels are bound by a written agreement not to offer a
room for a cheaper rate through their own online sales channels compared to
what is offered on Booking. The flowing, and more challenging, step is
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determining if the agreement, which includes the narrow parity clauses, contains
a restriction to competition and if so, does to do so by object or by effect?
Determining whether or not the narrow parity clauses constitute a restriction by
object is rather difficult taking into account the current legal environment. As
stated in the analysis, scholars have disagreed on the point on whether parity
clauses could constitute a restriction by object or not. This furthermore, contributes to the uncertainty surrounding the question of whether or not the narrow
parity clauses are restricting competition or not. The court in Sweden acknowledged this uncertainty as well, especially regarding the question of whether the
narrow parity clauses would constitute a by object infringement. The Swedish
court concluded that a by effect analysis is required since at present it cannot be
determined for certain that the narrow parity clauses would constitute a restriction by object. This uncertainty could be resolved by clear guidelines stipulated by the EU, which would provide guidance regarding the application of
parity clauses. In the absence of such guidelines, one has to resort to a by effect
analysis.
In order to determine if the narrow parity clauses restrict competition by effect,
one must analyse the actual effects as well as the potential effects the narrow
parity clauses have on actual and potential competition. The effect analysis
shows that it is not only the effects of Booking’s parity clauses alone that might
have anticompetitive effects but rather the cumulative effects of the fact that, in
addition to Booking, Expedia applies the narrow parity clauses as well. As a
consequence, around 80% of the hotel portal market is covered by narrow parity
clauses. The narrow parity clauses do not directly have the same effect as the
wide parity clauses, but the fact that 80% of the hotel portal market is bound by
narrow parity clauses gives rise to concerns that the narrow parity clauses could
indirectly have the same effects as the wide parity clauses. If it is concluded that
the effects of the wide parity clauses are replicated, then the creation of a price
platform and the foreclosure of the hotel portal market are very likely effects of
the narrow parity clauses.
As shown, the narrow parity clauses do not directly foreclosure or restrict access
to the hotel portal market, but the clauses might give rise to low priced differentiation, which on the other hand may act as a deterrent for new competitors when
considering market entry. If the price differentiation on the hotel portal market
is low, then the tools for competition are low as well, especially for new
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competitors who intend to challenge Booking. The relatively non-existent price
differentiation that exists on the market, which deters new competitors from entering the market, can be seen as an effect of the narrow parity clauses. As a
consequence, the narrow parity clauses restrict potential competition on the hotel portal market. There are several theories of harm that can be identified as a
result of the restrictive effects that the narrow parity clauses have on competition.
A hand full of possible scenarios was discussed in this chapter, and as earlier
concluded, some of the possible theories of harm would require a more in-depth
analysis under Article 102 TFEU, and were therefore not deliberated on further.
However, a few theories of harm were identified which exist due to the narrow
parity clauses and could be in breach of Article 101 TFEU. The first theory of
harm is the deterring effect the narrow parity clause has, regarding new entry
into the hotel portal market. The narrow parity clauses do not directly inhibit
market entry into the hotel portal market, but as it limits price competition and
reduces the incentives to compete, it indirectly raises the barrier to entry into the
hotel portal market. The new competitor would have to invest a considerable
amount of time and capital in order to be able to compete with Booking with
other means than price. The second theory of harm was the scenario that the
narrow parity clauses replicate the negative effects created by the wide parity
clauses. As stated previously the narrow parity clauses do not directly create a
horizontal price platform, similar to the one created by the wide parity clauses,
but the indirect effects should also be accounted for. The indirect effects of the
narrow parity clauses point to the direction that there is a possibility that a horizontal price platform might exist, which is aggravated by the fact that both
Booking and Expedia apply the narrow parity clauses. The fact that a horizontal
price platform might also exist under the narrow parity clauses is supported by
the fact that hotels have low incentives to offer lower prices to OTAs compared
to what they offer through their website. The hotels' low incentive to differentiate prices is largely due to the fact that the hotels do not want to cannibalise their
own online sales channel by undercutting their own prices. Furthermore, the
foreclosure of the market was identified as an anticompetitive effect of the wide
parity clauses, which was discussed separately as a possible theory of harm. The
final theory of harm that was discussed was that the narrow parity clauses would
provide Booking the possibility to raise its commission and thereby raise the
price for the final customer. However, on closer observation, there is no
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evidence that this would be the case since when analysing the prices, in counties
where price parity had been prohibited, no significant differences could be identified between the price levels before and after parity clauses were prohibited.
This could be due to several factors, one of which might be the rise of alternative
accommodation platforms that in a part compete with Booking, such as Airbnb.
In conclusion, the two most likely theories of harm that could be realised, and
which could be found in breach of Article 101(1) TFEU, are the theory that the
narrow parity clauses would replicate the effects of the wide parity clauses and
the theory that the narrow parity clauses would deter new competitors from entering the hotel portal market. The wide parity clauses contained obligations that
directly by themselves created the horizontal price platform which then contributed to the foreclosure of the market. The narrow parity clauses, one the other
hand, might not directly contain obligations that create a horizontal price platform, but could instead indirectly result in the same effects. The price platform
would result in the foreclosure of the market, or at least deter new competitors
from entering the market. The next chapters will analyse if and how the two
theories of harm actually or potentially affect competition on the current market.
Furthermore, possible justifications for the restrictive measures will be discussed and if such justifications should be considered valid enough taking into
consideration the current market situation.
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3. Market - and Legal Analysis
Regarding the Narrow Parity Clauses

There are two sides to the argument regarding if parity clauses are harmful for
competition and as one can expect they are the complete opposite of each other.
Booking argues that there are absolutely no issues with the clauses and that they
are necessary to prevent freeriding.55 The hotels, on the other hand, have a completely different view of the situation and have expressed concerns regarding the
harm parity clauses have on competition. The hotels argue that the narrow parity
clauses are only a formal adjustment to the wide parity clauses and in reality,
they do not change the original situation in any significant manner.56 Before
analysing the effects the narrow parity clauses might have on the market one
must first define the market itself.

3.1. Defining the Market and Application of Article 101(1) TFEU
To analyse the effects of the narrow parity clauses, it is important to define the
relevant product market in which competition might be restricted. In both Bundeskartellamt’s proceedings against Booking in Germany and Visita’s claim
against Booking in Sweden, the courts had similar approaches on how the market should be defined. The courts and the parties agreed that Booking and the
hotels are operating on two different levels of the market, and are therefore engaged in a vertical relationship.57 In both cases, the relevant geographic market
was limited to the country in which the proceedings were held.58 The two markets identified by the courts were the hotel portal market, which is the market
where Booking is active, and the market for hotel rooms, which is the market
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where the hotels are operating.59 When analysing the market shares of Booking,
the courts stated that the market has an oligopolistic character where only a few
actors control almost the entire hotel portal market. Booking is estimated to have
both in Sweden and in Germany a market share of above 50% and Booking’s
biggest competitor, Expedia, holds an estimated 30% of the market, making the
hotel portal market very concentrated.60 Booking, on the other hand, argues that
their market share is lower than what is estimated, but this argument was dismissed by the courts since Booking failed to provide evidence supporting their
claim of a lower market share.61
The hotel portal market consists of several different sites which might give the
impression that the market consists of several competing undertakings. The truth
is, however, that several of the sites, which one might consider to be a competitor to Booking, are actually owned by Booking. Sites such as Kayak and Agoda
are both brands which belong to the same corporate group as Booking.62 Moreover, Expedia which is the second-largest undertaking on the hotel portal owns
well-known brands such as Hotels.com and ebookers.63 As a result, the hotel
portal market is highly concentrated under the two corporate umbrellas, and the
special relationships that exist between several of the undertakings are important
to take into account, especially when analysing the existing price differentiation
on the hotel portal market.64
Both the courts in Sweden and Germany have analysed the relevance of Article
101(1) TFEU in regards to narrow parity clauses and came to similar conclusions regarding its applicability in both cases. Article 101 (1) TFEU prohibits
agreements between undertakings which may affect trade between member
states and has as their effect or object to distort competition within the internal
market.65 As established in the previous chapter the agreements between the hotels and Booking are agreements between undertakings in the meaning of Article
101. Furthermore, the courts analysed the union dimension that is required for
the application of Article 101, and concluded that this criterion is fulfilled since
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people from different member states can use the service provided by Booking
to book hotel rooms in a hotel situated in another member state.
In the analysis regarding both the hotel portal market and the market for hotel
rooms, it must be determined if the narrow parity clauses limit competition on
either market and if so, do the narrow parity clauses do so by object or by effect.
As stated in the previous chapter, the question whether narrow parity clauses
constitute a possible restriction in the first place, and if so does it do so by object
or by effect, has given rise to several but various opinions by legal scholars.66
For example, the Swedish court used the by effect analysis in determining the
possible restrictions narrow parity clauses could have on competition since it
could not conclude by certain that narrow parity clauses would constitute a restriction by object.67
3.1.1. Article 101(1) TFEU and the Hotel Portal Market
The hotel portal market is, as stated earlier, controlled by a few operators of
which Booking is the most dominant. The hotel portal market is a two-sided
market which consists of hotels wishing to sell their hotel rooms through the
portal and of consumers that wish to book their hotel rooms through the same
portal.68 The French competition authorities stated that regarding the two sides
of the market only the upstream market, which concerns the relationship between the hotels and Booking, should be considered relevant when analysing
possible anticompetitive effects.69 The downstream market concerns the relation
between the consumer and the hotels, and the consumer does not have to pay for
the use of the portal. For the hotels Booking’s service is free of charge until a
consumer completes a booking through the portal since then the hotel has to pay
a commission fee for the booking made through the portal.70 Both the Swedish
and the German courts correspondingly note that networking effects are of high
importance for the actors active on the market, and that investments to attract
customers to use their website are crucial.71 This is since the presence of consumers makes the OTAs more lucrative for the hotels and the other way around.
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The hotels argue that narrow parity clauses limit the competition on the hotel
portal market which contributes to the high barrier to entry for new operators.72
Before 2015 Booking applied wide parity clauses in the EU, which obliged the
hotels not to sell the same hotel room for a better rate on their website or through
any other online travel agent. This led to a situation where the price competition
on the hotel portal market was low since everybody was offered the same prices
by the hotels. After 2015, when Booking agreed to apply narrow parity clauses
it argued that the impediment for competition on the hotel portal market, that
existed before, was now erased due to the implementation of narrow parity
clauses.73 The hotels strongly disagree with Booking and state that competition
on the hotel portal market is strongly affected due to the narrow parity clauses.
Despite hotels being free to offer different rates to OTAs they still cannot offer
lower prices on their website compared to what they offer to an OTA. For example, if the hotel offers a rate to Booking it cannot sell it for a lower price on
their website. Furthermore, if the hotel then decides to offer the same room for
a cheaper price to another OTA, it cannot sell the room on their website for that
lower price without also offering the lower price to Booking. In order to avoid
having to sell the room for the same rate to Booking the hotel’s only option is
to offer the room for a higher price on their website. Therefore, Booking’s argument that hotels are free to vary rates between OTAs actually means that if
the hotels wish to offer the room for a lower rate to another OTA, they are forced
to sell the room for a higher price on their own website. According to a questioner sent to hotels, the incentive to do this is very low, and that hotels are more
likely to sell the room for the same rate on their own website.74 This, on the
other hand, means that they have to offer the same lower rate to Booking due to
the narrow parity clauses. If all the hotels offer the same prices to OTAs then
the only possibility for price competition is through changing commissions. According to a study, the commissions charged by OTAs on the hotel portal market
have stayed relatively static over the past decade, which indicates that price
competition between hotel portals is quite low.75 This is partly because there is
a lack of incentive for the hotels to offer lower prices to OTAs compared to what
they offer on their own website. Hence, the OTAs receive relatively similar rates
from the hotels, and as a consequence, OTAs also have a low incentive to lower
72
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their commissions. The question then remains how the market would look and
how the hotels would react if they were not bound by parity clauses.
Booking argues that the prices for the end consumer would rise and that hotels
would offer lower prices on their own websites, however, there is no proof supporting this claim.76 Another theory suggests that if hotels could freely set their
prices on their website and offer lower prices on their website compared to what
they offer on Booking, this would raise the incentive for Booking to lower its
commission in order to match the hotel's prices.77 The lower commissions
would, on the other hand, lower the marginal costs for the hotels and would
enable the hotels to pass on these savings as lower prices to the consumers.
Nonetheless, the Swedish court of appeals did not completely agree with the
argument regarding the possibility of lower prices and stated that; if the hotels
could offer higher rates through Booking compared to what they offer through
their own sales channel then, according to the court, the hotels would have an
increased incentive to offer a higher price on Booking.78 The court did not discuss the relevance of Booking as a channel for online reservations for small and
medium-sized hotels; this was however pointed out in the dissenting opinion.79
The German court, however, pointed out in their judgment the influence Booking has on the small and medium-sized hotels since many of them are heavily
dependent on Booking’s marketing and sales infrastructure.80
Small and medium-sized hotels often have lower brand loyalty than larger hotels. As a consequence, consumers would more likely choose another hotel on
Booking’s platform than look up the price on the hotel’s website. This, on the
other hand, would act as a deterrent for hotels not to raise prices on Booking
since that might lead to losing the customer to a competing hotel. This is partly
due to high inter-brand competition on the market, and also due to the price
sensitivity of the consumers. This can be seen as a positive sign since, as the
Swedish court also noted, any restrictions on intra-brand competition are less
likely if there is strong inter-brand competition.81 The rise of loyalty towards
hotel reservation platforms, such as Booking, and the importance of consumer
loyalty shall be taken into account when calculating the influence that Booking
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has on consumers when they book their accommodation. The rise of loyalty towards booking platforms has raised some concerns when analysing the low intra-brand competition on the hotel portal market.
The other obligation that could have an effect on the market, is the hotels' obligation to make available a minimum amount of rooms to Booking. The minimum availability clause obliges the hotels to make available through the OTA a
minimum number of rooms for every available night. This, on the other hand,
raises the burden on small and medium-sized hotels which may not have the
resources to purchase expensive software which can distribute the available
rooms automatically between different distribution channels.82 These hotels
could, therefore, be forced to distribute the available rooms manually and are
most likely unable to maximise their selling power by utilising all available
channels. These hotels would probably prefer to make more rooms available on
the most popular OTA which would most likely be Booking.
The last provisions, which have come over scrutiny, are the best price clause
that Booking applies, this is a promise by which Booking promises that if a consumer finds a better rate for the same room night at another site, then Booking
will offer that same lower price to the consumer.83 Commission splitting, as this
conduct is referred to, is not prohibited, but in Booking’s position as a dominant
undertaking on the market, its announcement to apply this method ultimately
lowers the incentives of any new or existing competitors to engage in price competition with Booking.84
In Bundeskartellamt’s proceedings against Booking, the German court also considered the above-mentioned factors when analysing the effects of market foreclosure, and stated that a possible newcomer on the hotel portal would, in addition, to other factors need to compete with Booking’s promise to match its competitors’ prices in order to attract customers to use their site. The court stated
that in the current market situation, a new entrant on the hotel portal market does
not have good opportunities to offer rooms at a lower price since hotels’ have a
very low incentive to offer different rates to different portals.85 Elements of the
theories of harm identified in the previous chapter can clearly be identified in
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the existing hotel portal market, especially regarding the situation in which the
narrow parity clauses act as a deterrent for new competitors.
3.1.1.1. Counterfactual Analysis of the Hotel Portal Market
In the absence of parity clauses, the hotels would be free to offer higher rates to
OTAs compared to what they offer on their own website. This would also increase the incentive to offer different rates to different OTAs which could depend on factors such as the commission rate. Hotels would no longer be obliged
to offer a minimum amount of rooms to Booking and could choose how to divide
the available rooms between different distribution channels. This could further
lower the barrier to entry on the hotel portal market and lower the final prices
for the end customers. The lower barrier to entry would make the incentive to
establish a competing undertaking on the hotel portal market more lucrative than
in the current market.
In Visita’s claim against Booking, before the Swedish court, Visita could not
provide any factual proof that parity clauses cause actual or potential harm to
competition, and failed to present to the court any generally accepted economic
theory that would support their claim.86 Furthermore, the court stressed Visita’s
obligation to prove the harm caused to competition as a result of the narrow
parity clauses and pointed out that Visita should have been able to provide proof
of actual anticompetitive effects, taking into account the fact that the narrow
parity clauses have been already applied for a considerable period of time.87
Visita failed to provide a convincing enough argument, and actual proof to the
court regarding the link between narrow parity clauses and a low incentive to
compete on the hotel portal market. In other words, Visita could not provide
actual evidence that narrow parity clauses had as their effect a lower incentive
to compete. One could, however, argue that it is difficult to provide factual proof
that actual harm is done due to the low incentive to compete on the hotel portal
market since due to this almost no competition exists. Furthermore, in the absence of new actors to challenge the current actors on the market, it is difficult
to unveil potential restraints that exist on the market.
In a counterfactual scenario where the parity clauses would be prohibited, the
change in prices might not be significant, but there would be an increased
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incentive to compete and the possibility to change prices accordingly. The OTAs
would be forced to invest more in their platform and possibly offer better terms
to the hotels, which would raise the possibility of competition on the hotel portal
market, instead of the stagnated situation that exists today. This could be a possible outcome if the parity clause would be removed. OTAs, on the other hand,
argues that in the counterfactual scenario they would suffer severely, and that
hotels would be able to freeride on their efforts and that customers would suffer
from this change in the form of higher prices and decreased price transparency.88
The issue of freeriding is raised as a concern by Booking on several occasions,
and Booking states that other portals and hotels could take advantage of Booking’s investments.89 The issues regarding the freeriding problem are discussed
further later on in the paper.
3.1.2. Article 101(1) TFEU and the Market for Hotel Rooms
There has been a discussion on whether the parity clauses restrict competition
on the market for hotel rooms as well. No theories of harm were identified in
the previous chapter regarding the market for hotel rooms, but a market analysis
is necessary since concerns of anticompetitive effects have been expressed by
the representatives of the hotel industry.90 The hotels argue that since they are
not able to set lower prices compared to the prices on Booking, they are not able
to efficiently compete with other hotels.91 If hotels could set the prices lower
than offered on Booking, then the savings made in lower commission fees could
be passed on to the consumers. Booking has argued that the hotels could in such
a situation start promoting their website and persuade customers to book directly
through their own website while at the same time raising prices on Booking.92
Booking argues that it would be pointless for hotels to invest in persuading consumers to book through the hotel’s website since the money they save in commission fees would instead be spent on advertising their own sales channels.93
However, it does not seem like a valid defence; that a party could lower the
incentive of the other party to invest in advertising since it is afraid it might lose
customers to that undertaking, or that the competing undertaking might invest
88
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more in its marketing in the absence of narrow parity clauses. Hence, in Booking’s view, it is not beneficial to eliminate parity clauses since in their absence
the money hotels spend on commissions today, they would instead spend on
marketing and would not actually make any additional profit.94
Booking’s argument stresses the unfortunate scenario for Booking where the
hotels spend more money on marketing efforts, and could, thus attract more customers through their online channels, which are the same customers Booking is
competing for. In other words, the hotel's marketing channel would compete
with price differentiation for the same consumers as Booking, which is not currently possible due to the narrow parity clauses. Booking stresses the fact that
hotels are not restricted in their sales through offline channels, but this does not,
however, correspond with the decreasing importance of bookings made through
offline channels.95 This once again demonstrates why the commitments made
by Booking in 2015, by which parity clauses do not apply to sales through offline channels, are no longer as relevant as they were then.96
3.1.2.1. Counterfactual Analysis of the Market for Hotel Rooms
As stated earlier, parity clauses limit the rights of hotels to offer lower prices in
their online channels, such as on their own websites. Booking, however, argues
that this limitation is insignificant since the hotels are still able to determine the
prices, they offer through different sales channels themselves, including thirdparty websites such as Booking. Furthermore, hotels are allowed to offer lower
prices compared to what is offered on Booking through offline channels, such
as at the reception desk.97 However, as sales through offline channels are declining, the importance of online bookings grows, and in the absence of narrow parity clauses, the hotels could be more competitive and aggressive in their online
marketing. In the absence of narrow parity clauses, the hotels would have a
higher incentive to engage in price differentiation and could offer lower prices
through their own online sales channels. This would further increase the incentive to compete with other hotels for those customers who are booking directly
through hotels’ websites. Hotels could engage in price differentiation in a much
94
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broader manner and hotels would furthermore be more equipped to react rapidly
to any changes in demand on the market. However, as a result of prohibiting
price parity, hotels might end up having less control over its brand since in the
absence of rate parity OTAs might offer discounts more aggressively through
its channels. As a consequence, hotels could be facing a price war with the OTAs
which might not be sustainable in the long run for the small and medium-sized
hotels.98 Therefore, small and medium-sized hotels could decide that the benefits that the rate parity agreements entail, in the form of high visibility and availability, are greater compared to the obstacles that the narrow parity clauses
cause.99 On the other hand, hotels that consider the narrow parity clauses to be
more harmful than helpful could in their absence more actively compete with
Booking for the consumers, on the market for the sale of hotel rooms through
online channels.
Despite the generally excepted fact that Booking and hotels are operating on two
different levels of the market, it cannot be disregarded that in the market for the
sale of hotel rooms through online channels, Booking and the hotels are competing for the same consumers and offering the same product. Additionally, on
this market, the hotels are extremely limited by Booking to compete for these
customers due to the narrow parity clauses. If it would be concluded that the
hotels and Booking are in a horizontal relationship when it comes to the sale of
hotel rooms through online channels, then a limitation which limits the hotels
from freely determining their prices would most likely be in breach of Article
101(1). Especially when the limitation in question is derived from an agreement
between the hotel and Booking, which would in this scenario be competitors
active on the same relevant market.

3.2. Conclusion
Both the evidence and the statements by the court in Germany, in Bundeskartellamt’s proceedings against Booking, and by the court in Sweden, in
Visita’s claim against Booking, suggest that the issue whether parity clauses are
harmful for the competition is not as clear cut as one may think. This can be
98
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concluded after analysing both the German and Swedish courts judgements
which have used very different approaches and analysis in their deliberations.
Both the Swedish and German courts analysed the possible anticompetitive effects of the narrow parity clauses. In Visita’s claim against Booking, the Swedish court stated that Visita had failed to provide sufficient proof of actual or
potential harm done by the narrow parity clauses. The court stated that Visita
should have been able to provide actual evidence of anticompetitive effects taking into account the duration of the time narrow parity clauses had been applied.
The fact that the Swedish court came to this conclusion does not, however, mean
that anticompetitive effects could not exist. This is supported by the fact that the
German court gave different reasonings, which implies that not even the courts
have a uniform understanding of what the actual effects of the narrow parity
clauses are. One aspect that could possibly be stressed more in future deliberations is the market power of Booking, which has continued to increase from the
time when Bundeskartellamt brought its case before the German court, and from
the time when Booking accepted commitments to change from wide to narrow
parity clauses in 2015.
The narrow parity clauses provide Booking the opportunity to indirectly restrict
competition. A good example of this is the scenario where a hotel offers a rate
to Booking and is thereafter bound to offer the same or a higher price on its own
website. The hotel is then free to offer a lower rate to a different online channel,
but cannot then offer that lower price on its own website without offering that
lower price to Booking as well. The incentive to do this sort of price differentiation is low and as a result, the barrier to entry on the hotel portal market remains
high and the possibilities offered for new entrants for competing with the established OTAs are very limited. Accordingly, one can say that Booking’s narrow
parity clauses have similar characteristics as the wide parity clauses, but the
negative effects are obtained indirectly rather than directly as it was done with
the wide parity clauses.
The second aspect regarding the analysis of the legality of parity clauses is the
market definition that is applied by the courts. It is recognised by the courts and
by scholars that Booking and hotels operate on two different levels on the market, those are the hotel portal market and the market for hotel rooms. This distinction denotes that Booking and the hotels are engaged in a vertical relationship. Nevertheless, by reading Booking’s arguments it would appear that
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Booking is worried about a situation in which the two would be regarded to be
competing on the same relevant market. Most likely not regarding all operations,
but in some instances, especially regarding sales made through online booking
channels. This is since the arguments made by Booking suggest that the online
channels for bookings provided by hotels on the hotels’ websites are a threat and
would actively compete for the same customers as Booking in the absence of
parity clauses. This implies that there could exist a market for the online sales
of hotel rooms, in which Booking and the hotels would be considered competitors. This could be the case especially on markets where larger hotel chains, with
sophisticated online sales channels, operate and, therefore, could challenge
Booking on the market for the sale of hotel rooms through online channels.
Booking argues that customers would convert to the hotels’ online channels
instead of Booking if the parity clauses would be prohibited, making it a possible
substitute product for online reservations. In light of Booking’s arguments, it
could be worthwhile for future analysis to take into consideration the changing
nature of hotels’ online booking channels. This could be a useful analysis to
make if concluded that the hotels’ online sales channels are competing with
Booking on the same relevant market. Then the analysis regarding the legality
of parity clauses would drastically change since as a consequence the two would
be in a horizontal relationship, and restrictions in horizontal agreements are traditionally viewed to be more harmful to competition than restrictions in vertical
agreements.
In conclusion, one might point out that there is evidence suggesting that even
the narrow parity clauses are harmful for competition especially taking into account Booking’s position on the market, but as long as the EU does not have a
uniform solution to the problem every member state will have to regulate by
their own initiative. The current trend, in the sense of court judgements, seems
to lean towards a more acceptable environment regarding the narrow parity
clauses, but as seen by the reasoning of the courts, there is still no coherent
opinion on why narrow parity clauses are not harmful. The lack of actual evidence seems to be the biggest stepping stone for the arguments against narrow
parity clauses since the hotels have had difficulties identifying the causal link
between the anticompetitive effects and the narrow parity clauses. Despite the
lack of evidence pointing towards actual harm, the presence of potential harm is
still strong, especially on the hotel portal market, in the form of indirect foreclosure of the market. It can be concluded that the narrow parity clauses partly
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replicate the effects of the wide parity clauses, especially when it comes to the
deterring effect they have on potential new competitors. Furthermore, the narrow parity clauses could be seen as providing Booking protection from competition with hotels’ online sales channels, which are currently not considered as
direct competitors to Booking.
The lack of EU regulation can be seen as a disadvantage to member states which
do not have strong unions that can bring action against Booking, such as Visita
did in Sweden, or if the member state itself is unwilling to implement legislation
to address the issue. Another factor that might explain the different outcomes in
different member states is the market situation itself. For example, in Germany,
the market consists mainly of small and medium-sized hotels which are more
vulnerable to Booking’s parity clauses than larger hotels chains.100 The markets
which are more dominated by larger hotel chains such as in Sweden, where two
of the leading hotel chains have a combined market share of 25%, are less dependent on Booking as a sales channel since they have more selling power
through their own sales channels.101 The implementation of an EU wide regulation regarding parity clauses would hopefully clear up the uncertainties and level
the playing field across the EU, and ensure that Booking has to follow the same
rules regardless of the member state in question.
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4. Defences for Using Parity Clauses

If parity clauses are considered to violate Article 101(1) TFEU, then Booking
must be able to justify the use of parity clauses by one of the remedies available
under EU law. Booking has for a long time used freeriding as their main argument for why parity clauses should be allowed since they are necessary to protect Booking’s investments.102 The courts have had different views, which will
be discussed in this section, on whether freeriding or any other justification
should be considered as a valid defence. If established that the narrow parity
clauses are in breach of Article 101(1) then Booking must be able to justify the
use of the narrow parity clauses, in order, for them to qualify for an exemption.
Booking has struggled to provide sufficient evidence to the courts both in Sweden and in Germany regarding why parity clauses should qualify for an exemption. One reason behind Booking’s lack of interest to provide sufficient arguments might be that Booking strongly believes that their agreements are compatible in full with Article 101(1) in the first place.103 However, this does not
eliminate Booking’s responsibility to prove and provide evidence that the parity
clauses would qualify for an exemption under Article 101(3), in case the court
decides that Booking is in breach of Article 101(1).104
Booking’s main argument regarding freeriding is that if hotels could offer lower
rates on their website in comparison with what is offered on Booking, then consumers would instead only use Booking’s platform for comparing hotels. After
deciding on suitable accommodation the consumer would complete the booking
on the hotel’s website for the cheaper price.105 This would, according to Booking, be unfair since then hotels could unfairly benefit from the billboard effect
provided by Booking’s platform by luring customers to complete the bookings
on the hotels’ websites. Nonetheless, there is no evidence suggesting that the
conversion ratios would be of any significant amount, and research shows that
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consumers would not that easily convert and book the hotel room on the hotels’
website instead.106 There is however a survey by the Swedish competition authority that suggested otherwise; in the particular survey, consumers were asked
if they would book on the hotel’s website instead of booking through the OTA
if they knew that they could book the same room for 10% less on the hotel’s
website. Most of the people surveyed answered “yes, they would”, which is of
course of no surprise. However, a limitation with the survey is that in reality the
consumer would not be informed while searching for hotel rooms on Booking
that the same room would be available for 10% less on the hotel’s website.107 In
reality, it would require some effort from the consumer to find a lower price
from hotels’ websites.
The use of metasearch engines could lower the effort required by the consumer
to find the best possible prices. However, metasearch engines have recently
come under scrutiny in Australia, where Trivago, which is a part of Expedia,
was fined for providing misleading prices and discounts to customers.108 This
implicates that even though metasearch sites might indicate that a room is available for a cheaper price at a certain website, this might not actually be the case,
and therefore evidence of price differentiation shown on metasearch sites should
be viewed prudently. Another survey stated that consumers, who use online platforms like Booking, are more likely to choose another hotel on the same platform if they think the price is too high for a particular hotel.109 In other words,
some consumers have loyalty towards the OTA instead of the hotel chain. Consumers are no longer as selective when it comes to the hotel chain or brand, but
rather the way the hotel can be booked. Another feature that contributes to customer loyalty is the OTAs’ loyalty programs, through which they offer lower
room rates to their loyalty costumers. This does not, however, mean that loyalty
towards hotel chains would have disappeared, but rather shows that people are
no longer only bound by one hotel chain, but are instead open to selecting another hotel which offers a better deal to the consumer.110
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If it is concluded that Booking’s parity clauses are in breach of Article 101(1),
they must be justified under the few exemptions that are available under EU
competition law. Booking must prove why freeriding is an issue and why it considers it necessary that it should be protected against such conduct.

4.1. Article 101(3) TFEU
If an agreement between undertakings is found to be in breach of Article 101(1)
it is automatically invalid, however, it can be declared valid if it qualifies for an
individual exemption under Article 101(3). To qualify for the exemption under
Article 101(3) Booking must fulfil four main criteria, two positive and two negatives.111 It is Booking’s responsibility to prove and to present evidence why
they should qualify for an exemption and that they fulfil all the four criteria
mentioned in the article.112
4.1.1. Efficiency Gains
The first criterion Booking needs to fulfil is the requirement that the parity
clauses should contribute to the improvement in production or distribution.
However, one shall remember that it is not the effectivity of Booking’s service
as a whole that is analysed but rather the connection between the parity clauses
and the suggested effectivity improvements that parity clauses allegedly
cause.113 In the present case, Booking has to prove how in the absence of parity
clauses their effectivity would suffer and how this would affect the market.
Booking’s main arguments, that the prices would be higher and that hotels
would take advantage of their efforts by freeriding on their investments, are also
present in the cases presented before the courts in both Germany and Sweden.
Booking also argued that the quality of the service it offers would decrease if
parity clauses would not be allowed. Notwithstanding the argument, there is no
proof or any indication as to why Booking’s incentive to invest in its platform
would decrease if parity clauses would be prohibited, but rather the contrary.114
Booking would have a greater incentive to invest in its platform and service in
order to remain as a lucrative option for the consumers. The fact that Booking
111
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would then have to compete with the hotels for the same consumers would require more investments from Booking’s side, but it would most likely only improve the service rather than decrease it, as suggested by Booking. In order for
Booking's argument to succeed on the part of improved effectivity, the gains in
effectivity must be greater than the harm caused by the parity clauses.115 Harmful effects, that are a consequence of the narrow parity clauses, are the increased
barrier to entry into the hotel market by limiting price competition on the hotel
portal market. In the cases tried before the German and Swedish courts, Booking
has failed to prove that the efficiency gains would be greater than the harm
caused to the market, and therefore Booking has failed to fulfil the first criteria
of 101(3).116
The criteria required to qualify for the exemption in Article 101(3) are cumulative and by having failed to fulfil the first criteria Booking would thus be ineligible for the exemption found in Article 101(3).117 Despite Booking having
failed to fulfil the first criteria and therefore lost the possibility to apply Article
101(3), the paper will further analyse the three remaining criteria.
4.1.2. Fair Share for Consumers
The second criterion in Article 101(3) requires that the consumers receive a fair
share of the benefits which are produced as a result of the application of Booking’s narrow parity clauses. One consumer benefit that Booking argues exists,
as a result of parity clauses, is price transparency.118 In other words, consumers
can trust that the prices shown on Booking are the best possible prices and that
the same room is not offered for a lower price on the hotel’s website. Booking
furthermore argues that in case parity clauses would be removed the final prices
offered to consumers would rise.119 However, Booking has not offered any evidence to support this claim. The hotels, on the other hand, have insisted that the
removal of parity clauses would, in fact, lower the prices offered to consumers.120 Similarly to Booking, the hotels have been unable to present any proof
supporting this claim. In 2018, a study was conducted which analysed the effect
the prohibition of parity clauses had on room rates offered on Booking’s website
115
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on selected hotels in France and Italy.121 The study compared the room rates
offered to consumers before the prohibition on parity clauses and the room rates
offered after the prohibition of parity clauses in the two aforementioned countries. The study concluded that despite some small changes in the rates offered
to the consumers, the changes were so small that they could not reasonably be
considered to be directly connected with the removal of parity clauses.122 One
of the reasons presented by the study for why there were no significant changes
in the prices was the awareness of hoteliers, or more specifically the unawareness. A 2017 report by the European Competition Network states that many of
the hoteliers were unaware of the removal of parity clauses and that they were
allowed to offer lower rates on their own website compared to what they offer
through Booking.123 Other benefits that Booking argues exists, as a result of
parity clauses, are the better quality of the platform and the lower effort required
by consumers to book a hotel room for the best possible price. The quality of
Booking’s services is very difficult to attribute to the parity clauses, and the
argument regarding better prices is not conclusive. Hence, Booking has not succeeded in proving that consumers would receive any significant benefits from
the parity clauses.
4.1.3. The Indispensability of the Restrictions
The third criterion of Article 101(3) states that the restrictive measures have to
be indispensable for the attainment of the efficiencies.124 In other words, Booking would have to prove that the parity clauses are necessary to prevent other
actors from freeriding on their marketing efforts and that parity clauses are the
least restrictive and least harmful measure available. The issue with Booking’s
argument that parity clauses are necessary is highly doubtful. This is because
Booking has managed to continue to conduct its business in countries such as
France and Germany despite the prohibition of the parity clause in those regions.
Booking has managed to do this by continuing to use the same business model
as was used during the period when price parity was allowed.125 Furthermore,
Booking has failed to prove why other business models, apart from the commission model, which also has been proved effective without parity clauses, would
121
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not be a viable option for Booking’s activities. Booking has therefore not presented any evidence that would suggest that parity clauses would be necessary
in the meaning of Article 101(3). The deliberations of the courts in Germany
and Sweden also came to the same conclusion, largely because Booking failed
to present any convincing arguments to the contrary.126
4.1.4. No Elimination of Competition
The fourth and final criterion of Article 101(3) is that the provisions shall not
enable Booking to eliminate substantial competition from the market.127 Booking has a strong position on the hotel portal market and many hotels are dependent on reservations made through Booking and are thus required to comply with
the narrow parity clauses and provide Booking with the best prices possible. The
effect of the narrow parity clauses is enhanced by the fact that also Expedia,
which is the second-largest OTA, applies the narrow parity clauses in its terms
and conditions. A new competitor would have a hard time competing with Booking due to low price differentiation by hotels, which can partly be seen as a result
of the narrow parity clauses. Therefore, Booking’s parity clauses have an effect
on the market which could eliminate any new competition even though the competitor would be as an effective competitor as Booking. As a consequence of
already weakened competition on the very concentrated market with a high barrier to entry, any further restriction, in the form of the narrow parity clauses,
would substantially eliminate competition.128 Neither the Swedish nor the German court provided any further deliberations regarding the possibility of eliminating competition in the meaning of Article 101 (3) since Booking had already
failed to fulfil the previous requirements.129
In conclusion, Booking has failed to prove why they should qualify for an exemption under Article 101(3), and the courts in both Sweden and Germany decided as well that no exemption should be granted. It is hard to see how Booking
could argue that the parity clauses would benefit the consumer since there is no
indication that parity clauses have that kind of effect. As research shows the
narrow parity clauses do not have any significant effects on the prices on the
hotel portal market. Booking's argument that the narrow parity clauses provide
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price transparency could be considered a valid point since it saves the consumers’ time and effort if consumers know that Booking offers the best prices. This,
however, is the problem itself, since why would anyone consider competing
with Booking if everybody knows that Booking offers the same or better prices
as its competitors do. It would be highly controversial if on another market a
retailer of products could indirectly control the prices of the other retailers and
therefore could offer better rates than the others, due to an agreement made between the vertical purchaser.

4.2. Vertical Block Exemption Regulation
The common understanding is that Booking and the hotels are in a vertical relationship with each other, and therefore any agreements between them are not
considered as restrictive to competition as they would if they were in a horizontal relationship.130 Consequently, the possibility of applying the Vertical Block
Exemption Regulation (VBER) 330/2010 has also been discussed. The application of the VBER was briefly touched upon by the German court, which concluded that there were many doubts regarding if the VBER could even be applied to the present case.131 Furthermore, Booking’s high market share, which
exceeds the 30% threshold, automatically excludes the application of the
VBER.132 It is, however, important to discuss the relevance of the VBER, since
it is up for review and the current version will expire on the 31 of May 2022.133
The issue regarding the different approaches to price parity by national courts
and how they should be addressed is also acknowledged by the EU in its evaluation of the competition rules on vertical agreements.134 In responses to the open
public consultation regarding the VBER, the issue regarding parity clauses was
also pointed out by the respondents. The respondents stated that in the evolving
and more digitalised market, where manufacturers, in this case, Booking, exercises a dual role both as a distributor and a competing seller, the rules concerning
price parity clauses should be revised and clarified.135 It remains to be seen if
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parity provision will be addressed in the revised VBER and if so, how that will
be done.

4.3. Ancillary Restraints
The third option for Booking to justify the necessity of the narrow parity clauses,
in case they are found to be in breach of Article 101(1), is the use of the ancillary
restraints doctrine. Under the ancillary doctrine certain restrictions, though
harmful for competition, can be allowed if they are ancillary but necessary, and
if the execution of the main purpose of the agreement would be impossible or
extremely burdensome without them.136 The requirement of necessity under the
ancillary restraints doctrine is conceptually distinct from the necessity under Article 101(3).137 In Booking’s case, the parity clauses would be the ancillary but
necessary element that makes Booking’s business model viable. As established
earlier, Booking argues that in the absence of parity clauses other hotels would
take advantage of Booking and freeride on its investments. If one takes a look
at the ancillary doctrine, it states that the measure must be necessary.138 This
wording requires further analysis in order to establish whether parity clauses are
truly necessary for the execution of the agreement. The fact that the Booking
would suffer a decrease in revenue as a result of the prohibition of parity clauses
is not sufficient to prove the necessity of the narrow parity clauses, as concluded
in the judgement C-179/16 F. Hoffman La-Roche.139
Some guidance can be found in Visita’s claim against Booking where ancillary
restraints were assessed. The Swedish court rejected the argument that parity
clauses could qualify for protection under the ancillary restraints doctrine. The
court stated that Booking could not prove the necessity of parity clauses since
they have been able to continue their business in countries like France and Germany even after parity clauses had been prohibited in any shape or form.140 Furthermore, the two major hotel operators in Sweden have not applied parity
clauses, but this has not affected negatively the number of bookings made
through Booking in respect to their own channels, but rather the contrary. A
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representative of the leading hotel chains in Sweden states that reservations
made through Booking has increased by 30 - 40% during the period parity
clauses have not been applied.141 The fact that the Swedish court rejected the
ancillary restraints defence, follows the reasoning that parity clauses are not necessary and that freeriding might not be as a severe threat as Booking claims.
The most recent development puts, however, the whole argument into a new
perspective, since the German appeal court, which overturned the lower court’s
decision regarding the legality of parity clauses, did so by relying on the ancillary restraints doctrine in its judgment which permitted the use of narrow parity
clauses.142 The court defines parity clauses as necessary to ensure a fair and balanced relationship between Booking and the hotels, and that parity clauses are a
proportionate and necessary measure to prevent disloyal re-channelling.143 The
wording used by the court suggests that the court believes that freeriding is a
threat towards Booking’s business model and that Booking is in its right to contractually protect itself from such behaviour. The reasoning of the German court
takes a completely different approach, compared to what the Swedish court did,
though arriving at the same conclusion.

4.4. Conclusion
In case Booking’s narrow parity clauses are found to be in breach of Article
101(1) TFEU Booking must justify the use of the clauses by applying any of the
exemptions described in this chapter. Firstly one can note that the Vertical Block
Exemption Regulation is highly unlikely to apply due to Booking’s high market
share, but it is important to keep the VBER in mind since it is up for review and
the concerns regarding parity clauses have been noted by the Commission’s position paper regarding the VBER.144
The two more likely defences are the one found in Article 101(3) and the ancillary restraints doctrine, both of which have been discussed in this chapter. Booking has had difficulties in forming its arguments regarding why it should qualify
for an exemption under Article 101(3). This is since on closer inspection the
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evidence and data do not reveal much proof that parity clauses would directly
benefit the consumer with lower prices, as Booking argues. Furthermore, there
is not much evidence supporting Booking’s argument on why the parity clauses
would be indispensable. Therefore, it is of no surprise that both the German
court and the Swedish court rejected Booking’s claims for an exemption under
101(3).
The ancillary doctrine was shortly touched upon by the Swedish court but it was
not discussed further since the court believed that parity clauses are not necessary for Booking to operate its business model. This is supported by evidence
from the hotel portal market in Sweden where Booking manged, in the beginning, to establish itself on the Swedish market without any parity clauses.145 The
absence of necessity is further demonstrated by the fact that one of the leading
hotel chains in Sweden had seen a 30 - 40% increase in reservations made
through Booking even though the hotel chain does not apply Booking’s narrow
parity clauses.146 The court at the first instance in Germany did not discuss the
ancillary restraints doctrine, but discussed the issue of indispensability in regards to Article 101(3) and concluded that parity clauses were not indispensable
and rejected the freeriding argument. This provided some insight on how the
German court viewed the concept of necessity even though a conceptually distinct analysis would have been required to analyse necessity under the ancillary
restraints doctrine.
The German court stated that although the commission model is currently the
only one used by OTAs, does not imply that it is the only effective one available.147 The evidence suggesting that the narrow parity clauses are not necessary
for Booking’s business model to exist did not prevent the higher court in Germany to decide otherwise. The higher court in Germany decided to apply the
ancillary restraints doctrine even though it had not been addressed by the court
in the first instance and was rejected by the Swedish court regarding the same
matter. The higher court in Germany, that overturned the lower court’s judgement, relied on the ancillary restraints doctrine and did therefore not discuss the
exemption under Article 101(3). This judgment provides a completely new insight to the discussion on whether the narrow parity clauses are actually in
breach of Article 101(1) or not. The judgement states that the clauses are not
145
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restrictive per se but are necessary to prevent others from freeriding on Booking’s marketing efforts.148 This decision is in line with the decision from Sweden
which overturned the judgement in Booking’s favour on appeal, although
through different reasoning. Both the Swedish court and the first instance court
in Germany did not consider the ancillary restraints doctrine as a valid defence
and dismissed the freeriding argument as well. But the fact that the higher court
in Germany decided to go the opposite direction regarding the ancillary restraints doctrine and freeriding, is an interesting development, which requires
further analysis. The following chapter of this paper will discuss the freeriding
argument and analyses if it should qualify as a valid defence in the light of the
newest judgment by the higher court in Germany.
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5. Protection from Freeriding
in the Form of Price Parity

As described in the previous chapter, Booking has on multiple occasions defended the use of parity clauses by claiming that the clauses are necessary to
prevent hotels from taking advantage and freeride on the investments made by
Booking. It is important, in the light of the 2019 judgment from the German
court, to conduct a careful examination regarding the necessity of the narrow
parity clauses. The court acknowledged the freeriding problem and agreed with
Booking that parity clauses are necessary to prevent freeriding on behalf of the
hotels. This chapter will focus on the necessity of the parity clauses regarding
the prevention of freeriding and whether or not the concerns expressed by Booking and the German court are founded.

5.1. The Necessity to Protect Booking by Offering Price Parity
Booking argues that without the parity clauses hotels would freeride on its investments and consumers would instead of booking through Booking only
browse through the options available and thereafter complete the booking
through a hotel’s sales portal. This would, according to Booking, render the
business model used by Booking useless, and would lead to a significant decrease in revenue, which would result in fewer investments in the platform and
less satisfying user experience.149 The argument that Booking’s business model
would be reliant on the protection offered by the narrow parity clauses in order
to function is however not correct since Booking has been capable of using the
same business model in countries where narrow parity clauses have been prohibited. In other words, in those countries, the freeriding problem could be realised but has at least to this date not done so. In Booking’s submission to the
German court in 2015, it stated that the current commission-based business
149
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model is the only viable one.150 However, the court disagreed and stated that one
cannot conclude that no other viable business models exist solely on the fact that
no other business models are in use at present.151 This statement, by the German
court, sheds further negative light on Booking’s argument regarding the necessity of parity clauses in regards to protecting its business model and prevent
freeriding.
Booking, on the other hand, bases its argument on the assumptions that consumers would convert, from completing the reservation on Booking’s platform, to
completing the reservation on the hotels’ platform. Booking conducted a study
that tested the theory that people would convert to completing the bookings
through the hotels’ websites if narrow parity clauses would be prohibited.152 The
results showed that 65% of consumers would book directly from the hotel’s
website if they would be aware that the same room is offered for 10% less. In
the same study conducted on the Swedish hotel market, 36% of the hotels surveyed answered that they would offer lower prices through their own website if
they would be allowed.153
5.1.1. Hotels’ Incentives to Lower Prices in the Absence of Parity Clauses
Hotels in countries such as France and Germany (from 2015 - 2019) have had
the opportunity to offer lower prices on their own websites compared to what
they offer through Booking. According to Booking, the prohibition would result
in the hotels freeriding on the investments made by Booking.154 The questions
are; that have hotels acted on this opportunity, and furthermore, do the hotels
have the incentive to offer lower rates on their own website which could then
result in freeriding, or is this concern raised by Booking unfounded?
The general assumption is that hotels prefer that customers would book directly
through the hotels’ websites since then the hotels would not have to pay the
commission fee which is around 20% of the price per room.155 Solely based on
this assumption one could assume that hotels would have the incentive to lower
150
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their prices on their own website if they were permitted to do so. In Sweden, one
of the leading hotel chains has acted according to this assumption and offers
lower prices on its own website compared to what it offers through Booking.156
However, a study found evidence that contradicts the assumption that hotels
would automatically offer lower prices in the absence of parity clauses. The
study compared the room prices in France and Germany before and after the
prohibition of narrow parity clauses. Based on the results it can be concluded
that there were no significant changes in prices that could be attributable to the
elimination of the narrow parity clauses.157
There is evidence that suggests that hotels would have the incentive to offer
lower prices on their own website if they were permitted to do so, but has, however, not done so. One reason behind the lack of significant evidence of price
differentiation between hotels’ websites and Booking might be the unawareness
of hoteliers; for example, in Germany, a large number of hoteliers were unaware
that the narrow parity clauses had been prohibited and that they were allowed to
offer lower prices on their own website.158 The other reason might be, as pointed
out by the Swedish court, the relatively short time frame available for analysing
the possible effects the prohibition of narrow parity clauses might have had on
the room prices.159 In the case before the Swedish court, the witness statements
presented by both Booking and Visita indicated that a large proportion of hotels
would, offer lower prices on their own websites if they were allowed to do so.
Furthermore, it was acknowledged that certain hotels that are not bound by the
narrow parity clause already offer lower prices on their own website compared
to what they offer through Booking.160 The evidence points to the direction that
the hotels have the incentive to offer lower prices on their own websites compared to what they offer on Booking if they would be allowed to do so. This
conclusion supports Booking’s argument that hotels would offer lower prices if
narrow parity clauses were prohibited, but the fact that hotels would offer lower
prices does not automatically correspond to freeriding. The next question that
needs to be answered is how the consumers would behave if lower rates would
be available on the hotel's website compared to the rates offered on Booking?
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5.1.2. Conversion Ratios Between Hotels’ Websites and Booking
According to Booking’s survey, a majority of consumers would convert to the
hotels' websites if they knew they could book for a better price there.161 On the
other hand, this comes as no surprise. The survey, of course, supports Booking’s
argument that consumers would convert from Booking’s platform to the hotel’s
website and as a consequence, hotels would freeride on Booking’s investments.
However, on closer inspection, one should note that when a consumer browses
through different accommodation options, they are not made aware that the
same room is available for a cheaper price on the hotel’s website. In reality, the
consumers would have to make the effort themselves to go through every available sales channel to find the best possible price. Furthermore, consumers are
no longer choosing their place of accommodation solely based on the brand of
the hotel, but the services offered have an effect on the final choice as well.162
This has led to a situation where consumers might browse through the options
available on Booking and if the price of one option is not satisfactory then, instead of looking up the same option on the hotel’s website, the consumer might
choose another more suiting option on the same booking platform instead.163
The consumers have in some extent switched from brand loyalty to loyalty towards the booking platform, meaning that the consumer is open to booking the
accommodation from a variety of brands as long as it is booked through the
particular platform. The existence of brand loyalty towards booking platforms
could be seen as a factor that reduces the risk of freeriding since a loyal consumer would instead prefer a more suitable option offered on the same platform
instead of booking through the hotel’s platform. The conversion ratios can be
measured by a so-called look to book ratio, which measures the ratio between
the number of views a hotel has on a booking platform compared to how many
of those views materialise into a booking.164 The lower the ratio the lower the
conversion from a view to an actual booking is, and if the ratio is low then this
could be a sign of freeriding on the market. In other words, consumers view the
options on the OTA but complete the booking elsewhere. The conversion ratios
were examined by the EU competition authorities in 2016 in the aftermath of
161
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Germany and France prohibiting the narrow parity clauses, and the conclusion
was that the overall conversion ratios had remained at the same level as before
the prohibition of parity clauses.165 The fact that the conversion ratios have not
decreased after the prohibition of parity clauses, despite concerns raised by
Booking, is most likely a mix of many reasons. Some reasons behind the unchanged conversion ratios could be the lack of price differentiation on the market, after the prohibition of parity clauses, and the lack of awareness among
consumers and hotels that parity clauses had been prohibited166 Hotels have not
engaged in a large scale price differentiation, despite offered the possibility to
do so, which on the other hand results in the situation that consumers have low
incentive to search for lower prices on portals other than on their preferred one.
The Swedish hotel chain Nordic Choice pointed out in their statement, which
was included in Visita’s claim against Booking, that they had observed an increase of 30% in bookings made through OTAs, despite the fact that the hotel
had offered lower prices on their own website during that same period.167
Generally, bookings made through OTAs have increased in recent years in countries where parity clauses have been prohibited, for example in, Germany where
the market share of bookings made through OTAs has increased from 22% in
2013 to 29.7% in 2017.168 This indicates that bookings made through Booking’s
platform continue to rise despite the prohibition of narrow parity clauses. The
reasons behind this might be that consumers do not have the time to search for
the most affordable option, but rather book through the most convenient platform. On the opposite, it could indicate that hotels have not taken the opportunity offered to them and abstained from offering lower prices on their own
website. Subsequently, if the hotels have offered lower prices through their website, they might have failed to persuade consumers through book directly
through their website. Another statistic that supports the continued growth of
bookings made through OTAs is that a growing number of consumers make
their bookings on short notice only a few days before departure.169 This increases the importance of OTAs especially regarding last-minute exposure in
situations where people book their trips and accommodation close to the
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departure date. This is since consumers are most likely to book through an OTA
where they can see all the options available, because the consumer does not have
time to search for cheaper prices, for example on the hotels’ websites.
Booking’s argument that hotels would freeride has at least not so far materialised since its share of the market continues to increase in countries where narrow
parity clauses have been prohibited.170 A study conducted in 2019 shows that
prohibiting rate parity in the EU would benefit the hotels, the OTAs would see
a decrease in revenue, and that the presence of narrow parity clauses helps bolster the performance of OTAs.171 The fact that Booking would suffer a decrease
in revenue as a result of the prohibition of narrow parity clauses is, however, not
a sufficient excuse as established in the Hoffman La-Roche case.172 Booking
would instead have to prove that the freeriding would be so severe that it would
practically destroy Booking’s business model. The current market situation suggests that Booking has not suffered such severe losses and that instead of a decline, in its market share regarding overall bookings, Boking has continued to
increase its proportion of the overall bookings, for example in Germany where
parity clauses were prohibited from 2015 to 2019.173
5.1.3. Booking’s Influence on the Market
As stated, several times throughout the paper, Booking has a strong position on
the hotel portal market in the EU and its actions are strongly reflected onto the
whole market. Booking has a market share of around 70% in several member
states, which makes it the largest hotel portal by a margin, with Expedia in second place with around 15% of the market.174 The influence Booking has on the
market can be demonstrated by the fact that Booking has the capability of imposing clauses in its contracts that everybody might not think are fair, such as
the narrow parity clauses, but the other party is still willing to accept them since
they are reliant on reservations made through Booking. In a survey, around 50%
of the hoteliers answered that they have felt pressured to accept terms that they
would not have otherwise offered or accepted. This pressure is especially felt by
small and medium-sized hotels that do not have sophisticated sales platforms
170
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themselves.175 Furthermore, around 40% of the hoteliers state that there is no
sufficient solution in place on how to handle disagreements in case a difference
of opinion arises concerning the obligations in the contracts between the OTA
and the hotels.176 The small and medium-sized hotels are once again the ones
that are the most vulnerable since, in addition to feeling more pressured by
OTAs, they also encounter more difficulties in their dealings with OTAs compared to larger hotel chains.177 In a survey conducted by the Bundeskartellamt,
which was presented in the proceedings against Booking, some hotels admitted
that they had reduced their own marketing costs and relied strongly on the marketing efforts by the hotel portals.178 As a consequence, hotels are more dependent on Booking since Booking controls the hotels’ customer data and provides
channel management and booking software which are crucial functions necessary for operating of the hotel. In other words, hotels have not invested in their
own marketing and have not acquired the necessary software required for an
independent sales channel. Hotels have instead relied heavily on the services
provided by Booking and have consequently become extremely reliant on Booking. The fact that some hotels are highly reliant on Booking makes these hotels
even more vulnerable to pressure and more likely to accept terms that they think
are not fair. Since if they do not accept the terms, then Booking might remove
them from the portal or reduce their visibility.179
Booking’s dominant position on the hotel portal market provides it with a possibility to include obligations in its terms and conditions that it might otherwise
not be capable of doing, and as shown several hoteliers also believe that Booking
has taken advantage of this influence. Booking’s dominant position on the market is not unlawful per se, but Booking has a special responsibility not to take
advantage of this dominant position as established in the Michelin v. Commission case.180 Not to go any further into what would be an analysis under Article
102 TFEU, which is not the subject of this paper, it is worth pointing out that
Booking’s narrow parity clauses, which are highly controversial in the first
place, are considered to be very restrictive by many hoteliers, and that several
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hoteliers also feel that they have been pressured to accept unfair terms.181 It is
highly likely that Booking has benefitted from its dominant position, but
whether or not it has breached its special responsibility and abused its market
power to distort competition is unclear. It should, however, be noted that Booking should always engage in a more profound consideration concerning any action it plans to take and the possible consequences its behaviour might have on
the market since any action taken by Boking will have a significantly larger
effect on the market compared to action taken by any of Booking’s competitors.
One has to acknowledge the opportunities Booking offers for small and medium-sized hotels for expanding their operations as well.182 As stated earlier,
many hotels are heavily reliant on Booking, but at the same time if a hotel engages in active cooperation with Booking it can offer them possibilities that
would otherwise not be possible. This is since the exposure offered by Booking,
especially when it comes to last-minute bookings, is something the hotels cannot
achieve through their websites. It is important to keep in mind that despite the
many negative effects Booking’s narrow parity clauses have, Booking is still a
key source of revenue for hotels, and this will probably be the case in the future
as well. Therefore, it is safe to say that the prohibition of parity clauses would
not remove the importance of Booking as a sales channel for hotels.

5.2. Future of the Narrow Parity Clauses
Booking believes that the narrow parity clauses are necessary for protecting their
business model and preventing hotels from freeriding on Booking’s investments. The most convenient method of clarifying the uncertainties surrounding
the parity clauses would be new EU guidelines. However, in the absence of EU
legislation, one must find an alternative approach to address the issues surrounding price parity. An alternative solution should be found since the current model
is outdated and unnecessarily protects strong undertakings from actual and potential competition. The need for an alternative approach is amplified by the fact
that the current model raises anticompetitive effects that should not be considered necessary under EU law.
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5.2.1. Alternative Business Model
Bundeskartellamnt stated in its proceedings against Booking that; notwithstanding that the current commission model is the only one used in the present does
not exclude the possibility of other efficient business models.183 As stated earlier, the incentive for hotels to offer lower prices through their own website exits
and thus the possibility of freeriding exists. The incentive to freeride is derived
partly from the business model used by Booking which provides the hotels with
the opportunity to unfairly benefit from Booking’s platform. This raises the
question of whether an adjusted business model, which would encourage the
hotels not to freeride on Booking’s investments by setting lower prices on their
own website, could be achievable?
The current business model used by Booking is based on a commission that is
paid by the hotel for every reservation completed through Booking. This means
that Booking does not receive any remuneration for the number of views a property has, but instead for the number of completed reservations. The conversion
ratio, which indicates the number of views compared to completed bookings, is
used by Booking in their ranking system, which decides the order in which properties are displayed on Booking’s platform.184 For a hotel, it is crucial to be displayed on the first pages since properties on the top pages receive a higher number of views and thus have higher exposure.185 Hotels can affect their ranking
by increasing their conversion ratio on Booking. One way a hotel can raise their
conversion ratio is to offer better prices and availability through Booking.186
Hotels can as well raise their visibility through different mechanisms, such as a
visibility booster, in exchange for a higher commission.187 The hotel portals offer tools for the hotels to improve their visibility, the question that remains is;
how to increase the hotels’ incentive to use these mechanisms?
According to Booking the threat of freeriding is present and therefore the narrow
parity clauses are necessary.188 It is highly unlikely that a situation could be
reached where no threat of freeriding would be present since the hotels are not
willing to sacrifice their own online sales channels. However, a balance could
183
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be found between the services offered by Booking and the hotels’ sales channels, where freeriding would not be considered a threat by Booking and therefore the narrow parity clauses could be eliminated. The tools are available for
hotels to affect their visibility on Booking’s platform, for example by adjusting
rates, availability and higher commission rates. The next necessary step is to
raise the hotels' incentive to take advantage of these tools. By using these tools
and raising the hotel’s ranking, and as a result its exposure, the hotel would most
likely increase the number of reservations made through Booking. The difficult
task that remains is for the hotels to find a balance between reservations made
through Booking and reservations made through their own platform. Hotels’ incentives to use Booking more effectively could be affected by amending the
commission model and making it more dynamic. This means that the commission rate would depend on the price offered on Booking. The commission rate
would, for example, increase if the rooms were sold at a higher rate. By changing to a dynamic commission rate, which would offer hotels’ incentives to offer
better prices on Booking, a situation could be reached where the hotels’ would
have a lower incentive to sell the same rooms for a lower price through their
own websites. The possibility of higher revenue both for Booking and for the
hotels should act as a strong motivator. Booking could increase their revenue in
the form of more income through commissions. The hotels, on the other hand,
could see more views on their properties and thus have greater exposure, which
could convert to new bookings and increased revenue. If the hotels’ incentive
to offer lower rates through their own website would be minimised, then as a
consequence the possibility of freeriding would be diminished and consequently, the prerequisite for applying price parity would be absent.
Any amendments to Booking’s business model must be made carefully and diligently since if Booking decides to amend its business model in the future it
must remember to take into consideration the special responsibility it holds as a
dominant undertaking. Any changes in Booking’s business model would be subject to scrutiny and could be caught by Article 102 TFEU.
5.2.2. EU Legislation
As stated previously in this paper, new EU guidelines would be useful for creating some sort of certainty surrounding the parity clauses. So far, every member
state has taken individual action and either decided to prohibit or to allow the
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narrow parity clauses.189 A good opportunity to provide guidance regarding
price parity is the VBER, which is under review.190 The VBER will, however,
most likely not apply to Booking’s situation due to Booking’s large market
share. Nevertheless, any action regarding price parity in the revised VBER could
provide national courts and authorities with guidance on how to address narrow
parity clauses. Such guidance could help steer towards a more uniform unionwide approach. The EU Commission would have to decide whether or not to
prohibit price parity all together or perhaps make adjustments to the current
model. Adjustments to the current model could provide hotels with more freedom, but still, take some of the concerns of the OTAs into consideration. However, in the absence of EU legislation, regarding narrow parity clauses, it is up
to every jurisdiction or member state for itself to decide whether or not narrow
parity clauses are in breach of Article 101(1) TFEU.

5.3. Conclusion
There is no denying the fact that a threat of hotels freeriding on Booking’s investments exists if narrow parity clauses would be prohibited. The question remains that should freeriding, in any type or form, be considered harmful enough
to allow the application of the narrow parity clauses, or should there be a limit
that should be reached before freeriding should be considered harmful. The hotels have a clear incentive to offer lower prices through their own website if they
were allowed, and in doing so, try to persuade consumers to book directly
through the hotels’ websites. This would probably result in a situation where
Booking would experience some loss in revenue, but there is no evidence pointing to a scenario where the whole business model used by Booking would be
destroyed. Booking has managed to continue its business in countries where
narrow parity clauses have been prohibited. Furthermore, the OTAs’ market
share of overall bookings has continued to grow in countries where parity
clauses have been prohibited. This trend has furthermore contributed to the
growth of Booking’s market share of the OTA market.
The narrow parity clauses have as their effect the indirect foreclosure of the
market by creating a price platform which acts as a deterrent for new competitors
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to enter the market, and when the hotels are also excluded from competing with
Booking, then almost no price competition exists on the hotel portal market.
This, on the other hand, provides Booking a peaceful environment to strengthen
its grip on the hotel portal market and provides Booking an increased influence
on the market itself. The narrow parity clauses have been defended with the
freeriding argument, but as stated previously, there is no evidence suggesting
that such protection would be necessary. The narrow parity clauses are rather a
convenience than a necessity for Booking since the narrow parity clauses deter
other undertakings from competing with Booking. There is, of course, no denying the fact that the narrow parity clauses would have some benefits since as
Booking states, they protect their investment and provide price transparency to
consumers as they can be assured that they are provided with the best price when
searching on Booking. This argument, which is often heard by Booking, contains some benefits that can be considered to exist as a consequence of applying
narrow parity clauses, but which after a closer examination are benefits that
should be viewed prudently when analysing the positive effects of the narrow
parity clauses. The argument regarding price transparency is correct as to the
fact that the consumers do not find better prices on the hotels’ websites, but it
does not exclude the possibility that the consumer could find a better price on
another OTA. In other words, the argument by Booking, that the narrow parity
clauses are beneficial for the consumers in the form of less effort in searching
for the best price, is an extremely minimal benefit considering the fact that the
consumer cannot be certain that the price offered on Booking is the best one
available. The second argument, regarding the freeriding on Booking’s investments, is more difficult since, on one hand, one cannot deny the possibility of
freeriding, but on the other hand, should Booking be afforded such strong protection against it. The evidence shows that the protection, provided by the narrow parity clauses, is not necessary for the operation of Booking's business
model. As stated by InterContinetal Hotels Group in Bundeskartellamt’s proceedings against Booking, “The purpose of competition law is not to protect
certain business models, but to protect competition as such”.191 The narrow parity clauses evidently protect Booking’s business model despite no evidence suggesting that such protection would be necessary. Furthermore, the narrow parity
clauses restrain competition on the hotel portal market and as a result, the
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harmful effects caused by the wide parity clauses are indirectly replicated by the
narrow parity clauses.
Since the narrow parity clauses have anticompetitive effects, on the hotel portal
market, a decision must be made whether or not such restrictions are necessary.
In other words, should freeriding be considered a valid justification for using
the narrow parity clauses? There is no evidence supporting the necessity of the
narrow parity clauses, firstly because the narrow parity clauses have an anticompetitive effect in the form of indirectly foreclosing the market and deterring new
entrants from establishing on the hotel portal market. Secondly, since Booking
has not managed to provide a convincing argument defending the necessity of
the narrow parity clauses under EU law.
The most recent development, in which the German court relied on the ancillary
doctrine in justifying the use of the narrow parity clauses, is extremely interesting since as stated several times in this paper, and by the Swedish court, there is
no evidence suggesting that the narrow parity clauses would be necessary. At
most, the elimination of the narrow parity clauses could result in a small decrease in revenue for Booking, which is not an excuse as established in Hoffmann-La-Roche. Intriguingly, no evidence of significant losses exists, on the
contrary, OTAs have increased their market shares in countries where narrow
parity clauses have been prohibited. As a consequence, Booking has continued
to increase its market share on the hotel portal market a well.
In conclusion, one can say that the legal grounds used by Booking for justifying
the narrow parity clauses are not valid since there is no serious threat to Booking’s business model in the form of freeriding. Moreover, no evidence has been
provided for why such protection would be necessary, and such proof of necessity is required under the ancillary restraints doctrine.
The current model which limits hotels’ pricing freedom and deters new competitors from entering the market is outdated. As established in this paper the current model has anticompetitive effects, but the incentive for hotels to offer lower
rates still exist. The threat of freeriding could be avoided by adjusting the commission model used by Booking. The new model should be designed in a way
that would decrease hotels’ incentive to freeride on Booking’s investments and
instead increase the incentive to cooperate with Booking. Many hotels do this
already today, but in Booking’s opinion, the threat of freeriding is still present.
A dynamic commission model which would lower the incentive of the hotels to
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offer lower prices through their websites could be a possible solution. If hotels’
incentive to freeride would be minimised, then the prerequisite for applying parity clauses would be eliminated.
However, the most effective method to tackle the issues surrounding parity
clauses would be EU legislation. In case any future legislation is made on the
EU level, one should take into consideration the strong position Booking holds
on the market and consider whether a company as dominant as Booking should
be afforded protection against price competition from hotels and new entrants
on the hotel portal market. Furthermore, should this protection be awarded on
the grounds that Booking might lose some revenue to the hotels and new competitors on the hotel portal market in the absence of parity clauses? Nevertheless,
in the absence of EU legislation regarding narrow parity clauses, it is up to every
jurisdiction or member state for itself to decide whether or not narrow parity
clauses are in breach of Article 101(1) TFEU, and if so, should freeriding then
qualify as a valid justification for applying the narrow parity clauses.
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Where do we stand on gun jumping?
by Kim Winther Starup

In the Ernst & Young/KPMG case (hereafter the EY/KPMG case) in 2014 Ernst
& Young were found to have infringed the standstill obligation in Danish competition law, which is harmonized with EUMR article 7(1), because it was a condition of the merger that KPMG Denmark terminated their contract with KPMG
International at the day the agreement was signed, which was before the merger
was cleared. The case was then appealed and the Danish courts asked the European Court of Justice (hereafter the ECJ) for a preliminary ruling on the matter. In
2018 the ECJ came to the decision (hereafter the ECJ judgment) that the standstill
obligation had been interpreted incorrectly, and that implementation and hereby
gun jumping were to be understood as conduct that is necessary for and contributes to a change of control.
This thesis therefore seeks to examine how this has changed the concept of gun
jumping, and how this will affect not only EUMR article 7(1), but also EUMR
article 7(3), and TFEU article 101(1) on anti-competitive coordination.
The analysis will examine the general scheme and purposes of the legislation, and
it will also include case studies on first of all the EY/KPMG case and the following
ECJ judgment, then followed by 12 other case studies.
Theses case studies will show why there has been a need for a clear distinction
between EUMR article 7(1) and TFEU article 101(1), and how the new interpretation specifies the concept of gun jumping resulting in a more narrow scope for
the standstill obligation, which ensures that the scope of TFEU article 101(1) is
not unreasonably minimized. However the change of the concept of gun jumping
will probably also narrow down the scope of EUMR article 7(3) and article 4(1)
as well, which could have some consequences for EU competition law.
In conclusion the change of the concept was definitely necessary as there were a
need for some clarification due to an overlap in the activities falling within the
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scopes of the provisions. Furthermore the criteria and changed concept undoubtedly fits in with the definition in EUMR article 3(1) of a concentration, and the
purposes of the article, and even though the new interpretation perhaps will result
in new questions and concerns, the ECJ judgment has definitely ensured a more
precise understanding of the concept of gun jumping.
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Chapter 1: The legislation

In the following an examination of the legislation relevant to the hypothesis will
be made. The examination will first of all consists of 1.1. clarifying the relationship between national competition law and EU competition law, as some of the
cases have been decided by national authorities instead of by the Commission.
The second – 1.2. – will consist of an analysis of the term “gun jumping” and the
term “concentration”, and then an examination of the EUMR articles 4(1) and
7(1), which are the articles containing the provisions on gun jumping – namely
the notification obligation and the standstill obligation, whereas it is the latter that
will be the main focus. Finally this will include a description of the exception rule
in EUMR article 7(3).
Furthermore a presentation and analysis of TFEU article 101(1) can be found in
1.3., which is needed, since this provision prohibits anti-competitive agreements,
decisions and concerted practices – categories, which some pre-merger coordination activities might fall within. EUMR article 7(1) therefore plays a key role in
regard to defining the scope of TFEU article 101(1), since it has been somewhat
unclear what specifically makes pre-merger coordination fall within one or the
other article. For this an examination of the definition of “coordination” is necessary, which will be found in 1.3.2.
For the analysis of the legislation and scope, an examination of the definitions will
be needed for the understanding of how the interpretation of the definitions may
have changed or at least have been specified.
Lastly in 1.4. this chapter will briefly examine the purposes of the articles, as the
purposes play a crucial role in deciding how provisions are to be interpreted.

1.1. National competition law in regard to EU competition law
The EUMR is applicable to concentrations that have Community dimension as
defined in article 1 of the EUMR. According to this article, a concentration has
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Community dimension when it meets the turnover thresholds of article 1(2) or (3).
If the turnover falls below the thresholds then the concentration is not subject to
the EUMR, but it may however be subject to national competition law on merger
control in the given member state or states1 – depending on the national legislation
and how many member states the undertakings are present in.
The case studies of this thesis will include both national merger cases and merger
cases decided by EU competition law, which is relevant as some of the national
merger control rules are harmonization of the EUMR.
The opinion of the ECJ is therefore relevant for cases brought before NCA’s, because even though some of the cases being considered in this thesis are under
national jurisdiction and therefore outside the direct scope of EU law, most of the
national provisions applied are still based on EU law and are to be interpreted in
the same way.2 Therefore it is relevant to establish exactly how the ECJ believes
the provisions should be interpreted in order to forestall different interpretations
in the member states, which would blur the legal certainty.
When it comes to TFEU article 101, the article is directly applicable, and NCA’s
and national courts are obliged to apply the article if an infringement of it has
taken place in the member state.3
In regard to the EUMR, the regulation is binding in its entirety and is directly
applicable, as stated in TFEU article 288(2) on regulations, and member states are
obligated to not implement measures that obscures the purpose of the regulation,4
unless the regulations explicitly allows it, or where implementation of the regulation is dependent on the relationship between EU and national legislation.5 The
purpose of regulations in general is to ensure a similar legal position in the member states,6 and when it comes to the relationship between EU law and national
law, EU law takes precedence over national law,7 and national law is therefore
obligated to be interpreted in line with EU law.8

1

Whish and Bailey, 2018, page 859; OECD, the European Union, 2018, para. 3
ECJ case C-633/16, para. 30
Whish and Bailey, 2018, page 57
4
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 84
5
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 84
6
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 84
7
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 102
8
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 140
2
3
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However specifically in the case of the EUMR, member states are allowed not to
fully harmonize, because the EUMR differs between concentrations falling under
EU jurisdiction and concentrations falling under national jurisdiction, which is
based on the rule on Community dimension described above. So member states
are only obliged to be harmonized in regard to merger control of concentrations
with Community dimension, but for concentrations falling below the threshold,
member states are allowed to not be fully harmonized and instead apply their own
merger control rules, which for instance is the case in Germany, which will be
elaborated later on in case study 9.
So when it comes to decisions from the Commission or the ECJ, then the decisions
are to be considered legal precedent in regard to the issue in question, when it
concerns EU competition law or fully harmonized national competition law.9
It should however also be mentioned that EU law is somewhat of a dynamic law
continuously evolving,10 and EU law is often worded a bit vague, because of the
dynamic nature of EU law.11 So when the Commission and the ECJ interprets the
provisions, it is mostly based on the purposes of the given provision, and on how
the provision is applied in the most effective way.12

1.2. Legislation on gun jumping
Legislation relevant to gun jumping can first of all be found in the EUMR, which
was adopted in 1989 and recast in 2004.13 For the analysis of the EU competition
case law on gun jumping, an examination of the EUMR articles is undoubtedly
necessary. Specifically a presentation and analysis of the EUMR articles 4(1) and
7(1), whereas it is the latter that is the main focus of the thesis, which is the standstill obligation, while article 4(1) is the notification obligation.
A mention of EUMR article 4(1) has been deemed necessary, because this is the
first of the two provisions on gun jumping, and in many cases where the standstill
obligation in EUMR article 7(1) has been infringed, the provision in EUMR article
4(1) is also infringed, but not always. Therefore EUMR article 4(1) will be
9

Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 95
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 95
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 96
12
Sørensen, Nielsen and Danielsen, 2014, page 96
13
OECD, the European Union, 2018, para. 1
10
11
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mentioned in some of the cases in the later analysis, so a brief explanation of the
provision can thus be found in one of the following subsections.
1.2.1. Understanding of the terms gun jumping and concentration
Commonly gun jumping is thought to be when merging parties put the merger into
effect either before notifying a merger or after notifying, and before or without
clearance. 14 The term “gun jumping” is however actually not mentioned in the
EUMR, which contains the provision prohibiting gun jumping.
Pre-merger coordination between the merging parties is considered to be implementation and therefore gun jumping, but only in some cases, since there are also
some legal forms of pre-merger coordination – such as due diligence – which is
actually needed for a successful merger.15 Therefore it is necessary to differ between gun jumping in the form anti-competitive pre-merger coordination and
preparation in the form of legal pre-merger coordination. However, figuring out
what is anti-competitive pre-merger coordination can be difficult.
In a German case two undertakings were found to have infringed paragraph 41 of
the Act Against Restraints of Competition, which is the German standstill obligation.16 It was in this connection said that the standstill obligation applies “to all
measures and behaviors, that, in and by themselves, would not be considered a
notifiable transaction, stand in a connection with the intended concentration and
would be suitable to at least partly implement the effects of the concentration
(OECD translation).”17 To put it another way, any activity that is in any way part
of the implementation of a merger can fall within the concept of gun jumping,
according to the German competition authorities. Even though this comes from
German case law, it is still relevant for the thesis, as it shows how different member states interpret gun jumping, and because it sheds light on the different legal
positions that undertakings may have to consider when notifying a merger in several member states.
Another consideration in regard to defining gun jumping lies in the definition of a
concentration, since a “concentration” is the result of a merger, and the applicability and scope of the articles are dependent on the definition of a concentration,

14

Modrall, 2017, page 9
Concurrences, glossary; OECD, the Secretariat, 2018, para. 33
OECD, the Secretariat, 2018, page 18
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OECD, the Secretariat, 2018, page 18
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as it is stated in EUMR article 21 that the EUMR is alone applicable to concentrations as defined in EUMR article 3.
The concentration is what is being notified and implemented, so when gun jumping is the premature execution of a concentration, it is relevant to figure out what
determines a concentration. In article 3(1) of the EUMR a concentration is said to
occur by “a change of control on a lasting basis,”18 resulting from either a merger
between two or more undertakings or the acquisition of an undertaking (both will
simply be referred to as ‘mergers’ in this thesis). Thus gun jumping must be said
to concern the initiation of a change of control – either the lack of notifying it or
implementing it without clearance or both.
The definition of control is thus relevant for both EUMR article 4(1) – since requirement to notify mainly depends on whether or not a change of control is going
to occur – and article 7(1), since this revolves around the implementation of the
change of control.
In EUMR article 3(2) it is stated that control can be “constituted by rights, contracts or any other means which, either separately or in combination and having
regard to the considerations of fact or law involved, confer the possibility of exercising decisive influence on an undertaking”19, and attention should here be
given to the phrasing “of fact or law”, meaning that control does not have to be
constituted by legal entitlement, but can be said to arise when a change of control
de facto has happened due to the nature of the circumstances. This will be further
explained in the examples following, but also in the case studies in chapter 2.
What signifies a change of control can be seen in cases such as
Hutchinson/RCPM/ECT, where the undertakings concerned believed that the
merger was a cooperative agreement falling outside the notification obligation,
because Hutchinson and RCPM each had only 35% of the voting rights.20 The
Commission however found that this sufficed as control, because of the undertakings’ common interests that would likely result in them voting in favor on each
other.21
In RWE Energy/Mitgas a change of control was found to have happened, because
even though RWE Energy already owned 60,1% of the shares, Mitgas had
18

EUMR article 3(1)
EUMR article 3(2)
Hull and Gordley, 2018, page 4
21
JV.55 Hutchinson/RCPM/ECT, para. 14
19
20
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blocking right, so when RWE Energy acquired the rest of the shares, there was a
change of control.22
These cases show that what determines control is factors that establish where the
actual control is executed.
1.2.2. EUMR article 4(1) – The notification obligation
EUMR article 4(1) clearly states that concentrations must be notified before “implementation and following the conclusion of the agreement, the announcement
of the public bid, or the acquisition of a controlling interest.”23 As mentioned in
the above a concentration arises, when there is a change of control.
This article therefore prohibits not notifying a merger, which is one of the two
violations that lies within the term “gun jumping”24 – the second being implementation before or without being declared compatible with the common market and
thus being cleared, which will be elaborated on in 1.2.3.
Notification can be made in order to demonstrate a good faith intention to conclude an agreement, which means that the undertaking from there on can begin
investigative procedures about making an agreement about merging.25 It is here
necessary to notice that only investigative procedures are allowed. It is however
not further specified what qualifies as an investigative procedure.
In regard to when it is necessary to notify, some undertakings have misunderstood
the requirements and have therefore not met the obligation to notify in some cases.
Some of the times where the undertakings have misunderstood the obligation, the
explanation has been that they “have difficulty understanding how control is assessed” or what signifies a notifiable transaction.26 This shows that the legal position on gun jumping may have been slightly vague and have created uncertainty
for undertakings seeking to merge.
1.2.3. EUMR article 7(1) – The standstill obligation
In EUMR article 7(1) the standstill obligation prohibiting premature implementation is found. According to EUMR article 7(1) mergers shall not be implemented

22

M.5802 RWE Energy/Mitgas, para. 7
EUMR article 4(1)
Hull and Gordley, 2018, page 2
25
Whish and Bailey, 2018, page 876
26
Hull and Gordley, 2018, page 4
23
24
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before or until the merger has been cleared – meaning that it has been declared
compatible with the common market.27
By using the word “implemented” the EUMR evidently states that infringing activity is to put a merger prematurely into effect. It does however not specify in the
article itself what constitutes an implementation in this sense. So to know what
can be determined as an implementation in the sense of merger control, you have
to look at EU competition case law – which will be reviewed later on in chapter 2
– and the purpose of the provision28 – which will be described later on in 1.4. –
and also the guidelines.
In an amendment to Commission Regulation (EC) No 802/2004, two examples of
implementation are “conclusion of an agreement, by the launch of a public bid”29,
and when it comes to transactions being implemented, the Commission states that
it can be said to happen “once the transaction is closed, that is the legal title has
passed to the approved purchaser, and the assets have been actually transferred”30 and when “specific arrangements which may continue post-divestiture
have been fulfilled.”31 This shows that implementation is often believed to be the
closure of agreements, but the last quote about specific arrangements shows that
the definition of implementation is not limited to that – implementation can also
be preparing measures for the change of control. Including operational integration
such as exchange of information or joint planning,32 which are all activities where
the parties to the merger are coordinating the merger in one way or the other.
Infringing EUMR article 7(1) will result in penalties in accordance with EUMR
article 14 – meaning fines of up to 10% of the worldwide turnover of the undertakings concerned, which among other things is why clarity on the provision is
necessary.
1.2.4. EUMR article 7(3)
EUMR article 7(3) is an exception to the application of EUMR article 7(1). According to article 7(3), derogation from the obligations in article 7(1) can be
granted, if it is reasoned33 – meaning that under certain circumstances
27

OECD, the European Union, 2018, para. 4
ECJ case C-633/16, para. 40
European Commission, 2013, annex 1, 3.1.3.
30
European Commission, 2008, para. 116
31
European Commission, 2008, para. 127
32
Hull and Gordley, 2018, page 8
33
EUMR article 7(3)
28
29
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implementation that would otherwise be considered gun jumping infringing article 7(1) could be exempted.
For this to be granted, the Commission has to consider “the effects of the suspension on one or more undertakings concerned by the concentration or on a third
party and the threat to competition posed by the concentration.”34 The impact the
merger will have on competition is thus necessary to be prematurely assessed in
these cases. This is granted in exceptional circumstances, and usually where the
undertaking being acquired is in financial distress and early implementation is
necessary for the merger to succeed.35 This was for instance the case in the
Lufthansa/Certain Air Berlin Assets case, where Lufthansa were to acquire parts
of insolvent Air Berlin – specifically the shares of NIKI and LGW.36 Air Berlin
had entered into insolvency proceedings, while NIKI and LGW had not,37 but
without a derogation they might have become insolvent.38 Even though the transaction was considered to possibly pose a threat to competition,39 a derogation was
granted with conditions,40 as the insolvency would have had harmful effects on
the undertakings and third parties.41
The derogation can be subject to conditions for the sake of effective competition,42
and to ensure that the undertakings do not go further than necessary in the implementation in regard to what has been permitted.

1.3. Legislation on coordination outside of merger control
It can be discussed whether some pre-merger activities should be defined as coordination falling under TFEU article 101(1) rather than gun jumping under the
standstill obligation. An examination of article 101(1) and its’ scope is therefore
needed for the later discussion of the result in the ECJ judgment on the EY/KPMG
Denmark case.

34

EUMR article 7(3)
OECD, the European Union, 2018, para. 28
M.8633 Lufthansa/Certain Air Berlin Assets – decision on article 7(3) of 27.10.2017, para. 1; para. 3-6
37
M.8633 Lufthansa/Certain Air Berlin Assets – decision on article 7(3) of 27.10.2017, para. 5
38
M.8633 Lufthansa/Certain Air Berlin Assets – decision on article 7(3) of 27.10.2017, para. 19
39
M.8633 Lufthansa/Certain Air Berlin Assets – decision on article 7(3) of 27.10.2017, para. 25-28
40
M.8633 Lufthansa/Certain Air Berlin Assets – decision on article 7(3) of 27.10.2017,, para. 44
41
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1.3.1. TFEU article 101(1)
TFEU article 101(1) prohibits agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted practices, which have as their object or
effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the internal
market.43 In other words, what is prohibited is anti-competitive coordination – either through agreement, decisions or practices.
In determining whether an agreement, decision or practice has infringed article
101(1), you first have to assess whether it has as its object to prevent, restrict or
distort competition, and if it does, then it is not necessary to also prove that the
effect would be anti-competitive, but if it is not clear what the object is, then you
have to assess if the effect is anti-competitive.44
For concerted practices to infringe article 101(1) there is no need for it to have had
an anti-competitive effect on the market, but there has to be a causal connection –
meaning that there must be a presumption that the contact will result in common
conduct.45 However it is sufficient if only one of the parties discloses intention or
conduct on the market and the other accepts it.46
An agreement, decision or concerted practice falling within article 101(1) can
however be exempted by TFEU article 101(3), if the practice satisfies 4 conditions
– namely that it 1) must contribute to improving production or distribution or technical or economical progress, 2) while providing consumers a fair share of the
benefits, and 3) it must not impose restrictions that are not indispensable to the
objectives nor 4) afford undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in
a substantial part of the products.47
Furthermore there is the de minimis doctrine, which states that an agreement, decision or concerted practice will not be caught by article 101(1), if it does not have
a appreciable impact on trade between member states or competition,48 which is
based on an assessment of market share thresholds49 – meaning that when the effect on competition is minimal, then it is not caught by the provision.
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As mentioned above, TFEU article 101(1) applies to agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings or concerted practice. Therefore
for article 101(1) to apply, the activity has to involve two or more undertakings
coordinating, and does not apply to the activity of one entity. In the guidelines on
the application of TFEU article 101 to horizontal agreements, it is stated that
“Companies that form part of the same ‘undertaking’ within the meaning of Article 101(1) are not considered to be competitors for the purposes of these guidelines. Article 101 only applies to agreements between independent undertakings.
When a company exercises decisive influence over another company they form a
single economic entity and, hence, are part of the same undertaking. (…) They are
consequently not considered to be competitors even if they are both active on the
same relevant product and geographic markets.”50 So for article 101(1) to apply
to undertakings, they cannot form a single economic entity. The guidelines does
however not comment specifically on the applicability to undertakings in the process of becoming one single economic entity, but case studies imply that the article
in fact does apply to cases, where the undertakings are about to become a concentration, but has not become one yet, as will be elaborated on later on in chapter 2.
1.3.2. Coordination
The definition of coordination must be determined in order to understand the
scope of TFEU article 101(1), and to understand how coordination is different
from implementation in the sense of gun jumping falling under EUMR article
7(1).
First of all, coordination can be in the form of an agreement. An agreement can
either be horizontal or vertical, but the proof of establishing an agreement infringing article 101(1) is the same regardless of whether the agreement is horizontal or
vertical.51 An agreement can for instance be a legal contract, a settlement, a gentleman’s agreement or simple understanding, as long as they reflect “a genuine
concurrence of will between the parties”.52 Agreements can be connected and
therefore treated as one, and terms and conditions in a contract can be treated as
an agreement falling within the scope of article 101(1).53 As a result a lot of arrangements can be caught by TFEU article 101(1).
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Whether the agreement was implemented or not, does not affect the existence of
an agreement,54 so even though the agreement may not have been put into effect,
it could still be a violation of the provision.
Secondly, coordination can also be decisions by associations of undertakings.55 A
decision can be either a constitution of a trade association, regulations governing
the operation of an association, an agreement entered into by an association or the
recommendation of an association, if members have tended to comply with recommendations that have been made, and where compliance with the recommendation would have significant influence on competition.56
Finally there are concerted practices. A concerted practice is to be understood as
collaborative conduct and coordination not following from an agreement or decision, but rather an understanding. It can be difficult to determine when an activity
can be categorized as concerted practice in the sense of an infringement of the law.
For instance parallel behavior can sometimes be explained by the market conditions at the given time.57
In line with the case law the Commission held in their guidelines that the concept
of concerted practice refers to “a form of coordination between undertakings by
which (…) practical cooperation between them is knowingly substituted for the
risks of competition” while an actual agreement has not yet been concluded.58
The Commission continued and stated that the “criteria of coordination and cooperation necessary for determining the existence of a concerted practice, far
from requiring an actual plan to have been worked out, are to be understood in
the light of the concept inherent in the provisions of the Treaty on competition,
according to which each company must determine independently the policy which
it intends to adopt on the internal market and the conditions which it intends to
offer to its customers.”59 The Commission thereby states that it is the element of
collusion and the fact that the undertakings are not acting independently and in
favor of effective competition that characterizes concerted practices.
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Exchange of information is an example of how undertakings can coordinate and
thereby commit concerted practice. This was also stated in Cimenteries CBR SA
v Commission (known as the Cement case).60 In this case it was furthermore
pointed out “that the concept of concerted practice does in fact imply the existence
of reciprocal contacts (…). That condition is met where one competitor discloses
its future intentions or conduct on the market to another when the latter requests
it or, at the very least, accepts it.”61 It is therefore only necessary for the exchange
of information that one of the undertakings has shared information to the other,
while the other acknowledges the objective of the exchange. Exchange of information is however only considered a concerted practice, if the information is sensitive or strategic information – meaning that it reduces strategic uncertainty.62

1.4. The purposes of the legislation
To understand how the standstill obligation and TFEU article 101(1) can apply to
very similar scenarios, it is deemed relevant to mention the purposes of the provisions – also as part of defining the scopes of the articles, and assessing whether
the interpretations of the articles are in line with the purposes. This will also be
relevant in the analysis of the application of EUMR article 7(3), so an examination
of the purpose of this article will be made in 1.4.3.
1.4.1. EUMR articles 4(1) and 7(1)
The provision in EUMR article 7(1) has been described as one of the founding
principles of the EUMR. 63 The provision in article 7(1) is supposed to help maintain the existing, effective competition in the market until the merger has been
approved, and prevent that the merging of undertakings does not cause lasting
damage to the competition of the given market,64 and for this effective control is
necessary.65
The process of having the merger stand still allows the Commission to research
the impact that the merger could have on the market, and assess whether certain
remedies and changes might be necessary before the merger can be compatible
60
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with the market. As the Commission said in a press release in 2014, “This socalled "standstill obligation" is a cornerstone of the EU merger control system,
as it allows the Commission to identify whether the concentration raises competition concerns and, if the companies do not submit commitments that address them,
to prohibit the transaction and prevent it from taking place. This prior scrutiny is
a key safeguard that protects direct customers and final consumers from the harm
that anticompetitive mergers could create – through higher prices, lower product
quality, or fewer incentives to innovate.”66
EUMR article 7(1) goes hand in hand with the obligation in article 4(1). The obligation to notify the Commission is necessary for article 7(1), because without
notification the Commission cannot initiate a merger investigation, and without a
merger investigation pending clearance, an obligation to stand still would not
make sense. Article 4(1) in the EUMR is meant to help the Commission exercise
its task of securing the existence of effective competition. “It must be borne in
mind that by its nature the infringement at issue breaches the most basic principle
of the Community system of merger control, which is ex ante control.”67
The standstill obligation is furthermore made to protect the undertakings about to
merge, because if they for instance had shared sensitive and strategic information,
and the merger was then declined, then the strategic uncertainty between the two
undertakings would have been distorted, and competitive potential could be ruined.
1.4.2. TFEU article 101(1)
The purpose of TFEU article 101(1) is among other things to sustain strategic
uncertainty in favor of effective competition, which for instance concerted practice in the form of the exchange of information works against.68 In guidelines the
Commission states that “the objective of Article 101 is to ensure that undertakings
do not use agreements (…) to restrict competition on the market to the detriment
of consumers.”69 So the purpose of article 101(1) is obviously also to protect the
market, so that consumers are not harmed.
Effective competition is necessary both for the benefit of consumers, but also for
smaller competitors that could risk getting pushed out by larger and more powerful
66
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competitors on the market. When the more powerful competitors on the market
coordinate by fixing prices, controlling outlets, imposing export bans, making exclusive dealing or distribution agreements or such, then all actors on the market
outside of the given agreement is affected.
1.4.3. EUMR article 7(3)
As mentioned in 1.2.4., EUMR article 7(3) applies in extraordinary circumstances
such as one of the undertakings party to the merger having severe financial difficulties. For a derogation to happen, assessments thus have to be made, where interests are balanced against each other, and the Commission here considers the
effect on effective competition, third parties and the undertakings merging.
The purpose of EUMR article 7(3) is thus obvious – article 7(3) protects undertakings and helps to support an effective execution of their merger process for the
benefit of the undertakings, effective competition, third parties or all three.
In some cases it cannot be ruled out that there could be competition concerns, but
then a derogation is only granted if the interest of the third parties and the undertakings outweighs those concerns, as elaborated later on in the cases studies on
article 7(3). The same goes the other way around – meaning that if it possibly
could harm third parties, then a derogation is only granted if the interests of the
undertakings and effective competition outweighs the possible harm to third parties.
Either way the article ensures that no unnecessary damage – that could be prevented by a derogation – happens to the market in question.

1.5. Comparison of TFEU article 101(1) and EUMR article 7(1)
As mentioned in 1.2.3. and 1.3.1. both articles concern conduct that is coordinating conduct – in regard to EUMR article 7(1) it is the coordination of a merger,
and in regard to TFEU article 101(1) it is the coordination of the parties’ behavior
in the market.
It is furthermore clear that both the standstill obligation and the provision in TFEU
article 101(1) seeks to protect effective competition and ensure that the competitive uncertainty is maintained both for the sake of consumers, and for the sake of
third parties competing on the market. Both provisions seek to ensure that effective competition is not prevented or distorted. The difference is that TFEU article
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101(1) works ex post – meaning after the event has happened – and the standstill
obligation in EUMR articles 4(1) and 7(1) works ex ante – meaning before the
event has happened.70 The event being either an anti-competitive agreement, decision or concerted practice falling within article 101(1), or a harmful merger falling within the scope of the EUMR.
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Chapter 2: Case studies

The following chapter will consist of 14 case studies beginning with the Danish
decision on the EY/KPMG case and the following ECJ judgment. These two are
the main cases of the thesis, and the remaining 12 cases have been selected for
analysis based on the relevance in regard to the findings and the decisions made
in the EY/KPMG cases.
Case studies 3-9 will help illustrate the types of activities that have fallen within
the scope of the standstill obligation in EUMR article 4(1) and 7(1), and they have
been included in the thesis to among other things illustrate the understandings of
how implementation and gun jumping have been interpreted. These cases studies
will shed light on the change of the concept of gun jumping, and also in part the
relationship between the standstill obligation and TFEU article 101(1). While case
studies 10-14 have been included for the analysis of specifically the role of the
concept of gun jumping in regard to the application of EUMR article 7(3). These
cases are thus cases where derogation pursuant to article 7(3) has been granted,
and the case studies will here be limited to the derogation decisions of the cases,
and not the following merger decision of these cases.

2.1. Case study 1: EY/KPMG – The Danish case
In 2014 the Danish Competition and Consumer Authority (hereafter DCCA)
cleared a merger between Ernst & Young and KPMG Denmark,71 whereas the
latter was previously member of an international network, KPMG International,
through a cooperation agreement.72
The agreement gave KPMG Denmark exclusive rights to act on behalf of KPMG
International in Denmark, and the agreement also included among other things a
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condition that if one of the parties were to terminate the agreement, it had to happen with at least six months’ notice.73
Later in 2014 the DCCA found that Ernst & Young had infringed the standstill
obligation in paragraph 12c(5) of the Danish Law on Competition by requiring
that KPMG Denmark would terminate their agreement with KPMG International
on the day they signed their agreement with Ernst & Young.74 This was on November 18th 2013, which was before the merger had been cleared, and the agreement where set to expire as of September 30th 2014.
The DCCA stated in the case that activities that does not necessarily result in a
change of control, but partially completes the merger, are prohibited by the provision in paragraph 12c(5),75 and that paragraph 12c(5) is the equivalent of EUMR
article 7(1)-(2).76
According to the DCCA, the assessment of whether an activity is partially implementing a merger is based on three criteria – namely whether the activity is specific to the given merger, if it is irreversible, and if it has potential effects on the
market.77
The DCCA found that the requirement to terminate the cooperation agreement
with KPMG International satisfied all of those criteria and stated that since “the
termination was directly related to and would not have occurred but for the merger, its implementation would constitute a partial implementation of the merger.”78
On November 20th 2013 KPMG International announced that they would maintain
their presence on the market by a new establishment,79 which made the termination of the agreement irreversible.
The parties to the merger argued that the interpretation of the standstill obligation
was too far reaching and at odds with EU competition law, and that the termination
of the contract with KPMG International in itself did not have any effects on the
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market and should therefore not be considered partial implementation of the merger.80
However the DCCA stated – based on the guidelines of the Danish Law on Competition – that the provision applies to activities that have as their object or effect
to complete the given merger, and that the conduct had to either cause a change
of control or be part of the implementation,81 with the exception of reasonable
preparation measures,82 and that the distinction between legal preparation and illegal implementation is based on whether or not the activity will affect the strategic or commercial behavior of the undertaking being acquired.83
So what is found crucial to consider, is whether the given activity is part of the
merging of the parties, or if it is a separate activity, not affecting strategic or commercial behavior. This illustrates how the scope of the standstill obligation is interpreted in Danish competition law, and this is relevant as the Danish standstill
obligation – as mentioned above – is corresponding to the standstill obligation in
the EUMR.

2.2. Case study 2: EY/KPMG – The ECJ judgment
In 2015 Ernst & Young appeals the judgment of the DCCA to the Maritime and
Commercial High Court (hereafter the MCHC) in Denmark, and in 2016 the
MCHC requests a preliminary ruling from the ECJ on the scope of the standstill
obligation.84
The MCHC asked the following questions (here shortened):85
1. What criteria are to be applied in assessing whether the conduct or actions of
an undertaking are covered by the prohibition in article 7(1) of the EUMR,
and does implementing action presuppose that the action wholly or in part,
factually or legally, forms part of the actual change of control or merging of
continuous activities?
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2. Can the termination of a cooperation agreement, such as in the present case,
constitute an implementing action covered by article 7(1) of the EUMR, and
what criteria are then applied in making a decision?
3. Does it make any difference in answering question 2 whether the termination
has actually given rise to market effects?
4. If the answer to question 3 is in the affirmative, clarification is requested as
to what criteria and what degree of probability should be applied in deciding
in this case whether the termination has given rise to such market effect?
As for question 1-3 the ECJ first of all states that article 7(1) in itself does not
provide any criteria for the assessment of when implementing action has been
made,86 so instead the ECJ looked at the purpose and general scheme of the article.
The ECJ reasons that partial implementation of a concentration is caught by article
7(1), because if article 7(1) only applied to single transactions that completely
implemented the concentration, then that would reduce the efficiency of article
7(1),87 and it would undermine the purpose of the provision. However the ECJ
also stated that “where such transactions, despite having been carried out in the
context of a concentration, are not necessary to achieve a change of control of an
undertaking concerned by that concentration, they do not fall within the scope of
article 7”.88
This shows that the ECJ believes that the key factor in assessing whether or not
an activity can be considered gun jumping is whether or not it was necessary for
the change of control, and it also shows that if it was not necessary, then it does
not fall within the scope of EUMR, but could perhaps fall within the scope of other
provisions.89 The ECJ then continued and stated that the transaction have to “present a direct functional link with its implementation” 90 and “contribute to a lasting change of control”91 for it to be considered necessary and thus fall within the
standstill obligation.
The court then stated that whether or not the transaction could have effects on the
market was not relevant in the assessment, as the standstill obligation applies
86
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irrespective of this.92 Also because a transaction that does not have effects on the
competition on the given market could still contribute to the change of control.93
The assessment of the effects it could have on the market is instead relevant only
in the decision on whether or not the concentration is compatible with the market,
but not whether or not it was prematurely implemented.
In regard to the termination described in the case of EY/KPMG, the ECJ concluded that even though the “withdrawal is subject to a conditional link with the
concentration in question and is likely to be of ancillary and preparatory nature”94 the termination did not contribute to the lasting change of control of
KPMG Denmark, because the termination, according to the ECJ, did not give
Ernst & Young decisive influence over KPMG Denmark.95
To sum it up the ECJ stated that the standstill obligation in EUMR article 7(1) –
upon which paragraph 12c(5) is based on – applies to both partial and fully implementation of a merger, but this does not mean that it applies to all transactions
linked to a merger. The ECJ set forth the criteria of the transaction having to be
necessary for the change of control for it to be considered partial or full implementation of the merger falling within the scope of the EUMR. The requirement
of necessity is to be interpreted so that only activity that in itself or partially, de
facto or on a legal basis contributes to the change of control is caught, and the ECJ
did not find that this was the case for the requirement to terminate the cooperation
agreement – regardless of whether the termination was likely to have effects on
the market.96
As a result the MCHC in 2018 annulled the judgment of the DCCA.97
This case clearly overrules the legal position that the Danish case were supposed
to establish, as this case ruling is decided by an authority of higher power – the
ECJ – and because Danish competition law is a harmonization and is to be interpreted based on the EU provisions, the EU authority’s decisions surpasses the
Danish authority on competition law.
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2.3. Case study 3: Marine Harvest/Morpol
In the case M.7184 Marine Harvest was imposed a fine for infringing article 4(1)
and 7(1) for having begun implementation of their merger with Morpol. Marine
Harvest had gained decisive influence over Morpol by having had acquired a stake
of 48,5% of Morpol several months before the merger had been notified and
cleared.98 Marine Harvest only notified the merger, when they were to acquire
additional 38,6% of the shares,99 which infringed the standstill obligation as the
change of control already happened after the first transaction acquiring the 48,5%.
This is a perfect example of a clear gun jumping case falling within the scope of
the standstill obligation. Even though Marine Harvest had not exercised its voting
rights, nothing would stand in the way of it doing so, and therefore it had gained
control over the company. Later on the Commission approved the merger. Initially
the implementation of the merger had been deemed fairly incompatible with the
market and therefore Marine Harvest was obliged to submit remedies before it
could be approved.100
The case is indeed relevant and capable of establishing what the legal position on
gun jumping is in part, because it illustrates the importance of determining when
a de facto control has happened, and whether the structure of actual control of the
concentration has changed, and this assessment is necessary to make gun jumping
cases.

2.4. Case study 4: Ineos/Kerling
In this case the Commission suspected that Ineos was intervening in the management of the target Kerling and that they were exchanging sensitive information.101
The Commission conducted a dawn raid based on this suspicion, but did not find
any evidence of infringing activity. Before the dawn raid the Commission did
however suggest that the conduct of Ineos could be infringing both TFEU article
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101(1) and the gun jumping provisions in the EUMR,102 which illustrates the possible overlap of the scopes of the articles.

2.5. Case study 5: Altice/PT Portugal
Case M.7993 from April 2018 – before the ECJ judgment on the EY/KPMG case
– is another case were both article 4(1) and 7(1) were infringed. Altice had initiated a merger with their competitor PT Portugal by exchanging confidential information such as price strategies, and intervening in the conclusion and renewal of
PT Portugal’s commercial contracts,103 to the point that Oi – the company Altice
were to acquire PT Portugal from – and PT Portugal sent formal notices to Altice
requesting approval on decisions.104 Altice thus had veto right over a couple of
things – including decisions to enter into, terminate and modify contracts.105
This shows that the exchange of information – which is an activity usually associated with TFEU article 101(1) – could be considered a violation of the standstill
obligation under circumstances such as the exchange of information being part of
a merger’s implementation instead of being part of two separate undertakings’
parallel market behavior.
In its’ decision the Commission acknowledged that agreements on the conduct of
the target between the signing and closing of the transaction agreement is appropriate in commercial transactions for the purpose of protecting the value of the
investment, but in this specific case, the Commission found that Altice had gone
too far in its involvement in PT Portugal’s conduct.106
However, Altice has appealed the decision,107 so maybe the case will end up with
a judgment similar to the one in the EY/KPMG cases and the statements made by
the ECJ.
This case – like the Ineos/Kerling case – shows that there clearly is some type of
overlap in regard to the activities that could fall within the provisions, which is
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arguably part of the reason why the line between the scopes of the articles seem
to be slightly difficult to make.

2.6. Case study 6: Canon/TMSC
Case M.8179 involved a merger in 2016 between Canon and Toshiba Medical
Systems Corporation (hereafter TMSC). Following a clearance of the merger, the
Commission found that Canon had violated the EU merger control rules, so in
2017 the Commission addressed a statement of objections to Canon, and in 2018
a supplementary statement of objections leading to a decision in June 2019.108
This decision took place after the ECJ judgment on the EY/KPMG case, and the
Commission –when making the decision in this case – used the ECJ interpretation
of the standstill obligation,109 because Canon were – like Ernst & Young in
EY/KPMG – found to have infringed the standstill obligation in EUMR article
7(1).
The merger of Canon and TMSC was implemented in two steps, where Canon
used the so-called warehousing-method, meaning that Canon would acquire
TMSC through a two-step transaction,110 which would include the creation of a
special purpose vehicle, MS Holding, as an interim buyer.111
In the first step, the shares in TMSC were converted into three classes of shares –
20 voting shares, 1 non-voting share and 100 shares with a call option exercisable
by TMSC,112 where Canon then bought the 1 non-voting share and the 100 shares
with a call option, while MS Holding bought the remaining 20 voting shares. 113
Whereas the 100 shares would be exercisable by Canon, once the merger had been
cleared, as part of the second step.114
The second step and final transaction thus consisted of Canon exercising their
“100 share options to acquire the underlying voting shares in TMSC”115, and
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TMSC then acquired the 1 non-voting share from Canon and the remaining 20
voting shares from MS Holding.116
The first step was therefore only a temporary transaction for the purpose of saving
TMSC, as they were having financial difficulties,117 and the final transaction were
then to happen once the Commission had approved the merger,118 which Canon
and TMSC believed only consisted of the second step. This resulted in them not
notifying and waiting for clearance of the first step, which according to the Commission was an infringement of EUMR article 4(1) by not notifying the first step,
and EUMR article 7(1) by implementing the first step without clearance.
The Commission argued that this was the case, because the transactions in the first
and second step pursued the same economic aim and should be characterized as
one transaction, as described in recital 20 of the EUMR stating that it “is moreover
appropriate to treat as a single concentration transactions that are closely connected in that they are linked by condition.”119
Also due to the fact, that when using the warehouse method, the first step is necessary to carry out, for the second and final step to be carried out,120 which satisfies
the criteria of a step having to be necessary, as described in the ECJ judgment of
the EY/KPMG merger, for it to be considered implementation. So even though
“the interim transaction, in itself (was) not entailing an acquisition of control on
a lasting basis”121, it was part of the change of control on lasting basis.
In conclusion it was found that Canon could not have acquired control over TMSC
without the first step, and by carrying out the first step Canon partially implemented the merger thereby infringing EUMR article 7(1).
What is especially relevant in this case is that – following the EY/KPMG case and
ECJ judgment – this gives an example of when the criterion of the transaction
being necessary is met.
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2.7. Case study 7: Altice/SFR/OTL
In the French decision 16-D-24 Altice was fined for infringing article L.430-8-II
of the French Commercial Code, which is equivalent to the standstill obligation
in the EUMR, for having begun implementation of two mergers with SFR and
OTL.122
In 2014 Altice notified both acquisitions and both were cleared the same year.123
The French Competition Authority (hereafter FCA) however received tips about
Altice having jumped the gun on the mergers by transferring assets.124 The FCA
did however not find evidence of transfer of assets,125 but it did find that Altice
had intervened with the operational management of SFR before having notified
and before clearance. Specifically Altice had been included in the decision making
of SFR in regard to contracts and sales policies.126 Following this, Altice and SFR
coordinated during the acquisition of OTL by exchanging strategic information
and planning future projects for the business.127
Before the merger with OTL was cleared, Altice took charge of OTL’s agreements
and had required access to sensitive information about the economic of OTL.128
Due to this Altice and SFR were found to having implemented the mergers before
clearance and therefore having jumped the gun, and as a result they were fined
€80 million for the combined behavior of the two.129
This case shows that the French provision corresponding to the standstill obligation in the EUMR considers coordination in the form of both the exchange of
sensitive information and interference with the other party’s agreements and strategies to be gun jumping under the circumstances of an awaiting merger.
The case also illustrates that once again the exchange of information can be found
to fall within the standstill obligation, which again shows that there is an overlap
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of the activities that could fall within the provisions in TFEU article 101(1) and
EUMR article 7(1).

2.8. Case study 8: Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere
In 1997 the Commission found that the undertakings Bertelsmann and Kirch were
jumping the gun by partially implementing a merger without clearance, and the
Commission therefore warned Bertelsmann and Kirch, and required that the activity be stopped immediately.130
Specifically Bertelsmann and Kirch had intended to develop Premiere into a joint
digital platform, which was found to be a joint venture falling within the scope of
the EUMR,131 and for this the marketing of a so-called d-box technology – a digital television technology – that was to be used by Premiere had begun.132
This was, according to the Commission, gun jumping and a violation of the merger control rules, because the marketing and use of the d-box technology were to
be considered partial implementation of the merger. Later on the merger was furthermore deemed incompatible with the market and the merger was therefore rejected.
The Commission found that Premiere’s marketing and use of the d-box technology was inseparably linked to the intended merger and stated the following: “As
appears from documents examined by the Commission Premiere's decision to
adopt the d-box is the immediate result of the agreement between Bertelsmann
and Kirch to merge their digital activities. The use of the d-box by Premiere prior
to a decision by the Commission on the concentration is therefore to be considered
a partial implementation infringing the suspensive effect provided for in the Merger Control Regulation” and that the “creation of a decoder infrastructure on the
basis of the d-box is one of the substantial competitive consequences of the intended merger.”133
This shows that for the execution prohibition – now called the standstill obligation
– to be infringed, an activity had to be an immediate result and substantial consequence of the intended merger. The case is however more than 20 years old,
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meaning that the case was decided before the EUMR was recast in 2004, and the
provision was even named differently back then, so the understanding of the scope
then could not be applied in competition law today, but it nevertheless does show
what factors have previously been found relevant in the assessment. It proves that
competition law is a dynamic legal area, and that if the criteria set forth in the ECJ
judgment are how gun jumping is to be defined now, then there clearly has been
a change in the definition and criteria, as opposed to how it was in the Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere case and the time then.

2.9. Case study 9: Edeka/Kaiser’s Tengelmann
Another case involving partial implementation infringing the standstill obligation
is the Edeka/Kaiser’s Tengelmann case. The partial implementation in question
involved that “both retailers had already agreed upon concrete measures on the
joint purchasing and invoicing of goods as well as on changes to parts of the
branch network, warehouses and meat processing plants, and related staff
measures”134, before having had notified their merger.
The German competition authority specified, “that the standstill obligation applies in any case to all restructuring measures which exceed usual restructuring
measures taken by merging parties.”135
In 2017 the German Federal Court of Justice confirmed the authority’s decision,
when Edeka and Kaiser’s Tengelmann appealed the decision.136 The court decided
that “while measures or behavior themselves cannot constitute a concentration
per se, they still constitute gun jumping because they are connected to the intended
concentration and could be suitable to at least partly implement its effects. Accordingly, the court pointed out that if a measure leads to a conduct that would
otherwise not be expected of an independent undertaking, this could be considered
relevant to the assessment of a violation of the standstill obligation.”137
Even though these decisions were made before the ECJ judgment on the
EY/KPMG case, the German Federal Court of Justice chose afterwards to confirm
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its’ decision in a subsequent ruling after the ECJ judgment.138 This was however
due to the fact that the German rules on the standstill obligation is not fully harmonized with the standstill obligation in EU competition law, so the definition of
transactions that could be considered partial implementation is broader.139
The case is relevant for EU competition law, as the findings might affect the scope
of TFEU article 101(1) – which, as mentioned earlier in this thesis, is to be applied
directly in member states – and the applicability of it in German competition law.
This will be further discussed later on in 3.6.

2.10. Case study 10: Ryanair/LaudaMotion - The derogation decision
As mentioned earlier in 1.2.4. Lufthansa were to acquire NIKI from Air Berlin in
the Lufthansa/Certain Air Berlin Assets case from 2017. However after being
granted a derogation pursuant to EUMR article 7(3), Lufthansa decided not to buy
NIKI anyway, and NIKI filed for insolvency on the same day.140 In 2018
LaudaMotion then acquired NIKI instead,141 and later in 2018 Ryanair were to
acquire sole control of LaudaMotion, as LaudaMotion had financial difficulties.142
The transaction was divided into two steps,143 whereas the request on derogation
concerned the first step consisting of the following (here shortened): 144
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ryanair would acquire 24,9% of the shares of LaudaMotion
Ryanair would provide aircrafts for LaudaMotion
Ryanair would sell LaudaMotion seats
Ryanair would provide working capital

The second step involved (here shortened):145
1. Ryanair would acquire 50,1% shares resulting in Ryanair owning 75% of the
shares
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2. Ryanair would get the right to appoint 3 out of 5 members on the board of
LaudaMotion
3. Ryanair would be responsible for growing LaudaMotion’s fleet to at least 30
aircrafts
4. Ryanair would assist the growth of LaudaMotion’s presence on the market
The first and second step were considered inter-related and would together comprise a single concentration, 146 and therefore the Commission concluded that the
transaction would fall within the standstill obligation in EUMR article 7(1),147 and
that carrying out step one could be considered partial implementation.148 Thus the
transaction could be subject to the exemption rule in article 7(3).
The Commission however noted that the two steps separately would not enable
Ryanair to acquire control, because the acquisition of control depended on the
transaction – consisting of the two steps – being implemented as a whole.149
The reason for the transaction being divided into two steps was that LaudaMotion
– as mentioned above – had financial difficulties, and – if permitted – the first step
could provide some relief and preserve the value of LaudaMotion for the time it
would take to get the merger cleared.150
The Commission agreed that the financial and operational support provided by the
first step would be necessary,151 and without a derogation LaudaMotion would
suffer harm.152 The Commission then balanced the interests and came to the conclusion that a derogation would not pose a threat to effective competition or third
parties, and a derogation in regard to step one was thus granted. 153

2.11. Case study 11: EY/KPMG – The derogation decision
At the same time of the notification of the merger of Ernst & Young and KPMG
Denmark, the parties pursuant to the Danish Law on Competition paragraph
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12c(6) – the equivalent to EUMR article 7(3)154 – requested derogation from paragraph 12c(5) – the equivalent to EUMR article 7(1)155 in regard to exchange of
information on clients. 156
Specifically Ernst & Young and KPMG Denmark requested to exchange lists of
clients to examine overlaps in regard to companies that were clients at Ernst &
Young, but also were clients at KPMG Denmark, but for different, consultancy
services.157 This analysis was necessary to make, because of the rules on auditor’s
independence in paragraph 24(1)-(2) in the Danish Act on Approved Auditors and
Audit Firms,158 as it is here stated that the auditor or audit firm must be independent and cannot be involved in a client company’s decisions financially, businesswise or in ways that could raise doubts about the independence of the audit firm.159
So if Ernst & Young were to acquire KPMG Denmark, then KPMG Denmark
could no longer provide consultancy services for the companies that would now
be clients in regard to auditing services at the merged concentration. If the companies had to solve this after awaiting clearance on the merger, then the companies
could suffer harm.160
In order of the parties being able to comply with the rules on auditor’s independence, a derogation from the standstill obligation was then granted to Ernst &
Young and KPMG Denmark, because the exchange of the given information
could not be considered as posing a threat to competition, to the undertakings or
third parties,161 as some of the information were in fact already public.162 They
were thus permitted to exchange information on clients.163 It was however granted
on the conditions that the information was only shared with a limited number of
employees and that the information was not used for other purposes than those
permitted.164
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2.12. Case study 12: TV2 Sport – The derogation decision
In this case TV2/Denmark and Modern Times Group MTG requested derogation
from the standstill obligation in the Danish Law on Competition,165 which is harmonized with EU competition law. The request concerned the creation of the fullfunction joint venture TV2 Sport.166 The parties requested to be allowed to initiate
negotiations and to make agreements with distributors of TV channels for the distribution of TV2 Sport’s new TV channel.167
The reason behind the request was that negotiations with distributors could be a
slow process,168 and permission to negotiate and make agreements would benefit
both TV2 Sport and the distributors, because if negotiations were to start after the
merger had been cleared, then it is possible that not all distribution agreements
would be closed before the launch of the TV2 Sport channel, which would leave
distributors unequal in the market.169
The derogation was granted on the conditions that the validity of the agreements
was dependent on the clearance by the DCCA, and that the sale of the parties’
other TV channels were not tied or bundled with the TV2 Sport channel.170 The
DCCA found that the negotiations and agreements with distributors on the distribution of the channel would not impede effective competition, third parties or the
undertakings in question.171

2.13. Case study 13: Ecom Agroindustrial Corporation/Armajaro
Trading – The derogation decision
In the Ecom Agroindustrial Corporation/Armajaro Trading case (hereafter the
Ecom case), Ecom were to acquire Armajaro Trading Limited (hereafter ATL) –
who both were in the business of coffee and cocoa – and requested a derogation
pursuant to article 7(3), because ATL had financial difficulties.172
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In 2013, when ATL had financial troubles, they contacted their banks about their
issues and for approval of investments from a third party – the negotiations with
the third party however collapsed and as a result the banks tightened the conditions
and removed liquidity from the company.173 ATL then began looking for new
investors or purchasers, but their options were limited due to the situation ATL
was in, however Ecom was able to match the demands.174
Due to the severity of the financial difficulties that ATL was in, Ecom requested
a derogation regarding the sale and cash injections to prevent further decline of
the value of ATL.175 It was assessed that without a derogation, ATL would become insolvent, which would not only affect ATL, but also local suppliers and
farmers in some of the world’s poorest countries.176
The Commission however also found that competition concerns could not be excluded, but the benefits of a derogation outweighed the concerns, but for the derogation to be granted, certain conditions had to be established.177
Ecom was thus permitted to take actions necessary to preserve ATL’s viability –
specifically appointing the two most senior management positions of ATL, inject
capital into ATL, information exchange on customers, and introduce cost-cutting
measures – but only ones that was planned already and had been submitted to the
Commission but ATL previously.178 Also “Ecom committed not to proceed with
any measures implementing the merger until the Commission takes a final decision.”179
A condition noteworthy in regard to the appointment of senior management positions, was that one of the managers appointed would “be responsible for ensuring
that ATL's business is ring-fenced and run independently until the Commission
has taken a final decision on the transaction.”180 Furthermore Ecom would not be
allowed to exercise any voting or shareholder rights for any other purpose than to
restore viability.181
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2.14. Case study 14: PIAG/MTIB/Abatec – The derogation decision
In this case the investment company PIAG and the holding company MTIB were
to acquire joint control over Abatec, whereas Abatec at the time was under sole
control of one individual owning 63,77% of the shares, while MTIB owned the
remaining 36,23%,182 and according to the purchase agreement, PIAG were then
to acquire 50 of the 63,77%, while MTIB would then acquire the remaining
13,77%.183
PIAG and MTIB thus requested a derogation allowing them to implement the purchase agreement,184 and also permission to appoint a new supervisory board and
managing directors, and initiate restructuring measures including implementing a
debt repayment plan and restructuring ordinary management.185 The Commission
found that these measures would amount to a transfer of control and change the
structure of Abatec on a lasting basis,186 which would fall within the standstill
obligation, and therefore a derogation would be necessary for the parties to continue as Abatec was in financial distress,187 and providing resources for Abatec
would not be enough to preserve Abatec’s viability.188
In a balance of interest assessment, the Commission agreed with the parties on the
conclusion that without a derogation, Abatec would suffer serious harm, which
would also harm third parties – customers as well as employees and suppliers.189
Then the Commission found that the transaction would not pose a threat to effective competition, and finally granted the derogation. 190
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Chapter 3: Discussion

The following chapter will be divided into numerous sections, where each will
discuss a different theme or issue in regard to the findings of the cases, the interpretations of the definitions and criteria, the scope of the provisions in the different
articles, the effect on national as well as EU competition law that the EY/KPMG
case and ECJ judgment have had, and other discussions necessary to give some
clarification on the legal position on gun jumping.
Sections 3.1.-3.7. will focus on the change of the concept of gun jumping and in
part the affect on the scope of TFEU article 101(1), while sections 3.8.-3.10. will
focus on the concept of gun jumping in relation to EUMR article 7(3).

3.1. What does the case studies on the standstill obligation illustrate?
The ECJ judgment on the EY/KPMG case states that the key factor in determining
whether or not an activity should fall within the scope of the standstill obligation,
is the necessity of the activity for the merger – meaning if the activity contributes
to a change of control. If the activity – it being a requirement to terminate an
agreement, an interim transaction or something else – is not necessary and does
not contribute to the change of control in any way, then the activity falls outside
the scope of the standstill obligation, but could however fall within the scope of
the provision in TFEU article 101(1).
This is important, because preparative measures for mergers could in general be
considered coordination to a certain degree191 – such as the exchange of information – and so if TFEU article 101(1) can apply to the activities – not caught by
the standstill obligation – leading up to the merger, then preparation may be more
difficult for undertakings.
In Marine Harvest/Morpol it was among other things established when de facto
control can be said to be changed, and that it does not matter whether decisive
191
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influence has been exercised or not, but simply the fact that the acquirer is able to
is enough. This case would probably still be considered a gun jumping case when
taking the new concept into consideration, as the shares acquired contributed to a
change of control. So this would certainly still today have been gun jumping, and
not coordination falling within TFEU article 101(1).
The Ineos/Kerling case shed light on the overlap of the provisions and how close
the scopes of the articles are, which gives a clear idea of how a distinction was
very much needed.
The Altice/PT Portugal case showed that there were different types of activities
that could fall within the scope of the standstill obligation such as the exchange of
information and the interference with contracts. It also showed that some of the
agreements made between merging undertakings are not infringing, but are both
common and appropriate, when they are necessary to preserve the value of the
target. This was however not the case in the Altice/PT Portugal case as described
in case study 5.
In the Canon/TMSC case we saw how the Commission has interpreted the new
concept of gun jumping and applied the criteria set forth by the ECJ. According
to the Commission, when a transaction resulting in a change of control on a lasting
basis is divided into two interdependent steps, then the steps separately could still
be considered gun jumping, when the steps separately still contributes to the
change of control.
Then in the Altice/SFR/OTL case we saw how gun jumping was defined by
French competition law, which shows that the DCCA were not the only one to
interpret the concept more broadly. In both cases the interference in the contracts
of the undertaking being acquired were considered to fall within the scope of the
standstill obligation. The Altice/SFR/OTL case also illustrated the before mentioned overlap of the provisions in regard to what activities that they apply to,
because in the Altice/SFR/OTL case the exchange of information was considered
to fall within the standstill obligation under the given circumstances.
What could be concluded from examining the Bertelsmann/Kirch/Premiere case
is that there clearly has been a change of the concept of gun jumping. The case
illustrates the previous understanding of gun jumping, and how it was defined
more broadly than in the ECJ judgment.
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Finally the Edeka/Kaiser’s Tengelmann case showed that the German interpretation of the standstill obligation is much more broad – despite of the findings in the
ECJ judgment. The German competition authority chose to confirm its’ decision
after the ECJ judgment, and held that their interpretation is based on whether the
restructuring measures exceeds what could usually be expected by the independent undertakings in the process of merging. The German competition law is however – as mentioned previously – not fully harmonized.

3.2. The overlap of activities that could be caught
by the different articles
Before the ECJ judgment, it could have been argued that if the provision on concerted practices in TFEU article 101(1) is said to be infringed in among other
cases, where the undertakings have been coordinating their behavior by exchanging sensitive information, while EUMR article 7(1) is said to be infringed, when
soon-to-be merging parties have begun implementation for instance by exchanging sensitive information for the sake of the merger, then it seems as if both articles
could be infringed by the same activity.
This has been considered before as illustrated by the Ineos/Kerling case in 2.4.
This reasoning is however rejected by result of the ECJ judgment, as the judgment
provides criteria that specifically separate the scopes of the two articles, and for
authorities to clearly distinguish between situations where TFEU article 101(1)
applies, and where the EUMR articles apply.
It appears that it – as it often does – depends on an assessment of the specific
circumstances in which the behavior occurs, and not so much an assessment of
which behavior occurs. For instance the agreements on the conduct of the target
between soon-to-be merging undertakings can fall within both, so it has to be assessed whether or not the agreement is necessary for the merger – meaning contributes to a change of control and presents a conditional link in the implementation – because if it does, then it falls within the standstill obligation in EUMR
article 7(1), but if it does not, then it should be assessed whether or not it infringes
TFEU article 101(1).
So as a consequence the criteria then creates a distinction in regard to the possible
overlaps.
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Yet in regard to the overlap concerning the exchange of information, it could now
be discussed if it could no longer fall within both provisions, because for the exchange of information to fall within the standstill obligation’s scope, it would have
to be necessary for the merger meaning contribute to a change of control and present a conditional link in the implementation. Even though it may benefit the undertakings party to the merger, an exchange of information seems unlikely to actually contribute to a change of control per se – it is perhaps more likely to simply
eliminate uncertainties, which arguably seems like more of a TFEU article 101(1)
type of situation.

3.3. The scope of the definition of a “change of control”
In regard to the interpretation of “change of control”, it can be argued that this
would have to include not only the change of control, but also the establishing of
control, because when it comes to concentrations, it is crucial to remember that
full-functioning joint ventures falls within this definition as regulated in EUMR
article 3(4), and when the creation of a new full-functioning joint venture happens,
then a change of control cannot happen, as no one has had control before – instead
control can be established. So for the scope of the standstill obligation to include
newly created full-functioning joint ventures, the criteria of a change of control
will have to include the establishing of control as well.

3.4. What consequences will the criteria from the ECJ judgment
have for EU competition law in regard to undertakings
and member states?
One could argue that the fact that the ECJ in the EY/KPMG case reasons that
transactions, that are carried out in the context of the merger, will not fall within
the scope of the EUMR, if they are not necessary to and contributing to a change
of control, somewhat distorts the legal certainty for undertakings, because – as
stated previously in 1.2.1. and the Marine Harvest/Morpol case – undertakings
already have difficulties in figuring out when a change of control is happening,
because even though we now have specific criteria to apply to a case for it to fall
within the standstill obligation, the criteria in itself might cause uncertainty, as it
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can perhaps be difficult to differ between when something is contributing to the
control or not.
So when the ECJ states that transactions made in the context of a concentration
can fall within a whole other law, namely the TFEU, if they are simply not necessary for the change of control in the given case, then it is easy to predict the uncertainty in merger control that could follow.
Another consequence to consider, is in regard to member states having implemented harmonized national competition law, where the findings in the ECJ judgment might result in some appeals. In for instance the Altice/SFR/OTL case activities such the exchange of sensitive information is considered an infringement
of the standstill obligation – as described in 2.7. – even though this could not have
contributed to and be necessary for the change of control, which – according to
the ECJ judgment – are the criteria that needs to be satisfied for something to fall
within EUMR article 7(1). This is interesting, because the Altice/SFR/OTL case
could then be appealed in regard to this and maybe end with a result similar to the
EY/KPMG case, because like Danish merger control rules, French merger control
rules also corresponds to the EUMR – article L.430-8-II is the equivalent to
EUMR article 7(1), L-430-1-I to EUMR article 3(1), L.430-1-III to EUMR article
3(2)-(3),192 and so on, and when member states interpret legislation – that is a
harmonized implementation of EU law – differently than the courts of EU, then
as a main rule the interpretation of EU takes precedence over national legislation
and is therefore the interpretation that should be the one enforced, as described in
1.1. So a change of the concept of gun jumping could definitely affect French
merger control.
Furthermore, the change of the concept of gun jumping may affect the notification
obligation in EUMR article 4(1), because the concept of gun jumping is based on
the concept of implementation, as described in 1.2. When gun jumping is said to
happen, it is because a merger has been implemented, so the criteria established
in the ECJ judgment not only defines gun jumping, but also defines implementation. Therefore the scope of EUMR article 4(1) may also have been changed, because the notification obligation in the provision is the obligation to notify a merger before implementation. So if certain activities cannot be said to be implementation no longer, as they do not contribute to a change of control, it could then be
questioned if they would still have to be notified, as no implementation have
192

Code de Commerce, Titre III: De la concentration économique (Commercial Code, Title III: Economic Concentration)
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happened, according to the new concept. The Commission therefore needs to
comment on this.

3.5. What if the EY/KPMG merger had had Community dimension?
What is also interesting is to consider how the EY/KPMG case would have been
decided if it had had Community dimension and had therefore been decided by
the Commission instead, because in Altice/PT Portugal the activity of the interference in the other party’s commercial contracts was considered an infringement
of EUMR article 7(1) – as described in 2.5. – and since the EY/KPMG case also
concerned the interference in the acquired undertaking’s contracts, the Commission would probably have come to the same conclusion in this case as in the Altice/PT Portugal case.
The Altice/PT Portugal case has however been appealed, so it of course might end
up like the EY/KPMG case. It does however not change the fact that the Commission initially decided that the interference with the other undertaking’s contracts
would fall within the standstill obligation.

3.6. Different legal positions on gun jumping
in different member states
Another national case relevant for the EU competition law is the Edeka/Kaiser’s
Tengelmann case, as the decision probably affects the scope of TFEU article
101(1) under German jurisdiction. This is because – as mentioned above – the
provision in article 101(1) is to be applied directly in member states, and if the
German harmonization of the standstill obligation has a broader scope nationally,
then activities that would otherwise be caught by TFEU article 101(1) could instead be caught by the German standstill obligation, and so the direct application
of TFEU article 101(1) could be minimized.
This interpretation of the scope of a standstill obligation is furthermore interesting,
because among other things it results in different legal rules on gun jumping,
which could make it more difficult for undertakings in situations where a merger
would have to be notified in several different EU member states. So undertakings
have to be aware of the different legal positions, and also now have to be aware
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of both TFEU article 101(1) and EUMR article 7(1), when they wish to take preparative steps for their merger.

3.7. Why was this the outcome of the ECJ judgment?
As mentioned earlier in case study 4, there had been deliberation in regard to the
application of both TFEU article 101(1) and EUMR article 7(1) in the same cases
to the same conduct, so the line between the scopes of the articles could have been
considered slightly blurry. It is however interesting that the criteria established for
the assessment were somewhat different than the criteria that had been applied
previously – not only by member states as mentioned in case studies 1, 7 and 9,
but also by the Commission as mentioned in case study 5 and discussed in 3.5.
However, as stated in EUMR article 3(1) a concentration is said to arise, when a
change of control results from a merger on a lasting basis, so the criteria most
definitely makes sense.
One could wonder why these criteria had not been established earlier, since the
regulation entered into force in 2004, but as mentioned in 1.1., EU law is dynamic
and often worded a bit more vague, which leaves the interpretation slightly more
open, so it is perhaps only natural that the concept has not changed until now.
Either way, the distinction definitely cleared up the issues of overlap in the scopes
of the provisions.

3.8. What does the case studies on the exception in
EUMR article 7(3) illustrate?
The Ryanair/LaudaMotion derogation case showed that a step that does not
amount to a change of control can be considered partial implementation, when it
is followed by a second step, and the steps combined result in a change of control.
This somewhat fits in with the concept of gun jumping in the ECJ judgment, as
the first step could be argued to contribute to the change of control – even though
it did not in itself amount to a change of control – and because it was a conditional
link in the implementation, thus making it necessary for the merger.
In the EY/KPMG derogation decision it was showed that paragraph 12c(6) of the
Danish Law on Competition – corresponding to the exception in EUMR article
7(3) – applied to exchange of information as well – at least according to the Danish
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interpretation of the exemption rule. As opposed to the Ryanair/LaudaMotion derogation decision, the EY/KPMG derogation decision would probably not fit in
with the concept of gun jumping established in the ECJ judgment, because the
exchange of information on clients in the EY/KPMG case was not really necessary
for the change of control. It was simply necessary for compliance with another
law, where the companies in question could have suffered harm if they had had to
pause their activities after waiting for clearance on their merger to avoid infringing
the other law. So the derogation was actually only necessary for preventing a prolonged merging.
At the time, the exchange of information was however considered an activity that
could fall within the Danish standstill obligation – equal to the EUMR standstill
obligation – and therefore the exemption rule could apply then.
In the TV2 Sport derogation decision it was shown that a derogation from the
standstill obligation was necessary in the case of undertakings wanting to initiate
negotiations and make agreements with distributors. This was a Danish case – like
the EY/KPMG derogation decision – and this shows that the Danish competition
authority, the DCCA, perhaps applies the exception in EUMR article 7(3) less
narrowly than the Commission, because neither of the undertakings were in financial distress, and it could be argued that no extraordinary circumstances were present. The derogation was merely necessary to prevent minor disadvantages – in
comparison to for instance financial distress. However, as it is only a requirement
that the request is reasoned, as described in 1.2.4., which it was in this case, then
the application of the exception does not appear wrong.
The Ecom case showed that the Commission has applied the exception in cases
where the measures, for which the derogation was requested, were not actually
causing a change of control. The measures in the case were among other things
the injecting of capital, the exchange of information, and the appointing of management positions, whereas one would be in charge of ensuring that the undertaking being acquired would run independently, and that Ecom furthermore would
not be allowed to exercise rights unless for the purpose of preserving ATL’s viability. The Commission even stated that Ecom would not be permitted to actually
implement the merger, as quoted in case study 13.
Finally in the PIAG/MTIB/Abatec derogation decision we saw a case where the
activity requested a derogation for involved activities that would amount to a
change of control on a lasting basis. PIAG and MTIB were to acquire shares in
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Abatec, which would grant them decisive influence, and also asked permission to
initiate restructuring measures of the company and its’ management, which the
Commission found to constitute a change of control, which it arguably was.

3.9. How will the change of the concept of gun jumping affect the
scope of EUMR article 7(3)?
In regard to how the application of EUMR article 7(3) is dependent on the application of EUMR article 7(1), it is necessary to look at the wording of article 7(3),
and since article 7(3) specifically refers to article 7(1) – and article 7(2) – it must
be said to be an exemption to those provisions and not other provisions. So when
the scope of article 7(1) changes, then the scope of article 7(3) must naturally also
change, but to assess how it will change, it is necessary to consider how derogation
decisions have previously been decided, and to assess how they might have been
decided, if they had been decided today.
When looking at cases like the PIAG/MTIB/Abatec case where EUMR article
7(3) has been applied, it is obvious that it could be considered a gun jumping case
if the exception had not applied – even after applying the criteria for determining
something as gun jumping set forth in the ECJ judgment on the EY/KPMG case
– because in the PIAG/MTIB/Abatec case, the activities were clearly necessary
for and amounted to a change of control and presented a direct functional link with
the implementation.
Also in the Ryanair/LaudaMotion decision, the activities, for which there were
granted a derogation for, would probably fall within the scope of the standstill
obligation pursuant to the new concept of gun jumping established in the ECJ
judgment, because even though the first step did not in itself result in a change of
control, it still contributed to it, and – as established in the ECJ judgment described
in case study 2 – partial implementation could still be considered gun jumping.
So in regard to at least these two cases, EUMR article 7(3) would still have been
applied as an exemption rule to EUMR article 7(1), if the cases were decided now.
However in the EY/KPMG derogation decision, the activities exempted would
most likely fall outside the definition of gun jumping set forth by the ECJ, if the
case had been decided today, because – as argued in 3.8. – the exchange of information was simply not contributing to the change of control, nor presented a
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conditional link with the implementation – the exchange of information was only
necessary for a more smooth merging process for the parties, who would otherwise have had to put their business on hold in order to adapt and comply with
Danish legislation.
Furthermore – as also argued in 3.2. – it could be questioned whether the exchange
of information in general could even fall within the scope of the standstill obligation, now that the ECJ has narrowed the definition of gun jumping. If not, then the
exception may in fact have limited the scope of TFEU article 101(1), as the provision in this article – according to the ECJ judgment on the EY/KMPG case –
could apply to cases falling outside the scope of the standstill obligation. So the
change of the concept of gun jumping may unintentionally have made EUMR
article 7(3) an exception rule to TFEU article 101(1) back then.
Also in the Ecom case, the measures that Ecom wanted to initiate and needed a
derogation for, would probably be considered activities falling outside the scope
of the standstill obligation as well, due to the changed concept of gun jumping,
because – as the Commission stated in the case – Ecom did not acquire control of
ATL yet, as it was a condition for the derogation that Ecom ensured that ATL
would run independently. So if this case were to be decided now and take the
concept of gun jumping established in the ECJ judgment into consideration, then
the activities could perhaps not have been said to be gun jumping, and so the activities would instead have to be assessed in regard to TFEU article 101(1).
It could therefore be argued that EUMR article 7(3) in reality has been used as an
exemption rule to TFEU article 101(1), because some of the activities that the
Commission had otherwise argued to be partial implementation falling within the
provision in article 7(1) – which therefore needed a derogation in order to be implemented – could be argued to actually not have been partial implementation,
according to the new concept of gun jumping established in the ECJ judgment.
To put it another way, the change of the concept of gun jumping has thus left
certain activities outside the scope of the standstill obligation, which means that
they could fall within TFEU article 101(1), and so if the Commission in the future
grants a derogation in similar cases, then it will not be in regard to the standstill
obligation, but actually a derogation in regard to TFEU article 101(1).
However, the result will more likely instead be – as mentioned in the beginning
of this – that the scope of EUMR article 7(3) becomes more narrow pursuant to
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the more narrow scope of article 7(1), and so when merging companies wishes to
take preparative measures to preserve the value of the undertaking acquired, then
they may have to hope for an exemption pursuant to TFEU article 101(3) or the
de minimis doctrine instead.
This could however create problematic uncertainty, because undertakings cannot
request a derogation pursuant to TFEU article 101(3) or the de minimis doctrine –
they simply have to assess if it falls within either exception, try to prove it, and
hope that they have assessed correctly.
As a result, undertakings could end up being reluctant in regard to beginning early
implementation to avoid insolvency or other harm, because it might result in an
infringement of TFEU article 101(1), and as a consequence this could leave the
competition in the given market of worse than if article 7(3) could apply even
though the activity exempted would fall outside the new definition of gun jumping. So perhaps there should be given some new guidance on the exceptions available to merging undertakings.

3.10. How would the Danish derogation decisions
have been decided today?
By considering the general scheme of the exception in EUMR article 7(3), it is
clear that the exception is supposed to protect effective competition by letting concentrations that are unlikely to affect the undertakings, third parties or competition
in a negative way – but where the concentration otherwise would suffer harm – be
implemented earlier than they otherwise would have been permitted to.
As mentioned previously, the circumstances for the exception to apply are usually
extraordinary, and not rarely has the circumstances been financial distress and a
possible risk of insolvency, which undoubtedly could cause harm for not only the
undertakings, but also third parties, like suppliers or consumers, and/or effective
competition in the market. However in the article, it is simply stated, that the request must be reasoned.
In the Danish derogation cases – the EY/KPMG derogation decision and the TV2
Sport derogation decision – the circumstances have however not involved an undertaking in financial distress on the verge of insolvency. Thus it have to be assessed, whether or not the circumstances should have and still would fall within
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the exception rule in paragraph 12c(6) of the Danish Law on Competition – the
equivalent to EUMR article 7(3) – for it to be in line with and actually harmonized
with article 7(3). For this, it also has to be assessed if the cases first of all could
fall within the standstill obligation.
In the TV2 Sport derogation decision, the circumstances involved the creation of
a full-functioning joint venture, TV2 Sport, where the parties in charge of this,
requested a derogation to be allowed to begin negotiations and make distribution
agreements. This conduct seems likely to fall within the new concept of gun jumping, as the signing of distribution agreements is the establishing of control and the
exercise of decisive influence in regard to the joint venture. So the conduct can
first of all said to fall within the standstill obligation. Secondly, the reason behind
the request was that without a derogation, the parties would have to wait to negotiate with distributors until after having the merger approved, and as negotiating
distribution agreements could be a slow process, the wait for approval could have
delayed the launch of TV2 Sport, which could have harmed the joint venture. Also
if negotiations had to wait, then perhaps not all distributor agreements would be
closed at the time of the launch leaving distributors unequal in the market, and
postponing the launch could have negative economic consequences for the parties.
So the circumstances were special, and the request was reasoned, and the derogation concerned conduct falling within the concept of gun jumping to begin with.
In conclusion, the exception rule in paragraph 12c(6) of the Danish Law on Competition appears to would have ended in with the same result, if it had been decided
today.
In regard to the EY/KPMG derogation decision, the conduct involved the exchange of information, and as argued in 3.8. and 3.9., this would probably not fall
within the standstill obligation, as this was not contributing to the change of control – the exchange of information was just necessary for a more smooth merging
process, as the parties would else have had to put their business on hold in order
to adapt and comply with paragraph 24(1)-(2) of the Danish Act on Approved
Auditors and Audit Firms.
However the request were nevertheless still definitely reasoned and extraordinary,
because without a derogation, the parties would have had to pause their services
to avoid infringing paragraph 24(1)-(2), which would harm their clients and the
parties themselves. So the exemption of the conduct was reasonably applied.
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But if the decision were made today, the exception in paragraph 12c(6) of the
Danish Law on Competition – corresponding to EUMR article 7(3) – could perhaps not have applied, because the conduct does not fall within the standstill obligation to begin with, which the exemption rule is the exception to. Instead the
conduct would have fallen within TFEU article 101(1) – meaning that the only
exceptions that the parties could benefit from would be TFEU article 101(3) or
the de minimis doctrine. However, since the exchange of information regarded
information, where some of it was already public information, the de minimis doctrine could in fact probably have applied. So perhaps the change of the legal position does not affect merging undertakings that much in regard to at least this kind
of conduct.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion

So how has the concept of gun jumping changed, and how does it affect the scope
of TFEU article 101(1) and EUMR article 7(3)?
In regard to gun jumping and TFEU article 101(1), it can first of all clearly be
concluded that some change to the legal position on gun jumping has happened.
Now, for something to be considered gun jumping, it has to be deemed necessary
for the merger, and for it to be necessary, it has to contribute to a change of control,
and present a functional link with the implementation. In other words, gun jumping is activity that in itself or partially, de facto or on a legal basis contributes to
the change of control.
These criteria set forth in the ECJ judgment gave somewhat of a different interpretation to the scope of the standstill obligation, and the decision of for instance
Altice/PT Portugal would likely not have had the same result if it had been decided
after the ECJ judgment on the EY/KPMG.
The scope of EUMR article 7(1) is now clear in that there have been founded some
specific criteria that needs to be satisfied for it to apply, which also results in the
widening of the scope of TFEU article 101(1), since it can now apply to cases that
would previously have been considered gun jumping cases, and not coordination
cases.
The distinction might however also result in the standstill obligation not applying
to the exchange of information, as it seems unlikely that the exchange of information could actually contribute in a change of control.
Secondly, the criteria of necessity was definitely needed, as the provisions in
TFEU article 101(1) and EUMR article 7(1) could have overlapped in future
cases, which the criteria of necessity solves, and without the criteria, article 7(1)
could minimize the scope of article 101(1).
The criteria is therefore not wrong for EU competition law, because the EUMR is
the merger regulation, and thus it should only regulate mergers, and it would not
make sense, if it was applied to activities not implementing merger.
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It should however be noted that the criterion of the conduct having to contribute
to a change of control, should probably be interpreted as to include the establishing
of control to include gun jumping in cases of newly created full-functioning joint
ventures, as argued in 3.3.
Thirdly, the criteria may cause a bigger difference in the legal positions in the
member states, which may create uncertainty for undertakings having to notify a
merger in different member states and thus having to comply with different rules
in regard to gun jumping.
Also the criteria does not eliminate all uncertainty, because even though distinction between TFEU article 101(1) and EUMR article 7(1) has certainly become
more clear, there could still be some difficulties in defining when something presents a functional link with implementation and contributes to a change of control.
So it is going to be interesting to see how the Commission will apply the criteria
in future cases, and how NCA’s will interpret the criteria. We already saw a preview in the Canon/TMSC case of how the Commission interprets the requirement
of necessity, but the circumstances in this case were somewhat extraordinary, so
other cases will be needed to get a clearer picture of how the criteria will be interpreted.
Fourthly it can be concluded that there now is a need for guidance on the scope of
the notification obligation in EUMR article 4(1), as the infringement of this article
also concerns gun jumping in that a merger must be notified before being implemented. So since the definition of implementation is now more narrow as a result
of the ECJ judgment, then there may be activities, where it could be argued that
they do not have to be notified as they cannot be considered implementation.
Fifthly, it is interesting that the Commission would probably not have come to the
same conclusion as the ECJ in regard to whether or not the requirement of termination of the contract in the EY/KPMG case, as they in the Altice/PT Portugal
concluded that similar conduct was gun jumping. So if the EY/KPMG case had
had Community dimension, then it is possible that the concept of gun jumping
would not have been changed.
In regard to the scope of EUMR article 7(3), it can be concluded that, when the
scope of EUMR article 7(1) changes and becomes more narrow, then so does article 7(3), as it is the exception to specifically article 7(1). As a result, article 7(3)
may have been applied to cases that should in fact have been assessed under TFEU
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101(1), and thus the exceptions to this provision instead. The EY/KPMG derogation case could for instance today have ended as a TFEU article 101(1) case being
exempted by the de minimis doctrine, as argued in 3.10.
Finally, regardless of the reflections and conclusions above, the new concept of
gun jumping in itself makes a lot of sense, because as stated in 3.7. it fits well with
EUMR article 3(1) stating that a concentration arises when a change of control on
a lasting basis results from a merger, and so it would not make sense, if the standstill obligation were to apply to activities not resulting in a change of control. In
conclusion it can be stated that the criteria certainly provides a more precise legal
position – even though this may cause some new issues.
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Chapter 5: Reflections

In the following can be found reflections that were not found relevant for the hypothesis of the thesis, but were nevertheless found noteworthy.

5.1. Did the Commission apply the criteria of necessity incorrectly in
the Canon/TMSC case?
In Canon/TMSC the merger would have been impossible without the first step,
because – as mentioned above – TMSC had financial difficulties and therefore
needed the financial support from the first step.193 However an important distinction should here be made, because it could be argued that the first step was only
necessary because of the financial situation of TMSC, and not actually necessary
for the merger in the sense of the concept of gun jumping.
The first step involved Canon acquiring 100 shares with call options194 – meaning
that the shares did not have any voting rights attached to them yet. The voting
right could only be exercised by Canon once the merger would be cleared,195 so
until then, the shares where only exercisable by TMSC,196 and Canon had thus not
gained control yet. A change of control on a lasting basis would only happen, once
the second step was carried out – meaning the clearance of the merger, where
Canon would be able to exercise the shares with call options into voting shares.
So even though the two-step transactions were interrelated transactions in the
sense of the warehouse method, and the carrying out of the second step did amount
to a change of control on a lasting basis, the first step were nevertheless in itself
not necessary for the merger, but only necessary for the financial rescue of TMSC.
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The Duty to Supply Data
under art. 102 TFEU
by Nine Riis

In recent years the world has experienced a significant growth in the amount of
generated data. Accordingly, many companies are trying to incorporate data utilisation in their business strategies including by training machine learning algorithms. Therefore, it is relevant to assess under which circumstances a dominant
undertaking’s refusal to supply data to a downstream market for machine learning
algorithms can infringe art. 102 TFEU.
The jurisprudence of the Court of Justice establishes that a duty to supply can be
imposed in exceptional circumstances, which are present when six conditions are
satisfied. Thus, two markets must be identified, the dominant undertaking must
specifically have refused supply, the refusal must be liable to exclude all effective
competition downstream and there can be no objective justification for the refusal.
These four conditions generally do not give rise to any specific issues in refusal
to supply cases concerning data, even though certain evidence is required.
Yet, the conditions that the upstream input must be indispensable to compete
downstream (indispensability test) and that the supply must result in a new downstream product (new product condition) create particular issues due to the technical nature of data and machine learning algorithms.
The non-rival nature of data has the effect that the indispensability test is only
satisfied in markets with high entry barriers as these may result in a dominant
undertaking obtaining de facto exclusive control over a data input. Accordingly,
it is essential to be able to identify such markets easily. The thesis proposes to do
so by conducting an analysis of the available data sets in the market according to
the three Vs, which is an approach in line with the Apple/Shazam-merger.
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The content of the new product condition is ambiguous. Moreover, it is impossible
to satisfy when a requesting undertaking’s downstream product is a machine
learning algorithm of better quality as this can only be proven by training with the
best available data set, which is within the dominant undertaking’s control. However, as better-quality algorithms are crucial for consumer welfare, the thesis proposes to allow a requesting undertaking to train its algorithm with the dominant
undertaking’s data set in order to safeguard the consideration for consumer welfare.
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Chapter 1: Data and
machine leaning algorithms

1.1 Data
There is no universally accepted definition of the term “data”, but it is often understood as:
“information, especially facts or numbers, collected to be examined and considered”. 1
The term “information” is very broad, which means that there in general is a low
threshold for what can be considered data.2 However, as the focus herein is on
data in the context of machine learning algorithms data is herein defined more
narrowly as:
“information in an electronic form that can be […] used by a computer”.3
This definition embraces a low threshold for what can be considered data, which
is important because machine learning algorithms can train with many different
kinds of data input. They can, for example, train with data entered manually by
users into a computer program (such as age or name), data regarding users’ interactions with software (such as clicks on websites or swipes on apps) or with an
uploaded video. However, the definition excludes information which do not exist
electronically such as handwritten facts that have not been scanned into a computer.4 Therefore, the term “data” as stated in the research question is to be understood as referring broadly to all kinds of electronical information that can be used
by a computer.

1

Cambridge Dictionary Online Version.
Ozdemir, Sinan, Principles of Data Science, Packt Publishing, 1st edition, 2016, p. 4.
3
Cambridge Dictionary Online Version.
4
The use of non-electronic data by companies in the EU is presumably limited, however, legislation such as the Regulation
2016/679 of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement on such data still applies to non-electronic data (GDPR) cf. GDPR art. 2(1).
2
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In extension of the above it is relevant to define the term “data set”, which is to be
understood as a collection of similar data that is treated as a single unit by a computer.5 This is a subcategory of “data” because it is not specified in the term “data”
if it includes one piece of information or one million pieces. The distinction is
important as machine learning algorithms cannot train on only one piece of data.
Data as such is not a new phenomenon, but in recent years there have been a great
focus on “Big Data”, which necessitates viewing data in this context. There is no
unanimous definition of “Big Data”, but most characterisations resemble the one
provided by Yun (2019):6
“Big Data is commonly understood as the use of large scale computing power
and technologically advanced software […] to collect, process and analyse data
characterised by a large volume, velocity, variety and value”.7
“Volume, velocity, variety and value” refers to metrics used to describe the quality
of a given data set.8 Volume is the amount of data in the data set and velocity is
the speed at which data is gathered.9 Variety is the diversity in the data set i.e.
from how many different sources the data is collected.10 Value is the economic
value that can be extracted from the data set.11 The latter is not always included as
a relevant metric,12 because value – as opposed to the other three metrics – does
not objectively describe the data set. The extracted value depends on a particular
undertaking’s ability to utilise the data set, which can vary. Accordingly, henceforth focus is only on volume, velocity and variety (the three Vs)13. Due to the
increased use of digital services in the last fifteen years14 it has become easy to
collect data sets characterised by a large amount of the three Vs. This is beneficial

5

Cambridge Dictionary Online Version.
Yun, John M. Antitrust after Big Data, 22 August 2019 (available at SSRN).
Ibid., p. 1. Similar definitions are provided in Joint report from the Autorité de la Concurrence and Bundeskartellamt,
Competition Law and Data, 2016, p. 5 (available at the Bundeskartellamt’s website) and Jagadish, H.V, Big Data and Science: Myths and Reality, Big Data Research, volume 2, issue 2, 2015, p. 52.
8
Forgó, Nikolaus et al., The Principle of Purpose Limitation and Big Data, in Corrales Compagnucci, Marcelo et al. (eds.),
New Technology, Big Data and the Law, Springer, 1st edition, 2017, p. 20.
9
Forgó (2017), p. 21.
10
Ibid.
11
Competition Law and Data (2016), p. 4.
12
Ibid.
13
Forgó (2017), p. 20.
14
Hashem, Ibrahim Abaker Targio et al., The rise of “Big Data” on cloud computing: Review and open research issues,
Information Systems, volume 47, 2015, p. 98.
6
7
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when training machine learning algorithms, because the larger the amount of each
of the three Vs in the data set, the more efficient the algorithm.15
“Large scale computing power and technically advanced software” mainly refers
to (1) the recent advancements in cloud computing technology16 which has resulted in storage of data being much cheaper and (2) the growth in cheap, but
efficient hardware,17 which can be used to process and analyse data sets.18
The ease of collecting data sets characterised by a large amount of the three Vs
and the possibilities for cheap and efficient storage and processing of such data
sets have made data a useful raw material. This is in stark contrast to twenty years
ago, where the costs of utilising a data set surpassed the benefits obtained from
the utilisation. “Big Data” is thus a term used to describe the new cost-efficient
possibilities for data utilisation.
1.1.1 Data collection
Data can be collected in different ways. Firstly, it can be collected through the
offering of digital services, where users provide data in order to use a specific
service. For example, Facebook requires users to provide name, e-mail, age and
gender.19 Data can in such a case be described as a by-product Facebook’s main
activity20 as the main activity is to provide a platform where users can interact
with each other. Yet, this view is disputable as it can be advanced that if an undertaking’s main activity relies on a large user database, the use of data in neighbouring markets cannot be separated from such main activity.21 This is especially relevant in relation to digital services provided without monetary remuneration as
undertakings in such situations generate their revenue by using the provided data
in other markets, for example, a market for advertising. Consequently, it is difficult to support the argument that data is collected as a by-product of the main
activity as regards digital services provided free of charge.
Secondly, data can be collected with the specific aim of creating a machine learning algorithm. By way of example, Mozilla Common Voice requests users to
15
For elaboration on the correlation between data sets with a large amount of the three Vs and the efficiency of algorithms
see section 1.2.
16
Hashem et al. (2014), p. 98.
17
Crémer, Jacques et al., Competition Policy for the digital era, Report for the European Commission, 2019, p. 103 (available at the Commission’s website).
18
”Process and analyse” covers, inter alia, training of machine learning algorithms.
19
See Facebook’s website.
20
Crémer (2019), p. 106.
21
Ibid.
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record their voices in order to create a large data set to be used to train algorithms
with.22 Mozilla Common Voice’s data set is open access i.e. everyone is allowed
to train algorithms with the data set.
It is presumed that most undertakings wishing to train algorithms collect data
through the offering of digital services either with or without monetary remuneration. Users have little incentive to provide data to an undertaking without receiving a service in return and it is unlikely that collection without any kind remuneration is viable on a large scale. Projects such as Mozilla Common Voice are sustainable if they are open access, however, in such cases there are no problems in
relation to art. 102 TFEU as everyone is supplied with the data set.
1.1.2 Property rights and data
It is an ongoing academic discussion, if data is protected by property rights.23 The
discussion is usually centred around protection stemming from;24 (1) the Database
Directive25 and (2) the Trade Secret Directive.26
Yet, the discussion is not relevant for the analysis under art. 102 TFEU.27 Art. 102
TFEU targets anticompetitive behaviour stemming from abuse of dominant position, which can be harmful irrespective of any other legislation protecting data via
property rights.28 As the above sections show, data is indisputably an object of
value, which can create anticompetitive effects. Consequently, there is no difference between cases where legislation protects data and where data is protected as
the de facto property of an undertaking due to exclusive control.29 Accordingly,
protection of data under the above-mentioned directives is not examined.
22
See Mozilla Common Voice’s website. Mozilla Common Voice aims, inter alia, to train algorithms which can convert
speech into text.
23
Kokoulina, Olga. Schovsbo, Jens. Cutting into diamonds: Competition Law, IPR, trade secrets and the case of “Big Data,
11 June 2020 (available at SSRN). Duch-Brown, Nestor et al., The economics of ownership, access and trade in digital data,
JRC Digital Economy Working Paper 2017-01, JRC Technical Reports, 2017, p. 12. Kate. Gärtner, Anette. Let’s talk about
data ownership, European Intellectual Property Review, volume 39, 2017 issue 8, pp. 461- 466, and Banterle, Francesco,
The Interface Between Data Protection and IP Law: The Case of Trade Secrets and the Database sui generis Right in
Marketing Operations and the Ownership of Raw Data in Big Data Analysis in Bakhoum, Mor et al. (eds.), Personal Data
in Competition, Consumer Protection and Intellectual Property Law, Springer, 2018, p. 424.
24
Duch-Brown (2017), p. 12-13, Brimsted (2017), p. 461- 466, and Banterle (2018), p. 424.
25
Directive 96/9/EC of 11 March 1996.
26
Directive 2016/943 of 8 June 2016.
27
Stepanov, Ivan, Introducing a property right over data in the EU: the data producer’s right – an evaluation, Review of
Law, Computers and Technology, volume 34, issue 1, 2019, p. 73.
28
Ibid.
29
Drexl, Josef. Designing Competitive Markets for Industrial Data – Between Propertisation and Access. Journal of Intellectual Property, Information Technology and Electronic Commerce Law, volume 8, issue 4, 2017, p. 280 and Duch-Brown
(2017), p. 18. Kokoulina and Schovsbo (2020) p. 13f. suggest that the protection of the Database and Trade Secret Directive,
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1.2 Machine learning algorithms
The relevant question in light of the above section is how undertakings can utilise
data sets characterised by a large amount of the three Vs. One of the most popular
utilisation forms is the training of machine learning algorithms.
Machine learning can be described as:
“[…] the science of getting computers to learn and act like humans do and
improve their learning over time in autonomous fashion by feeding them data and
information".30
When the definition states that "computers learn" it means that algorithms improve their performance by experiencing data.31 An algorithm is:
"a set of defined steps that if followed in the correct order will computationally
process input (instructions and/or data) to produce a desired outcome"32
and is essentially what every software consist of.33 In other words, machine learning seeks to enable a computer to independently perform and improve itself at
tasks which would otherwise be performed by humans.
A thorough description of the technical process of machine learning is not provided, but very simplified the process consists of creating and optimising a mathematical model by calculating it with different data input.34 An example is illustrative: An undertaking wishes to create an algorithm which can convert speech
into text (speech recognition algorithm). Firstly, a relevant mathematical model is
chosen as a starting point by the developer. Secondly, the model is calculated with
different data input. For a speech recognition algorithm, the relevant data input is
an audio file with a corresponding transcription.35 A file of the audio (which has
a numeric value) is put into the model36 and the model calculates an output. The
respectively, should to some extent be recognised under the competition law analysis, however, the authors do not delve into
specifics regarding how this should be done.
30
Fagella, Daniel, What is Machine Learning, February 26 2020. The article has arrived at the definition by interviewing
several researchers and consultants.
31
Kitchin, Rob, Thinking critically about and research algorithms. Information, Communication and Society, volume 20,
issue 1, 2017, p. 14.
32
Ibid.
33
Ibid., p. 17.
34
Bonaccorso, Giuseppe, Machine Learning Algorithms, Packt Publishing. 1st edition, 2017, p. 9.
35
See, for example, the Mozilla Common Voice data set accessed at the Mozilla Common Voice’s website.
36
Lv, Shaohe et al., An Overview of End-to-End Automatic Speech Recognition, Symmetry, volume 11, issue 8, 2019, p.
1018.
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output is several numbers, which the developer has set to correspond to specific
letters.37 Accordingly, the output should ideally be a transcription of the audio file.
The output is then compared to the original audio file and transcription in order to
see if the it is correct or diverges.38 If the transcription diverges, the model is
changed and calculated again, which continues until (ideally) there is no divergence. The final optimised mathematical model is the algorithm.
All of the above operations are performed automatically be a computer39 and the
process is henceforth described as “training the algorithm”. Once the algorithm
has finished its training, it can be used on other data besides the original data set.
For example, can a speech recognition algorithm be sold to a company that wishes
to automatically transcribe its telephone conversations.
Naturally, the above example is very simplified and in practice the model is tested
on a much larger scale with many more data input being calculated at the same
time and with higher speed. The speech recognition algorithm, for example, cannot train with a single audio file with corresponding transcription as the model
needs to be able to convert many different words. Moreover, different subcategories of machine learning may operate slightly differently than what is described
above.40 However, the example illustrates the interplay between data and machine
learning algorithms and shows that data is objectively necessary for training a machine learning algorithm.41
It is noted that artificial intelligence (AI) is an all-encompassing term used to describe the process of integrating human intelligence into machines.42 Machine
learning is a specific AI-method and is therefore considered a subcategory of AI.43
Yet, the lines between the different concepts are often blurry, especially as machine learning is one of the most widely used AI-methods today.44
In summary, a machine learning algorithm is a mathematical model, which is
trained with data in order to independently perform tasks, which would otherwise
be performed by humans.
37

Lv (2019), p. 1018.
Wlodarczak, Peter, Machine Learning and its Applications, CRC Press. 1st edition, 2019, p. 33.
Bonaccorso (2017), p. 9.
40
Ibid.
41
Goodfellow, Ian et al., The Deep Learning Textbook, MIT Press, 1st edition, 2016, p. 8. The correlation between data and
machine learning algorithms is further discussed in section 5.2.
42
Garbade, Michael J., Clearing the Confusion: AI vs Machine Learning vs Deep Learning Differences, 14 September 2018.
43
Ibid.
44
Goodfellow, Ian et al. (2016), p. 8.
38
39
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1.2.1 The economic benefits of machine learning algorithms
The use of machine learning algorithms has the potential to increase economic
growth and innovation.45 Algorithms can benefit undertakings in several different
ways. Firstly, an algorithm can be used as a method to detect and predict failures
or shortcomings in manufacturing.46 Secondly, it can observe user behaviour,
which provide undertakings with a better foundation for exploring new business
opportunities.47 Thirdly, it can conduct personalised customer service management. An example of the latter are online shopping websites, which recommend
products to a user based on that specific user’s previous searches.48
The above examples are far from exhaustive, but merely some of the most popular
uses of machine learning algorithms. Accordingly, algorithms can enable a more
efficient production and provide better quality products for consumers.
The Commission has predicted that AI can impact the global economy with €5,6
trillion from increased productivity and €7,73 trillion from opportunities in consumer experience by 2030.49 Even though machine learning algorithms are a subcategory of AI, it is one of the most widely used AI-methods, whereby the numbers show the large impact machine learning algorithms will have on the global
economy.

45

Joint report from the Autorité de la Concurrence and Bundeskartellamt, Algorithms and Competition, 2019, p. 1 (available
at the Autorité de la Concurrence’s website).
46
McKinsey, The Age of Analytics: Competing in a Data-Driven World, 2016, p. 7 (available at McKinsey’s website).
47
Competition Law and Data (2016), pp. 9-10.
48
McKinsey (2016), p. 8.
49
The Commission’s Digital Transformation Monitor, Harnessing the economic benefits of Artificial Intelligence, November 2017, p. 2 (available at the Commission’s website).
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Chapter 2: Refusal to supply

2.1 Conditions for imposing a duty to supply
A refusal to supply is not in itself an abuse of dominant position50 as an undertaking has the right to freely conduct its business cf. art. 16 of the EU Charter.51
Nonetheless, the Court of Justice (CJEU) has in several cases stated that a duty to
supply can be imposed in “exceptional circumstances”52 only as pursuant to art.
102(b) TFEU.53 Accordingly, art. 102 TFEU is applied restrictively to refusal to
supply cases.54
There are six conditions which – if satisfied – constitute “exceptional circumstances” according to the jurisprudence of the CJEU. Additionally, it is a prerequisite for application of art. 102 TFEU to establish (a) the relevant market and (b)
if the undertaking accused of an abuse is dominant within that market.55 Yet, for
refusal to supply cases these two prerequisites are most meaningfully examined
under the first of the six conditions.
The six conditions for imposing a duty to supply in exceptional circumstances
are:56

50

Joined Cases C-241/91 and C-242/91, Radio Telefis Eireann (RTE) and Independent Television Publications Ltd (ITP) v
Commission of the European Communities (1995), para. 49.
51
There is no explicit mention in the EU Charter of the right to choose a trading partner, but a joint reading of art. 16 and
art. 17 indicate that such a right exists cf. González-Diaz (2013). p. 431 and Christoffersen, J. et al., EU’s Charter om
Grundlæggende Rettigheder, Djøf Forlag. 2nd edition, 2018, p. 194.
52
Magill para. 50, Case C-7/97, Oscar Bronner GmbH & Co. KG v Mediaprint Zeitungs- und Zeitschriftenverlag GmbH &
Co. KG, Mediaprint Zeitungsvertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co. KG and Mediaprint Anzeigengesellschaft mbH & Co. KG.,
para. 39 and Case C-418/01. IMS Health GmbH & Co. OHG v NDC Health GmbH & Co. KG., para. 35.
53
Magill, para. 54. The CJEU does not explicitly mention art. 102(b) in all refusal to supply cases,
but it is accepted that this is the correct legal basis for an abusive refusal cf. O’Donoghue (2013), p. 518,
foodnote 40 and González-Diaz (2013), p. 457.
54
González-Diaz (2013), p. 456.
55
Bailey (2018), pp. 25 and 187.
56
González-Diaz (2013), p. 547 and O’Donoghue (2013), p. 509.
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1. Two separate markets can be identified (two markets condition).
2. The dominant undertaking refuses to supply competitors and customers (refusal condition).
3. The input from the upstream market is indispensable for the ability able to
compete in the downstream market (indispensability test).
4. The refusal to supply will exclude all effective competition in the downstream
market (exclusion condition).
5. The refusal to supply will prevent development of a new product or limit technical development (new product condition).
6. There is no objective justification for the refusal to supply (objective justification condition).
In some cases, a duty to supply cannot meaningfully be imposed as a specific
performance. This may be if a case has been pending before the CJEU or the General Court (EGC) for several years during which the market structures have
changed. In such cases the dominant undertaking can instead be required to pay
damages. Such a situation may in particular be relevant in refusal to supply cases
concerning data as the dynamic nature of data markets often change the market
structure before a case review is completed.57 Regardless, the analysis is the same
as if a specific performance was imposed.

2.2. The inherent trade-off in refusal to supply cases
In refusal to supply cases a trade-off has to be made between ex post static efficiency and ex ante dynamic efficiency.58 An increase in ex post static efficiency
is often seen short-term, where an imposed duty to supply results in (a) lower
prices in the downstream market to the ultimate benefit of consumers and (b) competitors and customers being able to develop new products in which the input from
the dominant undertaking is indispensable.59 In contrast, an increase in ex ante
dynamic efficiency is seen long-term when a refusal to supply incentivises

57
Drexl, Josef et al. Data Ownership and Access to Data – Position Statement of the Max Planck Institute for Innovation
and Competition of 16 August 2016 on the Current European Debate, 9 September 2016, section 38 (available at SSRN).
58
Graef (2016), p. 180.
59
Ibid.
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competitors and customers to invest in creating their own upstream market input.60
Moreover, the dominant undertaking is encouraged to maintain and further invest
in its input as it is not forced to share it.61
The correct balancing of ex post static efficiency and ex ante dynamic efficiency
is important as a too restrictive application of art. 102 TFEU in refusal to supply
cases may harm ex post static efficiency, whereas a too broad application is likely
to reduce ex ante dynamic efficiency.
In extension of this, it is noted that one of the primary goals of EU competition
law is to protect consumer welfare,62 which is emphasised in relation to refusal to
supply cases as the CJEU mandates the duty with reference to art. 102(b)63, which
states that:
“[..] Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: [..] (b) limiting production,
markets or technical development to the prejudice of consumers [..]” (my emphasis).
In addition to the above-mentioned balancing, it can be argued that the imposition
of a duty to supply can increase the risk of collusion in the downstream market
and therefore potentially led to higher prices for consumers (as well as constitute
an issue under art. 101 TFEU).64 The risk is present when identical access terms
result in similar cost structures of the undertakings receiving supply.65

2.3 Distinction between refusal to supply competitors
and refusal to supply customers
In refusal to supply cases a distinction between two situations must be made; (1)
where the dominant undertaking is active in both the upstream and the downstream market and refuse to supply a competitor downstream and (2) where the

60
Geradin, Damien, Limiting the scope of Article 82 EC: What can the EU learn from the U.S. Supreme Court’s judgment
in Trinko in the wake of Microsoft, IMS and Deutsche Telekom? Common Market Law Review, volume 41, issue 6, 2004,
p. 1540.
61
Elhauge, Einer. Defining Better Monopolization Standards, p. 22. Stanford Law Review, issue 53, no. 2, 2003, p. 322.
62
Bailey (2018), p. 19.
63
Magill, para. 54 and Microsoft, para. 643.
64
Bergqvist (2019), p. 805.
65
Petit, Nicolas. Circumscribing the Scope of EC Competition Law in Network Industries? A Comparative Approach to the
US Supreme Court Ruling in the Trinko Case, Journal of Network Industries, volume 5, issue 3-4, 2004, p. 355.
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dominant undertaking is only active upstream and refuses to supply a customer
downstream.66
The most common situation dealt with in case law and theory is the first scenario
as a dominant undertaking is not likely to voluntarily confer an advantage upon a
competitor.67 It is undisputed that in such cases a duty to supply can be imposed,
if exceptional circumstances are present, however, case law has not explicitly
stated if the same approach applies when a refusal is directed at a customer. This
can be explained by the fact that a dominant undertaking often has the incentive
to supply a downstream customer as it can generate revenue from the access
fees.68
It is not a requirement for imposing a duty to supply that the dominant undertaking
is active in the downstream market,69 which indicates that the same approach applies, regardless if the requesting undertaking70 is a competitor or customer. Moreover, the rationale for imposing a duty to supply is to prevent anticompetitive behaviour stemming from a dominant undertaking’s control over a particular asset.71
The effects of a refusal are the same, irrespective if the undertaking reserves a
downstream market to itself or completely prevents that market from developing
as both situations may lead to consumer harm. Therefore, the same approach is
applicable, yet, refusals to supply competitors are most likely to be encountered
in practice.

66

González-Diaz, (2013), p. 388.
González-Diaz, (2013), p. 388.
68
Ibid.
69
Ibid. and Microsoft, para. 335 (inferred by negative implication).
70
”Requesting undertaking” is to be understood as the undertaking wishing to access the dominant undertaking’s input.
71
Dunne, Niamh. Dispensing with Indispensability, Journal of Competition Law and Economics, volume 16, issue 1, p. 76.
67
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Chapter 3: The two markets condition

It has been established several times in case law that if refusal to supply shall
amount to an abuse of art. 102 TFEU it is a prerequisite that two separate markets
can be identified i.e. an upstream market and a downstream market.72 Furthermore, it is required that the undertaking accused of the refusal is dominant within
the upstream market.73
This chapter examines the content of the conditions listed above and assesses
when these can be satisfied in refusal to supply cases concerning data.

3.1 Market definition
When applying art. 102 TFEU it is necessary to define the relevant market in order
to determine if an undertaking has market power.74 The relevant market is considered to have two dimensions; the relevant product market and the relevant geographic market.75 Both markets are identified by assessing the competitive constraints which the undertakings in question are subject to.76 The three main constraints are: Demand substitution, supply substitution and potential competition,77
where demand substitution is the most relevant.78 In the following only the relevant product market is assessed.
3.1.1 The relevant upstream market
It is problematic to use the traditional approach to market definition (as described
above) when defining the relevant upstream market in refusal to supply cases concerning data, because it is likely that the coveted input has not been previously
72

Bronner, para. 35 and IMS, para. 45.
For instance, IMS, paras. 44-45 and Microsoft, para. 646.
Bailey (2018), p. 26.
75
O’Donoghue (2013) p. 95.
76
Bailey (2018), p. 27.
77
97/C 372/03, Commission Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community competition law,
para. 13.
78
Ibid.
73
74
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traded. For example, has neither Google nor Facebook previously traded their data
sets.79 Besides, it is unlikely that a data input can satisfy the indispensability test
(see chapter 5) if there is a well-established upstream market for it, for example,
if it is traded through data brokers. If an input has not been traded, it is evidently
difficult to define the market via demand substitution.80
Yet, this is not a hindrance for establishing an upstream market as the CJEU in
IMS stated that it is sufficient that there is a potential or hypothetical upstream
market for the input.81 However, it is unclear how to prove the existence of such
a market.
In IMS IMS provided sales data from pharmaceutical products to laboratories formatted according to a copyrighted brick structure, which IMS’ competitor NDC
also began to use.82 IMS applied for an interlocutory order in order to stop NDC
from using the brick structure. Even though IMS had not previously allowed anyone to use its brick structure, NDC argued that there was an upstream market for
the structure.83 In agreement, the CJEU specified that a hypothetical market can
be identified
“[…] where the products and services are indispensable in order to carry on
a particular business and where there is an actual demand for them on the part of
undertakings which seek to carry on the business for which they are indispensable”.84
The definition provided by the CJEU is very broad,85 and seems to coincide with
the indispensability test (if the upstream input is indispensable for producing the
downstream product there is always an upstream market, if there is an indispensable product).86 Defining the upstream market this way is not problematic in refusal to supply cases relating to assets with only one purpose. In IMS the CJEU
referred to AG Tizzano’s Opinion which gave the example that if a dominant undertaking controls a port, but do not offer port services, the dominant undertaking

79
Graef (2016), p. 259. Mark Zuckerberg (CEO of Facebook) stressed in his testimony to the U.S. Senate in April 2018 that
Facebook does not sell data. Transcript of the testimony available at Washington Post’s website.
80
Bailey (2018), p. 29.
81
IMS, para. 44.
82
Ibid., paras. 4 and 7.
83
Ibid., para. 33.
84
Ibid., para. 44.
85
O’Donoghue (2013), p. 544.
86
Hou, Liyang. The Essential Facilities Doctrine – What Was Wrong in Microsoft? International Review of Intellectual
Property and Competition Law, volume 43, issue 4, 2012, p. 452.
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cannot claim there is no market for port services.87 In that example, the abuse is
obvious with the consequence that the definition of the upstream market is wellfounded. Yet, the approach gives rise to several issues in more ambiguous cases,
which the following example illustrates:
YouTube is a popular online platform, where end users can upload video and audio content free of charge. In addition to its platform YouTube wishes to develop
a speech recognition algorithm. In order for the algorithm to work it must train
with a data set of audio with corresponding transcriptions. Luckily, YouTube has
many audio recordings with transcriptions on its platform.88
If one of YouTube’s competitors wishes to develop the same algorithm, the competitor needs a similar data set. The competitor cannot use YouTube’s data set
because the license agreement with YouTube does not allow an end user to use
other end users’ material.89 The competitor can set up its own platform and encourage users to upload audio with corresponding transcriptions, but it is difficult
to gather the same amount of data as YouTube due to the latter’s popularity.90
Following the approach in IMS the relevant upstream market in the above example
is the market for audio data with transcriptions, because that is indispensable for
competing in the downstream market for speech recognition algorithms. However, it can be argued that the use of audio data with corresponding transcriptions
is most likely not limited to speech recognition algorithms – the data can, for instance, also be used to train algorithms, which classify songs according to their
musical genre. There is likely a demand for such an algorithm, whereby there is
also an upstream market in that case. Accordingly, it is possible for a requesting
undertaking to establish an upstream market merely by getting an idea for a specific machine learning algorithm. This increases the risk of competitors and customers free riding on a dominant undertaking’s data set with the result that undertakings are disincentivised from investing in the creation and maintenance of
these. It is unlikely that the CJEU intended a situation,91 which restricts a dominant undertaking’s freedom to conduct a business without necessarily resulting in
lower prices or better-quality products as it is not guaranteed that the requesting
87

Opinion of AG Tizzano in IMS, delivered 2 October 2003, para. 58.
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undertaking produces an algorithm fit for sale. Support for this is found in European Night Services,92 where it was stated that there must be either evidence or an
analysis of the structures of the relevant market showing that there is a real possibility of a competitor entering the market.93 Consistently, it can be argued that
there must be concrete evidence of the requesting undertaking’s ability to compete
in the downstream market. The CJEU and the EGC have not elaborated on what
kind of evidence is needed in refusal to supply cases. Yet, by analogy, the EGC
examined in Visa v. Commission when an undertaking constituted a “potential
competitor” and specified that an undertaking is only seen as a potential competitor, if its entry into the market is based on an economically viable strategy.94 Correspondingly, it is advanced that the requesting undertaking must provide evidence of an economically viable strategy for competing in the downstream market.
In summary, the upstream market can be defined using the traditional approach to
the market definition, which is relevant if the data in question has been previously
traded. However, in most refusal to supply cases concerning data this is not likely
to be the case. Accordingly, the upstream market is hypothetical, whereby the requesting undertaking must provide evidence of an economically viable strategy
for competing in the downstream market.
3.1.2 The relevant downstream market
The CJEU stated in Commercial Solvents95 that the downstream market does not
need to “constitute a self-contained market”96 as long as the upstream input is
distinguishable from the downstream product.97 Consequently, the downstream
market is for the product, which the requesting undertaking wishes to manufacture
and for which the upstream input is indispensable.98 Yet, newer case law regarding
the new product condition in practice limits the possibility of establishing a downstream market as the downstream product must be different from already existing
products.
92
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It is relevant to consider if a downstream market for machine learning algorithms
can meaningfully be defined. It is evident that machine learning algorithms are
distinguishable from data. Yet, it does not make sense to separate the algorithm
from the software program as it is a complex exercise to incorporate an algorithm
into a program and enable it to run efficiently. The algorithm and the software
program must therefore be seen as a single unit.99 Accordingly, references to a
downstream market for machine learning algorithms is to algorithms integrated
into software programmes.
3.1.3 Dominance in the upstream market
The CJEU and EGC have established that an undertaking accused of refusing supply must be dominant in the upstream market.100 It is not a requirement that an
undertaking is dominant nor active in the downstream market as the abusive element in refusal to supply cases is the use of upstream market power to control
other markets, which can be done without a downstream presence.101
The generally accepted definition of dominance is that it is a position of economic
strength, which enables an undertaking to behave independently of competitive
restraints.102 The method for determining whether an undertaking is dominant is
to:
“[…] examine its structure and then the situation on the said market as far as
competition is concerned”.103
Examples of structural elements that can be examined are market shares, barriers
to entry, countervailing buyer power and evidence of actual competition in the
market.104
Market shares are a first indication of market power and are often the starting point
in art. 102 TFEU cases.105 Market shares are calculated as an undertaking’s revenue out of the total revenue in the market.106 However, market shares are very
99
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difficult to use in refusal to supply cases concerning data, because it is often not
possible to assign a numeric value to the data in the upstream market107 as that
market is likely hypothetical. Accordingly, market shares can only be used as an
indication of market power in cases where data is consistently traded upstream.
Furthermore, regard must be had to the fact that other elements – especially network effects108 – can have a significant influence in innovative and dynamic markets. Consequently, market shares do not necessarily paint a true picture of the
competition in the market,109 which has also been acknowledged in both case law
and decisional practice.110 Therefore, it is more appropriate to use other structural
elements than market shares to determine dominance in refusal to supply cases
concerning data.
Actual competition and barriers to entry are the most relevant structural elements
in this regard. The presence of actual competitors indicates if competitive pressure
is applied to the dominant undertaking,111 and barriers to entry show if it is likely
that such pressure can be applied in the near future. The relevant barriers to entry
are assessed in section 5.2.2 in relation to the indispensability test. The reason for
this is that an indispensable input often results in a de facto upstream monopoly,
whereby dominance is established (and if the input is not indispensable there is
not an abuse in the form of refusal to supply).112

3.2 Financial burden of defining the relevant market
As the same type of data can be used as an input to many different types of machine learning algorithms, dominance in an upstream data market can result in a
duty to supply in a large number of downstream markets. It is burdensome for a
dominant undertaking to define all of these markets,113 if it receives many requests
for supply. This issue is not present where the input consists of an asset with only
one purpose.114 Therefore, the special nature of data may for all practical purposes
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make it more burdensome for dominant undertakings to comply with art. 102
TFEU.
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Chapter 4: The refusal condition

It is a condition for imposing a duty to supply that the dominant undertaking refuses supply to competitors and customers. It is not necessary to thoroughly examine the condition in most cases as a competitor or customer merely need to
prove that it has made a request to the dominant undertaking, which has been explicitly or implicitly denied.115 Accordingly, this section only contains some brief
remarks regarding different types of refusals, which are important to be aware of
in order to understand the remaining analysis.
Refusals can roughly be divided into two categories; (1) outright refusals and (2)
constructive refusals. An outright refusal is where a dominant undertaking explicitly states that it does not wish to supply as was the case in Bronner in which the
dominant publisher MediaPrint refused to give its competitor Oscar Bronner access to its home-delivery network.116 Conversely, a constructive refusal is when a
dominant undertaking does not outright refuse supply but engages in a conduct
that is equivalent to a refusal. Such conduct may consist of delaying supply or
supply on unreasonable terms117 as was the case in Telekomunikacja Polska.118
Telekomunikacja Polska created several different impediments for competitors’
access to the input in question such as unreasonable access terms and delaying
tactics at different stages of the negotiating process.119 Viewed independently each
impediment was not problematic but taken together they constituted a refusal to
supply.120
Furthermore, a refusal can be (1) a de novo refusal or (2) termination of supply.
A de novo refusal is when the requesting undertaking wishes to access an input,
which the dominant undertaking has not previously supplied. In contrast, termination of supply is when the dominant undertaking terminates already existing
supply. It is undisputed that in order for a de novo refusal to constitute an abuse
115
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exceptional circumstances must be present. However, it is debatable, if the same
apply to termination of supply cases.121 It can be advanced that such cases are
subject to another approach because the previous contractual relationship between
the dominant undertaking and the requesting undertaking has created legitimate
expectations of future supply, which the latter may have acted in accordance to.122
According to the Enforcement Paper, the same approach applies in both types of
cases, however, it may be easier to satisfy some conditions in termination of supply cases, for instance, the indispensability test.123 This can be reconciled with the
EGC ‘s judgment in Microsoft, where the EGC stated that exceptional circumstances needed to be present in order to impose a duty to supply on Microsoft after
it had terminated supply.124
Yet, the statement in the Enforcement Paper and the approach in Microsoft does
not fit well with the CJEU’s ruling in Sot Lélos,125 which was decided the year
after Microsoft. In Sot Lélos GlaxoSmithKline stopped supplying pharmaceutical
products to Greek wholesalers (including Sot Lélos) in order to hinder the wholesalers’ export of those products to other Member States.126 The CJEU stated that
a refusal infringes art. 102 TFEU, if the dominant undertaking’s conduct is liable
to exclude the requesting undertaking from the market and if there is no objective
justification for the refusal.127 Thus, the CJEU disregarded the presence of exceptional circumstances. According to the approach in Sot Lélos it is for all intents
and purposes easier to impose a duty to supply as it need not be proven that the
upstream input is indispensable and it must only be shown that “a trading
party”128 is excluded (as opposed to “exclusion of effective competition in the
downstream market” when exceptional circumstances are present cf. section 6).
It can be argued that the judgment was influenced by the fact that the abuse hindered parallel trade, yet, the CJEU does not explain its approach based on this – it
explains it by reference to the fact that GlaxoSmithKline terminated supply.129
Consequently, it is not clear which approach applies in termination of supply
cases. On one hand, Sot Lélos is the most recent judgment as well as from the
121
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CJEU, which strengthens its legal value compared to Microsoft. On the other
hand, Sot Lélos seems to be the odd one out as it relies on older case law130 and
completely disregards more recent cases concerning refusal supply such as Magill,
Bronner and IMS without any explanation. Considering that the CJEU in the majority of refusal to supply cases has stated that a duty can only be imposed in exceptional circumstances131 it seems unlikely that an approach as lenient as in Sot
Lélos will be used in termination of supply cases, where there are no other external
circumstances present (such as hindrance of parallel trade). Therefore, it is concluded that the same approach applies in the two types of refusal to supply cases.
However, it is discussed in sections 5.1.3 and 7.2.1, if a more lenient assessment
of the indispensability test and the new product condition is defendable in termination of supply cases as argued by the Commission.
As the upstream market is likely to be hypothetical in refusal to supply cases concerning data, the majority of such cases will presumably be de novo refusals. Yet,
it is relevant to know the approach applicable in termination of supply cases as
increased trading in data may lead the way for more of such cases.
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Chapter 5: The indispensability test

For refusal to supply to amount to an abuse, the upstream input must be indispensable for the ability to compete in the downstream market,132 which is the most
debated condition as regards refusal to supply cases concerning data.133
The CJEU has examined indispensability to varying degree in cases regarding refusal to supply. When summarising the content of all the cases the following indispensability test can be articulated:134 In order for an input to be indispensable,
it must (1) be objectively necessary for being able to compete in the downstream
market and (2) there cannot be any economically viable alternatives for the input.135
Firstly, this chapter examines the content of the indispensability test. Secondly, it
assesses under which circumstances data can satisfy the indispensability test when
the downstream market is for machine learning algorithms. Thirdly, it discusses
recent case law in which the indispensability test is not applied and its relevance
for refusal to supply cases concerning data.

5.1 The content of the indispensability test
5.1.1. The input is objectively necessary for being able to compete
in the downstream market
It is difficult to find a common denominator for assessing when an input is objectively necessary as this largely depends on factual circumstances. In some
cases, it is quite evident that the input is indispensable. For instance, it was undisputed in Magill that information regarding showing times for television programmes -which was controlled by dominant British and Irish television
132
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channels - was indispensable for Magill’s compilation of a complete weekly television guide.136
In other cases – distinguishably in Bronner – the condition is more difficult to
assess. Oscar Bronner distributed a small Austrian newspaper (3.6% of the daily
newspaper market137) and wished to gain access to the dominant publisher Mediaprint’s home-delivery network, which encompassed all of Austria. The CJEU
rejected this by stating that there were several alternative ways to deliver newspapers138 with the result that a home-delivery scheme was not indispensable for the
distribution of newspapers, even if the alternatives were less advantageous.139
What is important to derive from Bronner is that “objectively necessary” does not
mean that the requesting undertaking is entitled to the same advantageous position
as the dominant undertaking. Therefore, an input is objectively necessary, when it
is the only way (and not the most advantageous way) to compete in a downstream
market.
5.1.2 There cannot be any economically viable alternatives for the input
If it is established that an input is objectively necessary, it also needs to be assessed if there are any other economically viable alternatives to the input.
Oscar Bronner argued that it was not economically viable for him to set up his
own home-delivery network due to his small number of subscribers (seemingly
disregarding that he could deliver newspapers in other ways).140 The CJEU retorted that an undertaking cannot use its smallness as an argument for being
granted access because:
“For such access to be capable of being regarded as indispensable, it would
be necessary at the very least to establish, as the Advocate General has pointed
out at point 68 of his Opinion, that it is not economically viable to create a second
home- delivery scheme for the distribution of daily newspapers with a circulation
comparable to that of the daily newspapers distributed by the existing scheme”.141
Accordingly, the assessment of economically viable alternatives must be made for
an undertaking comparable to the dominant undertaking. This is supported by the
136
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later judgment in IMS in which IMS’ reliance on user input from pharmaceutical
laboratories when creating its brick structure generated a situation where a competitor:
“[…] might therefore be obliged to offer terms which are such as to rule out
any economic viability of business on a scale comparable to that of the undertaking which controls the protected structure” (my emphasis).142
The appraisal of other economically viable alternatives is therefore conducted by
comparing the dominant undertaking to an as efficient undertaking. This is a recurring approach in the case law on art. 102 TFEU, because - in the words of the
CJEU:
“[…] it is in no way the purpose of Article 102 TFEU to […] seek to ensure
that competitors less efficient than the undertaking with the dominant position
should remain on the market […]”.143
In this regard, the concept of an “as efficient competitor” must be distinguished
from the as-efficient-competitor test (AEC-test),144 where the latter is an economic
test which can be used to prove that a competitor cannot effectively compete with
a particular dominant undertaking.145 More specifically, the AEC-test evaluates if
the price set by a dominant undertaking for its product can be matched by a hypothetical equally efficient competitor without the competitor having to sell at a
loss.146 The AEC-test have been applied in several cases regarding price-based
abuse i.e. not in refusal to supply cases.147 Bruc (2019) argues that a dominant
undertaking can use an AEC-test to prove that a competitor is not as efficient in
refusal to supply cases concerning data,148 yet, it is difficult to see how this can be
done in practice. Firstly, an AEC-test relies on numeric values for the dominant
undertaking’s cost and price,149 which is difficult to establish with data as there is
often only a hypothetical upstream market. Secondly, the CJEU stated in Post
Danmark II150 that an AEC-test is not necessarily useful in markets protected by
142
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high barriers to entry,151 as entry barriers can create advantages for the dominant
undertaking, which make competitors’ entry into the market de facto impossible.
This is relevant as there are high barriers to entry in data markets, which is further
examined in section 5.2. Consequently, the AEC-test is not a useful tool for dominant undertakings in refusal to supply cases concerning data. Instead the assessment of whether a requesting undertaking is as efficient as the dominant undertaking must be based on an assessment of the market structure.152
5.1.3 Termination of supply
In the Enforcement Paper it is stated that it is likely to be easier for the requesting
undertaking to satisfy the indispensability test in termination of supply cases, for
example, if it has:
“[…] made relation-specific investments in order to use the subsequently refused
input […]”.153
It can be argued that a specific investment can influence the assessment of whether
there are any economically viable alternatives, if the investment includes a high
amount of sunk costs. Yet, apart from that argument there does not seem to be
another basis for stating that the indispensability test is more easily satisfied in
termination of supply cases. In Microsoft Microsoft was, inter alia, accused of
using its dominance in the upstream market for client PC operating systems to
exclude competition in the downstream market for work group server operating
systems by terminating supply of interoperability information to competitors.154
The EGC did not rely on termination of supply as the primary reason for stating
that the indispensability test was satisfied, but instead relied on the fact that Windows was a de facto standard in the upstream market, whereby competitors needed
the information in order to compete downstream.155 Consequently, it is of limited
relevance for the assessment of the indispensability test, if there is a de novo refusal or termination of supply.
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5.2 Under which circumstances can data
constitute an indispensable input?
The following examines (1) if data is objectively necessary in order to compete in
a downstream market for machine learning algorithms and (2) if there are any
other economically viable alternatives to the data set of a dominant undertaking.
As regards the first condition data is by nature objectively necessary in order to
compete in a market for machine learning algorithms.156 Therefore, the condition
is satisfied. Yet, the appraisal of the second condition is more difficult due to the
special characteristics of data markets. Below the most relevant characteristics are
analysed and it is concluded in which situations there is most likely to be an economically viable alternative to the dominant undertaking’s data set.
5.2.1 The non-rivalrous nature of data
Data is non-rivalrous, which means that identical data can be used simultaneously
by an unlimited number of undertakings.157 Consequently, competitors and customers are not be barred from entering the upstream data market, because data
collection is just as available to them as it is to the dominant undertaking.158 This
is further emphasised by the fact that the same data can be collected by different
means. For example, can data regarding sleep patterns be collected by a user wearing a smart watch while sleeping or by a user manually entering data about her
sleep into an app. Additionally, the cost of data collection and data storage is generally low159 which makes market entry easy.160
The Commission has in several merger Decisions used the non-rival nature of data
as a reason why the merger would not create a risk of foreclosure. In the Verizon/Yahoo-merger both Verizon and Yahoo used user-generated data from apps
to improve services, which they sold to advertisers and publishers.161 The Commission did not find that the combination of the merging undertakings’ data sets
would make market entry for competitors difficult as it stated that:
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“[…] there will continue to be a large amount of internet user data that are
valuable for advertising purposes and that are not within the Parties’ exclusive
control”.162
A similar conclusion was reached in Facebook/Whatsapp, which concerned Facebook’s acquisition of Whatsapp. The Commission assessed, inter alia, if the
merger would strengthen Facebook’s position in the market for online advertising
services due to the increased amount of user data within Facebook’s control postmerger, which it could use to improve its targeted advertising.163 The Commission
concluded that even if the use of the data was allowed due to a change in
Whatsapp’s privacy policy, there would not be a risk of foreclosure, because a
significant number of competitors had access to similar data.164
Consequently, decisional practice show that the non-rivalrous nature of data minimises the risk of foreclosure in the market. Accordingly, if a data input is not
within a dominant undertaking’s exclusive control, it is difficult to argue that the
indispensability test is satisfied as other economically viable alternatives are available to competitors and customers.
5.2.2 Barriers to entry in data markets
It cannot be disputed that data is non-rivalrous by nature, however, there may still
be situations where data is de facto within the exclusive control of a dominant
undertaking with the consequence that economically viable alternatives are not
available to competitors and customers. This can occur in markets with high barriers to entry. There is no clear definition of the concept “barriers to entry” in EU
competition law,165 but in the following it is understood as:
“[…] conditions which make a market less attractive to a potential entrant than
it is to incumbent undertakings”.166
If it is unattractive for an undertaking to enter the upstream market, it supports the
argumentation that there are no economically viable alternatives to the input. In
data markets the most relevant barriers to entry are (a) vantage data collection
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points, (b) capital intensive investments, (c) use of third-party tracking and (c)
network effects. Each is assessed below.
A. Vantage data collection points
Undertakings can establish certain “vantage data collection points”,167 which are
difficult for other undertakings to recreate. Vantage data collection points are established when a consumer provides data, which is not otherwise readily available
in the market, to an undertaking with the consequence that the undertaking obtains
de facto exclusive control over that data.168 Vantage data collection points can
encompass sensitive data, which consumers usually are reluctant to provide, for
example, health information. However, they can also cover a collection of many
different types of data, which taken together are unique. By way of example, it
can be argued that the data provided by a user when creating a Facebook user
profile169 is data which the average consumer often provide many different undertakings with simultaneously. Yet, that data together with the consumer’s (potentially) extensive activity on Facebook (activity which can result in information on
political conviction and social circles, for instance) is liable to be unique.
Both intellectual property (IP) protection of technology as well as a low amount
of multi-homing in a market may aid establishment of vantage points.170 Multihoming is in this context to be understood as when consumers use several different
providers for the same service.171 If a dominant undertaking successfully creates
a vantage point, it obtains de facto exclusive control over the data, which constitute a barrier to entry.
In contrast, it can be advanced that the possibility of establishing vantage points
strengthens ex ante dynamic efficiency as non-dominant undertakings are incentivised to invest in innovative and risky business ideas. This can be supported by
the fact that several undertakings have gained a significant amount of market
power, even though they did not have a large data set when they entered the market.172 The online dating app Tinder is a good example as it competed against
several large players with a much bigger user database, when it entered the market
167
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for online dating services, yet it quickly became dominant within that market.173
It can be advanced that its rapid growth was a result of the speed at which Tinder
was able to collect data. Due to Tinder’s introduction of swipes in its app users
were able to very quickly review other users’ profiles, which meant that the average user could view a larger amount of profiles compared to more traditional
online dating websites. It can therefore be argued that Tinder established a data
vantage collection point, where data was collected data much faster compared to
other undertakings in the market at that time.
B. Capital intense investments
Another barrier to entry is capital intense investments. In the Thomson/Reutersmerger174 the Commission stated that there was a significant barrier to entry in the
market for fundamental financial data for companies – a market which both
Thomson and Reuters were active in175 – due to the enormous amount of time it
would take to assemble a database similar to the merging undertakings’.176 This
was especially due to the fact that entrants would have to find publicly available
data from the last 10 years as well as standardise it in order to compete with the
merged undertakings.177
Consequently, capital intense investments are especially a relevant barrier to entry
where the upstream data input consists of historic data. Furthermore, it is likely to
be a barrier, if the data input is a by-product of the dominant undertaking’s main
activity and that main activity is costly for a competitor to engage in. If, for example, an undertaking sells smart light systems for homes, it collects data on light
habits, which can be used to train machine learning algorithms. If another undertaking wish to create a similar algorithm, it has to enter the market for smart home
lightning systems in order to collect the same data. This is especially relevant in
markets for Internet of Things (IoT) products, where it is possible for an undertaking to create a closed eco-system of products which are only compatible with
each other and where there is a constant data flow.178
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C. Use of third-party tracking
The use of third-party tracking can also constitute a barrier to entry. A third-party
tracker is a company that uses a first-party application and/or website to collect
data.179 The third-party tracker often embeds its technology into the first-party
application with the result that data (for example regarding user behaviour) is always sent to the third-party tracker.180 The third-party tracker’s technology is often a service – such as an analytics tool or a social media “share”-button181 – provided to the first-party in return for the tracked data. Third-party trackers seldomly
provide monetary renumeration.182 A 2018-study from Oxford shows that 88% of
the apps in the Google Play store was third-party tracked by Alphabet183 and 42%
third-party tracked by Facebook. Accordingly, these companies have a significant
advantage in the amount of data accessible to them.
In contrast it could be argued that competitors can invest in the use of third-party
tracking themselves and thereby enter the market. Yet, the argument is weak as
use of third-party tracking often necessitates that the tracker can offer some type
of service to the first party in order to be allowed to track the data.
D. Network effects
Network effects is the most cited barrier to entry in data markets.184 Direct network effects is when the value that consumers see in a product increases in proportion to the extent which the same consumers use the product.185 Referring back
to the YouTube-example in section 3.1.1 it can be argued that direct network effects are present in the market for audio data with transcriptions as users upload
videos to YouTube, because they know it is where they will get the most exposure.
Accordingly, the perceived value of YouTube increases, because more videos attract more users, which attract more videos. This can be characterised as a positive
feedback loop.
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In contrast, indirect network effects are when the value that one consumer sees in
a product increases in proportion with the number of other consumers using the
product. The classic example is a search engine in which the search results’ accuracy depends on the number of previously entered search requests.186 Consumers
favour the search engine with the most accurate results, which in turn leads to
more search requests, which result in more accuracy (this is another example of a
positive feedback loop). The difference from direct network effects is that consumers do not perceive the accuracy of the search results as depending on other
consumers. The previous search requests are only viewed by the undertaking hosting the search engine and only used for improvement due to that undertaking’s
active decision.187 Accordingly, it is not a conscious decision by the consumer to
use the search engine with the most users as is the case with direct network effects.
It is noted that some commentators describe the above phenomena in relation to
data markets as “economies of scale”188 which is not appropriate. Within economics “economies of scale” refer to a situation where the cost of producing a specific
product increases less proportionately to an increased level of production189 i.e.
the cost of producing each additional product decreases. Accordingly, economies
of scale refer to cost-saving measures on the supply side, whereas network effects
refer to consumers’ awareness of value on the demand side. As the barrier to entry
analysed here concerns the perceived value of a product and not the cost of production, the term “network effects” is used.
As shown above both direct and indirect network effects can lead to positive feedback loops as consumers use the machine learning algorithm that has trained on
the data set with the largest volume and variety, because that is the most efficient
algorithm.190 The increased use of the algorithm furthermore increases the velocity of that data set as the increased number of users intensifies the speed at which
data is collected, which makes the algorithm become more efficient faster. Consequently, the presence of positive feedback loops constitutes a barrier to entry.
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However, in order to endorse this argument, it must be accepted that a large
amount of the three Vs are the only factors determining a machine learning algorithm’s efficiency. The accuracy of this has been hotly debated. Yun (2019) states:
“It boils down to the fundamental reality that the mere possession of big data
does not accord a competitive advantage to a firm.”191
According to Yun (2019) it is instead an undertaking’s ability to utilise the data in
innovative ways (i.e. the ability to create an effective mathematical model as a
starting point for the algorithm) which determines its success.192 Tucker and Lambrecht (2015) are also of this opinion and state that data sets with a large volume
show diminishing returns to scale with the consequence that data sets with a small
volume may be just as effective.193 This is supported by the fact that several of the
biggest companies operating on markets for machine learning algorithms entered
these without large amounts of data.194 Yet, there are also many commentators
who argue that data is the single most essential factor to a machine learning algorithm’s efficiency.195 Gal and Rubinfeld (2017) state about recent years’ increase
in the use of algorithms:
“It is not the algorithmic practice that has significantly changed, although new
and more efficient algorithms are invented all the time. It is the data that made
the major impact here”.196
This is supported by studies showing that some of the currently most popular algorithms - such as Google Translate - were actually invented in the 1980s and
1990s but did not become successful until big data sets became available after
2005.197 Such an argument is also put forward by Halevy (2009), who states that
the effectiveness of algorithms can be traced back to the data they are trained
with.198
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Furthermore, Ng (2016) states that:
“[…] data, rather than software, is the defensible barrier for many businesses”.199
Accordingly, it is not the creation of the mathematic model used for the algorithm,
which is difficult, but getting access to the data. These arguments were also accepted by Crémer (2019):
“[…] data is the key limiting factor for the development of applications today.
Indeed, when training a machine-learning algorithm, the richer the data the better”.200
When assessing the different arguments there seems to be an overweight of commentators favouring data as the determining factor to an algorithm’s efficiency. In
extension of this it is noted that the assessment of what the essential factor to an
algorithm’s efficiency is in the end is a technical assessment. Additionally, the
technical assessment may vary depending on the type of machine learning algorithm.201 This creates a risk of expert bias, because legal commentators in most
cases do not have the qualifications needed to verify the technical conclusions.
Naturally, the risk of such bias is intensified, when computer scientists do not
agree on the extent to which data enables an algorithm’s efficiency. However,
with this source criticism in mind, there are still solid arguments from several independent sources in favour of data being the essential factor to the efficiency of
machine learning algorithms.
Accordingly, the presence of network effects can constitute a barrier to entry in
the upstream data market.
5.2.3 Mitigation of barriers to entry
The above section described the relevant barriers to entry in data markets. However, other market characteristics may mitigate the anticompetitive effects of such
barriers.
Firstly, the use of multi-homing in a market may mitigate network effects, which
was the case in Facebook/Whatsapp. In Facebook/Whatsapp the Commission
concluded that the use of multi-homing was large within the market for consumer
199
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communication apps due to the ease of downloading an app and the possibility of
using several apps simultaneously.202 Accordingly, there was a low risk of locking
consumers in with the services provided by the merging undertakings. In contrast,
a small presence of multi-homing may strengthen the role of network effects. In
the Microsoft/LinkedIn-merger it was stated that multi-homing in the market for
professional service networks was more difficult as the average consumer spent
more time updating her profile and engaging with her contacts on each network.203
Consequently, it was a greater disadvantage for the consumer, if she chose to
switch professional service networks.
Secondly, it may not only be the efficiency of the algorithm, which determines its
success. A less-efficient algorithm than that of the dominant undertaking may gain
market power, if it appeals to other consumer needs than efficiency.204 In some
markets consumers may attach greater significance to, for example, the interface
of the program in which the algorithm is deployed.205 Tinder is once again a good
example as its rapid growth can also be explained by the fact that its algorithm’s
interface appealed more to users as it made the selection of potential matches a
game unlike any other online dating service at the time.206 Accordingly, Tinder
gained market power even though its matching algorithm was not as efficient as
its competitors’ at the time of its market entry.207 Therefore, it is necessary to examine the different factors in the market which influence consumer choice.208 It
can be advanced that in markets where the consumer is a private person, who interacts with the algorithm (such as in markets for online dating services) efficiency
may not always be the most relevant factor. In contrast, in markets where the algorithm is used as part of a company’s business strategy – such as speech recognition algorithms – efficiency may play a bigger role.
5.2.4 Summarised observations regarding data as an indispensable input
Data is objectively necessary to compete in a downstream market for machine
learning algorithms with the result that the first condition of the indispensability
test is satisfied. However, the special characteristics of data markets makes it more
202
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complicated to assess if the second condition is fulfilled. In many data markets the
non-rivalrous nature of data ensures that there are other economically viable alternatives available to competitors and customers. This is in particular true in markets characterised by a large use of multi-homing, and where efficiency is not the
most important factor to consumer choice. In contrast, in data markets characterised by high barriers to entry, in particular network effects, a dominant undertaking is likely to obtain de facto control over the data, whereby no economically
viable alternatives are available.
Consequently, an analysis must be conducted in order to distinguish between the
situations where the dominant undertaking obtains de facto exclusive control over
the data and where it does not. Such analysis can be conducted similarly to the
Commission’s assessment in the Apple/Shazam-merger. The merger concerned
Apple’s acquisition over the sole control of Shazam, which is a developer and
distributor of music recognition apps.209 The Commission assessed, inter alia, if
the merged entity’s ability and incentive to use Shazam User Data210 to improve
its digital music streaming services would negatively impact competition in the
relevant market.211 The conclusion was that the merged entity’s use of Shazam
User Data was not likely to affect competitors in the market, even if used exclusively by the merged entity as the data was not unique in such a way that it conferred a data advantage.212 In other words, the merged entity would not have de
facto exclusive control over the data. The Commission assessed the data’s
“uniqueness” by comparing it to other available data set according to the four Vs
(variety, velocity, volume and value).213 The Shazam User Data was characterised
by a lesser amount of three of the four Vs compared to other undertakings in the
market,214 whereby the merger was cleared in this regard.215
The novel part of Apple/Shazam is that the Commission actively conducted an
analysis of the data according to well-established metrics instead of broadly referring to the fact that similar data was available to competitors.216 The fact that the
Commission spelled out several steps in the data analysis indicates that it does not
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automatically make such an assessment, but analyses what advantage the data
confers in each case.
In a case under art. 102 TFEU concerning refusal to supply data, it would therefore
be relevant to compare the data controlled by the dominant undertaking to the data
available to competitors and customers according to each of the three Vs. This
way, it is determined, if the dominant undertaking has de facto exclusive control
over the data. If the dominant undertaking has a significantly larger amount of the
three Vs compared to other undertakings in the market it is likely that the second
condition of the indispensability test is satisfied. When assessing each of the three
Vs regard is to be had to the special characteristics of data markets.
In contrast to Apple/Shazam the fourth V (value) shall not be assessed under art.
102 TFEU as value does not objectively describe a data set as opposed to the other
three Vs (as also stated in section 1.1). Furthermore, in Apple/Shazam the Commission did not seem to extract any specific conclusion from the value of the
Shazam User Data as it merely stated that it:
” […] does not appear to be a key asset and is not unique”217
which had already been shown in the assessments of the other three Vs.
An approach in which the data input is analysed according to the three Vs makes
it easier for undertakings to assess the advantages that their data sets confer, which
can help them determine if they have a duty to supply. This is in particular relevant
as data can be used as an input in a large number of downstream markets, whereby
dominant undertakings can be burdened with a very great number of requests for
supply. Additionally, the approach may enable a faster assessment of data as an
input, which is important as the dynamic nature of data markets are likely to overtake the review time of the Commission as well as the EGC and the CJEU.
Moreover, the approach ensures that different types of data markets are not treated
alike. The current debate regarding refusal to supply data shows sign of being
unnuanced. One side is very much against a duty due to the non-rivalrous nature
of data218 and another is just as strongly in favour because of the high barriers to
entry in data markets.219 From a competition law point of view both extremes can
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be harmful,220 which emphasises the need for an approach which can easily identify the value of data in each case.
Lastly, an assessment of data according to the three Vs make data as an input more
approachable. Data as an everyday asset is a relatively new phenomenon due to
the emergence of Big Data. It has been regarded with some scepticism if data can
be dealt with under art. 102 TFEU or if it is more appropriately considered under
ex ante regulation.221 The assessment in Apple/Shazam and the similar proposed
approach in refusal to supply cases suggest that existing competition law rules are
well-equipped to handle anticompetitive effects stemming from the use of data.222
Conclusively, the second condition of the indispensability test can be satisfied in
refusal to supply cases concerning data, where the dominant undertaking has de
facto exclusive control over the data, which is more likely to be the case in markets
with high entry barriers. The analysis in this regard shall be performed by comparing the data controlled by the dominant undertaking to other available data sets
in the market according to each of the three Vs in order to determine the value of
data according to well-established metrics.

5.3. Slovak Telekom
– an approach away from the indispensability test?
It was in in section 5.2.4 concluded that the indispensability test can be satisfied
where the dominant undertaking has de facto exclusive control over the data. Yet,
there are still a significant number of refusal to supply cases concerning data,
where the test is not satisfied, in particular because of the non-rivalrous nature of
data.
Therefore, it is relevant to consider the EGC’s recent judgment in Slovak Telecom223 in which the indispensability test was not applied even though Slovak Telekom was sanctioned for refusal to supply.224 If the indispensability test does not
apply, then a requesting undertaking only need to prove that the abuse of dominant
position has resulted in anticompetitive effects in the relevant market225, which is
220
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likely easier to prove. Accordingly, it is relevant to examine why the indispensability test was not applied in Slovak Telecom.
Slovak Telekom concerned Slovak Telecom, which is the biggest provider of telecommunication services in Slovakia primarily due to a legal monopoly, which
ended in 2000.226 Slovak Telekom was fined for, inter alia, refusal to supply.
Slovak Telekom was obliged by EU legislation to give alternative operators unbundled access to its local loop227 on fair and non-discriminatory terms in order
for these operators to provide services in competition with Slovak Telecom.228
The Commission found that Slovak Telekom had refused access as it had (a) withheld information necessary for alternative operators to plan the services they
wished,229 (b) restricted its regulatory obligation to provide access by not giving
access to all lines in the loop230 and (c) imposed unfair terms and conditions in its
offer for access.231 All of the practices taken together constituted a constructive
refusal to supply.232
The EGC upheld the substantive part of the Commission’s findings233 of which
the primary point of interest is that the EGC agreed that the indispensability test
did not apply.234 The EGC based this on a broad interpretation of Teliasonera,235
which concerned a Swedish telephone operator who the Swedish national competition authority had accused of margin squeezing its competitors.236 The case was
brought before the Stockholm District Court which referred several preliminary
questions to the CJEU, including if the indispensability test applied to margin
squeezing.237 The CJEU stated in this regard that the indispensability test does not
apply when the abusive conduct:
“[…] consists in supplying services or selling goods on conditions which are disadvantageous or on which there might be no purchaser”238
226
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as such abuse is to be considered independently from refusal to supply.239
In Slovak Telekom the EGC stated that Teliasonera was not limited to cases concerning margin squeezing, but also extended to:
“[…] other business practices capable of producing unlawful exclusionary effects for current or potential competitors, like those classified by the Commission
as an implicit refusal to supply access to the applicant’s local loop” (my emphasis).240
It is unclear exactly what practices this quote refers to. On one hand it can be
argued that “[…] unlawful exclusionary effects […] like those classified by the
Commission as an implicit refusal to supply […]” refers to constructive refusals
as this was the conduct performed by Slovak Telekom. Yet, if this is the case, it is
strange that the EGC does not use the term “constructive refusal” as the term is
used other places in the judgment. On the other hand, it can be advanced that the
quote refers to all kinds of refusals to supply. This would mean that the approach
used in previous case law241 – according to which exceptional circumstances must
be present in order for a refusal to infringe art. 102 – is overturned. However,
Slovak Telekom does not otherwise indicate this as the EGC several times emphasises the differences between the circumstances in Bronner and Slovak Telekom.242 Accordingly, the most plausible interpretation of the judgment is that the
indispensability test does not apply to constructive refusals. This is also in accordance with the Commission’s approach in Telekomunikacja Polska and Telefónica.243 It is, however, noted that this approach has not been verified by the
CJEU. The appeal of Telekomunikacja Polska only concerned the fine and in the
appeal of Telefónica the abuse was assessed as a margin squeeze in accordance
with Teliasonera.244
However, there are several problems with a special approach in constructive refusals. Firstly, if the indispensability test does not apply to constructive refusals,
the dominant undertaking always has the incentive to give an outright refusal in
order to ensure application of the indispensability test. This may increase the
239
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number of dominant undertakings that do not supply competitors and customers,
which can lead to an increase in prices. Secondly, it seems artificial that it is the
form of the refusal which determines, if the indispensability test applies. The effects of a refusal are the same, regardless of it is outright or constructive, whereby
it is arbitrary to rely on a classification of form. Furthermore, relying solely on
form as the factor determining the application of the indispensability test is not
consistent with the increased effects-based approach to art. 102 TFEU.245 Moreover, it may also prove difficult to draw the line between outright and constructive
refusals in practice. By way of example, in Slovak Telekom the conduct of withholding information from the alternative operators246 (one of the three practices
amounting to refusal to supply) might as well have been described as an outright
refusal in line with Microsoft as Microsoft also withheld information from competitors.247
Therefore, it is problematic to derive from Slovak Telekom that the indispensability test does not apply to constructive refusals. Accordingly, it is relevant to examine, if other factors could explain the disapplication of the indispensability test.
It can be argued that the disapplication is due to the dominant undertaking’s ex
ante obligation to supply. The EGC stated that the difference between Bronner
and Slovak Telekom was that Slovak Telekom had an ex ante obligation to supply.248 The logical conclusion from this is therefore that the indispensability test
does not apply to cases where the dominant undertaking is required by law to supply. However, this does not make sense as the EGC bases its reasoning on Teliasonera in which one of the main points was that Teliasonera did not have such
an obligation.249 If the EGC was of the view that an ex ante obligation was the
determining factor in not applying the indispensability test, the argumentation on
which Slovak Telekom is based would be contradictory.
Additionally, if an ex ante obligation was the determining factor in application of
the indispensability test, it would raise issues regarding the relationship between
ex ante regulation and ex post control.250 The aim of ex ante regulation is to stimulate competition in specific markets, for example, by reducing the possibilities
245
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for maintaining market power,251 whereas the aim of art. 102 TFEU is to put an
end to abuse of dominant position by way of sanction. If the judiciary supports a
finding of indispensability under art. 102 TFEU only by reference to an ex ante
obligation, the effect is that the mere holding of dominant position equals abusive
behaviour,252 which is contrary to art. 102 TFEU. Application of art. 102 TFEU
to regulated sectors is not in itself wrong, but art. 102 TFEU should be complementary to ex ante regulation, not rely on it.253
It can be argued that it was not the ex ante obligation to supply that was relevant,
but the fact that Slovak Telekom was dominant due to a former monopoly. During
the proceedings Slovak Telekom advanced that the indispensability test should
apply as it had been applied in Clearstream v. Commission.254 The EGC rejected
this by stating that:
“[…] in that first case [i.e. Clearstream v. Commission], there was no obligation for the dominant undertaking to supply the service at issue and the dominant
undertaking had not developed its market position in the context of a legal monopoly” (my emphasis).255
Consequently, the EGC states that the reason for taking a different approach in
Slovak Telekom is that it is a former monopoly. The argumentation is sound as
there is clearly a difference between a private undertaking that has invested longterm in an input and a state-owned undertaking which has obtained exclusive control of its input due to a monopoly. The disapplication of the indispensability test
in the first scenario is likely to have a much greater negative impact on ex ante
dynamic efficiency. However, the argumentation does not fit with the circumstances in Teliasonera. Teliasonera was also a former monopoly,256 but there is
no indication in the judgment that this was a determining factor in finding the
abuse.257 Furthermore, the EGC does not otherwise focus on Slovak Telekom’s
status as a former monopoly in the judgment apart from the brief mention cf. the
251
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above quote, where it differentiated Slovak Telekom from Clearstream. It is therefore too uncertain a basis to conclude that a former monopoly is the determining
factor in disapplication of the indispensability test.
Therefore, neither the presence of an ex ante obligation to supply or the fact that
the dominant undertaking is a former monopoly explain the disapplication of the
indispensability test in Slovak Telekom.
It could be relevant for the disapplication of the indispensability test whether the
remedy imposed by the authorities is proactive (i.e. imposing an actual duty to
perform) or reactive (i.e. ordering the end of abusive conduct). This is not explicitly discussed in Slovak Telekom, but such an interpretation can be advanced by
joint examination of the EGC’s judgment in Van den Bergh Foods and the Commission’s Decision in Google Shopping.258
In Van den Bergh Foods the EGC stated that indispensability test did not need to
be satisfied in order to find an abuse of art. 102 TFEU as:
“[…] it is not necessary for HB to transfer an asset or to conclude contracts
with persons which it has not selected in complying with the contested decision”.259
Even though Van den Bergh Foods concerned exclusivity agreements and thus
was not a refusal to supply case, the statement is still relevant for the present analysis as it states that the indispensability test only applies when imposing remedies
which require the undertaking to enter into contracts against its will.260 The rationale for this is arguably that it is only in such cases that the imposed remedy
conflicts with a fundamental right i.e. the freedom to conduct a business.
In Google Shopping the Commission fined Google and Alphabet for infringement
of art. 102 TFEU, because Google gave its own shopping comparison service a
more favourable display than its competitors’ shopping comparison services.261
In the case Google argued that its conduct only was abusive, if exceptional circumstances were present.262 The Commission retorted that this was irrelevant
where:
258
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“[…] bringing an end to the infringement does not involve imposing a duty on the
dominant undertaking to “transfer an asset or enter into agreements with persons
whom it has not chosen to contract”263
and that the Decision did not require Google to enter into agreements with one or
more competing comparison shopping services, but merely to cease its abusive
behaviour.264 In extension of this, it was stated in the Decision’s section on remedies that:
“As there is more than one way in conformity with the Treaty of bringing that
infringement effectively to an end, it is for Google and Alphabet to choose between
those various ways. Any measure chosen by Google and Alphabet should, however, ensure that Google treats competing comparison shopping services no less
favourably than its own comparison shopping service within its general search
results pages.”265
Accordingly, the Commission’s argumentation in Google Shopping dismisses the
application of the indispensability test due to the fact that there was no proactive
remedy imposed on Google. Even though the same argumentation was not explicitly used in Slovak Telekom, the result is consistent as the imposed remedy in Slovak Telekom as Slovak Telekom merely had to give the alternative operators the
relevant information and make its terms fair.266
However, a distinction between proactive and reactive remedies is artificial. It can
be argued that the remedy imposed in Google Shopping, which required Google
to make technical alterations in the set-up of its page rankings is proactive by nature,267 even though it did not require Google to directly contract with its competitors. The obligation imposed on Google seems just as burdensome as those imposed in Magill268 and Microsoft,269 where the remedy was proactive. If the reactive obligation imposed on Google is de facto as burdensome as a proactive obligation, it seems contradictory that the indispensability test does not apply. Moreover, it can be advanced that such a state of the law provides enforcement authorities with the possibility of circumventing the indispensability test by articulating
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a reactive remedy.270 It is therefore problematic if the disapplication of the indispensability test is due to the reactive nature of the imposed remedy.
5.3.1 Summarised observations and the upcoming appeal in Slovak Telekom
The above shows that it is unclear, why the indispensability test is not applied in
Slovak Telekom. The argument that the determining factor is that the dominant
undertaking is under an ex ante obligation to supply is not mandated in case law.
Moreover, the arguments that the determining factor is that (1) the refusal is constructive or (2) the imposed remedy is proactive or reactive is artificial to use in
practice. Slovak Telekom therefore creates an uncertain state of the law as one of
the most important conditions for imposing a duty to supply is disregarded without
any guidance as to why. Such legal uncertainty does not ensure protection of the
fundamental right to freely conduct a business.
Slovak Telekom leaves the impression that the Commission and the EGC twisted
the language used by the CJEU in Teliasonera in order to impose a duty to supply
on Slovak Telekom without having to prove that the indispensability test was satisfied.271 This is especially objectionable as Teliasonera itself was controversial,272 as it was the first time it was stated that the indispensability test did not
apply to margin squeezing. It is worth noting that AG Mazák argued in favour of
applying the indispensability test as he was of the opinion that the abuse was best
viewed as a specific kind of refusal to supply and not as an independent abuse.273
Slovak Telekom is troublesome as it opens for a more lenient approach in refusal
to supply cases, which may reduce ex ante dynamic efficiency which is especially
harmful in data markets as these hold extra opportunities for innovation.274 Additionally, a more lenient approach increases the risk of collusion in the downstream
market if identical access terms result in similar cost structures of the undertakings receiving supply.275 This concern is in particular relevant for machine learning algorithm markets as data is the most important factor to efficiency, whereby,
it is difficult to compete on other parameters.
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Accordingly, the appeal of Slovak Telekom confers the CJEU the possibility of
clarifying the scope of the indispensability test. Case law do not mandate a general
disapplication of the test. Furthermore, it is artificial to disapply the test on account
of the refusal being constructive or the imposed remedy being reactive. Moreover,
disapplication cannot be reasoned by reference to ex ante regulation as this raises
issues regarding the relationship between ex ante regulation and ex post control.
The only argument for disapplying the test in Slovak Telekom is to refer to the fact
that Slovak Telekom was a former monopoly, yet, this cannot be reconciled with
Teliasonera. Accordingly, the CJEU should apply the indispensability test in the
upcoming appeal of Slovak Telekom.276
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Chapter 6: The exclusion condition

It has consistently been held in case law that a refusal to supply must exclude all
competition in the downstream market.277 This chapter examines the content of
the condition as well as discusses its use in relation to refusal to supply cases
concerning data. It is noted that in Microsoft the word “elimination”278 is several
times used interchangeably with “exclusion”,279 however, both terms refer to the
same condition.
In both Magill,280 Bronner,281 and IMS282 the CJEU stated that “all competition”
must be excluded in the downstream market. Yet, the EGC’s ruling in Microsoft
opened up for a more lenient assessment as it was advanced that:
“Nor is it necessary to demonstrate that all competition on the market would
be eliminated. What matters, for the purpose of establishing an infringement of
Article 82 EC, is that the refusal at issue is liable to, or is likely to, eliminate all
effective competition on the market […]” (my emphasis).283
Therefore, it is the exclusion of “all effective competition” which must be proven
according to Microsoft. Consequently, a duty to supply can be imposed, even if a
marginalised competitor is left in the downstream market.284 The legal value of
Microsoft is usually considered to be lesser than that of Magill, Bronner, and IMS
as Microsoft was rendered by the EGC and as the factual circumstances were very
specific, especially as Microsoft had a market share of above 90%.285 Regardless
of this, the widening of the exclusion condition seems well-founded as an overly
formal approach requiring literally “all competition” to be excluded enables a
dominant undertaking to avoid sanctions by deliberately leaving a single
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competitor in the downstream market. Such a state of the law renders the protection under art. 102 TFEU empty.286 Consequently, the exclusion condition must
be understood as requiring all effective competition to be excluded.
The EGC conducted another widening of the exclusion condition in Microsoft. It
stated that the condition can also be satisfied, if the refusal:
“[…] is liable to, or is likely to, eliminate all effective competition […]” (my
emphasis).287
The EGC reasoned that it would be contrary to art. 102 TFEU, if actions could not
be brought against dominant undertakings before competition was excluded. The
reason for this is that the objective of 102 TFEU is:
“[…] in particular, to safeguard the competition that still exists on the relevant
market”.288
The same considerations regarding the legal value of Microsoft as stated above
applies, yet, also in this regard the EGC’s assessment is sound. If a duty to supply
could not be imposed until all competition was proven to be excluded, it would be
difficult for undertakings to re-enter the market. Accordingly, action can be
brought against a dominant undertaking before all effective competition is excluded.
Even though the CJEU has established that the exclusion condition is an independent condition, it is in practice difficult to separate it from the indispensability
test,289 especially after Microsoft. If an input is objectively necessary for competing downstream and there are no other viable economic alternatives to the input,
it is hard to envision a situation where all effective competition is not liable to be
excluded.
One situation where it can be argued that the exclusion condition has independent
significance is if the data input consists of personal data as defined in art. 4(1) of
the GDPR. In such a situation the dominant undertaking is a data controller cf.
GDPR art. 4(7), whereby data subjects can exercise their right to data portability
cf. GDPR art. 20.
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The right to data portability is a data subject’s right to receive its personal data
from the data controller in a structured, commonly used, machine-readable format
and transmit that data to another controller. The right can be exercised, if (1) the
legal basis for the processing is (a) consent or (b) a contract to which the data
subject is part and (2) if the processing is carried out by automated means.290 The
processing conducted in refusal to supply cases concerning data most likely relies
on consent as a legal basis. “Automated means” is not defined in the GDPR,291 but
is generally understood as processing carried out by a computer,292 whereby training of an algorithm satisfies the requirement. Accordingly, the data subject is able
to receive its personal data from the dominant undertaking and transfer it to a
competitor. If several data subjects exercise this right and transfer their personal
data to a competitor, the data input is no longer within the dominant undertaking’s
de facto exclusive control with the consequence that competition in the downstream market might not be excluded.
However, even though the right to data portability has been recognised as a tool
to increase competition by opening up markets characterised by high barriers to
entry,293 it is difficult to apply the argument to refusal to supply cases concerning
data. The data which is used to train the algorithm with is often provided by the
data subject in exchange for use of a service in a market distinct from that of the
algorithm. Therefore, it is unlikely that the data subject has knowledge of the algorithm market and the difference the transfer of its data can make in this regard.
Even if the data subject had this knowledge, it is unlikely that the data subject
would benefit from the transfer as many data subjects would need to exercise the
right in order for it to have an impact. Consequently, the right to data portability
is not able to prevent exclusion of competition in the downstream market.
Conclusively, the exclusion condition has limited independent significance after
Microsoft. Therefore, the exclusion condition is satisfied in the same types of
cases where the indispensability test is satisfied.
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Chapter 7: The new product condition

It is only in refusal to supply cases concerning IP-protected assets that it has been
a condition for imposing a duty to supply that the refusal prevented the development of a new product or limited technical development.294 Yet, it is not clear
from case law if the condition is limited to such cases. Therefore, this chapter (1)
examines the content of the condition, (2) argues that the condition is not limited
to refusal to supply cases concerning IP-protected assets but applies to refusal to
supply cases in general, and (3) discusses under which circumstances a machine
learning algorithm constitute a new product.
Even though the condition covers two alternatives – i.e. that the refusal will prevent the development of a new product or limit technical development – the condition is herein after referred to as “the new product condition” for the sake of
convenience.

7.1 Content of the new product condition
The content of the new product condition has in particular been developed in
Magill, IMS, and Microsoft.
In Magill – which concerned an access request for IP-protected channel listings –
the CJEU stated that the exercise of an exclusive right amounts to an abuse of art.
102 TFEU,295 inter alia, where the refusal:
“[…] prevented the appearance of a new product […] which the appellants
did not offer and for which there was a potential consumer demand. Such refusal
constitutes an abuse under heading (b) of the second paragraph of Article 86 of
the Treaty”.296
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Accordingly, the CJEU mandated the imposition of the condition with reference
to the explicit wording of art. 102(b) TFEU.
In IMS the CJEU confirmed and elaborated on its statement in Magill297 by declaring that a refusal only is abusive if it prevents:
“[…] the development of the secondary market to the detriment of consumers”,298 which is the case, if the requesting undertaking: “[…] does not intend to
limit itself essentially to duplicating the goods or services already offered on the
secondary market by the owner of the intellectual property right, but intends to
produce new goods or services not offered by the owner of the right and for which
there is a potential consumer demand”.299
IMS shows that the rationale of the condition is to avoid that inefficient competitors free ride by duplicating existing products as well as to protect consumer welfare by ensuring that dominant undertakings do not prevent new products from
developing.
Consequently, Magill and IMS establish that a refusal is abusive only, if it prevents
development of a downstream product for which there is consumer demand, and
which is not a duplication of the dominant undertaking’s product. Accordingly,
the introduction of the new product condition narrows the number of cases in
which a duty to supply can be imposed and shows the restrictive interpretation of
art. 102 TFEU in such cases. However, Magill and IMS does not specify how
different from the dominant undertaking’s product the new product must be in
order to satisfy the condition.300
In Magill the CJEU stated that Magill’s product was new because a weekly television guide encompassing all channels on the market only to “[…] a limited extent [was] substitutable […]”301 with the television guides already offered by the
dominant undertakings. In extension of this it can be argued that a product is new,
if it does not belong to the same product market as the dominant undertaking’s
product. However, this cannot be reconciled with IMS in which the requesting
undertaking’s product satisfied the new product condition, even though that
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product and the dominant undertaking’s product were in the same downstream
product market.302
The state of the law became even more unclear after the EGC’s judgment in Microsoft. The EGC stated that:
“The circumstances relating to the appearance of a new product, as envisaged
in Magill and IMS Health, cited in paragraph 107 above, cannot be the only parameter which determines whether a refusal to license an intellectual property
right is capable of causing prejudice to consumers within the meaning of Article
82(b) EC. As that provision states, such prejudice may arise where there is a limitation not only of production or markets, but also of technical development.”303
Consequently, Microsoft must be read as stating that the new product condition
consists of two alternatives,304 whereby the condition is satisfied if the refusal (1)
prevents development a new product or (2) limits technical development.
The EGC clearly expanded the new product condition in Microsoft,305 yet, the
content of the condition is still blurred as “limitation of technical development” is
just as vague a term as “new product”. In Microsoft, it was a limitation of technical
development that the refusal resulted in competitors being prevented from competing in the downstream market, because consumers were locked-in with Microsoft’s product as it was a de facto standard upstream.306 However, this interpretation is difficult to transfer to other cases. Furthermore, it is problematic that
Microsoft does not include a lower threshold for what can be considered “limitation of technical development” as this broad alternative in the new product condition presumably allows a larger number of refusals to be characterised as abusive.
This is difficult to reconcile with the restrictive approach in Magill and IMS,307
where the CJEU in the latter about the new product condition stated that
“[…] the refusal by an undertaking in a dominant position […] may be regarded as abusive only where […]” (my emphasis).308
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In contrast, it can be advanced that the interpretation in Microsoft cannot be rejected as it is based on a literal reading of art. 102(b) TFEU.309 Yet, this is a weak
argument as that same provision in Magill clearly was restrictively interpreted. It
is therefore most appropriate to view the EGC’s statement in Microsoft as being
specific to the particular circumstances of that case and not extract any general
principles from it.310
Conclusively, the definition of the new product condition in case law is challenging to work with in practice,311 because there is no qualification of how different
from the dominant undertaking’s product the new product shall be. Therefore,
several commentators have tried to provide a more workable definition.312 Ahlborn et al. (2004) states that the new product must be:
“[…] one that satisfies potential demand by meeting the needs of consumers in
ways that existing products do not. That is, a new product expands the market by
bringing in at current prices consumers who were not satisfied before”.313
Accordingly, the new product condition is not assessed by the use of demand substitution, but by the use of expansion. Ahlborn et al. (2004) supports this by applying the definition to Magill, where it seems to fit.314 Ahlborn’s definition is
workable in practice, yet, it does not take into account that consumers may also
benefit from products of a better quality, even if these products do not further
expand the market,315 which is especially relevant for machine learning algorithms. By way of example, the majority of people who have access to the Internet
use Google’s search engine.316 It does not seem plausible that a new and better
search engine will expand the market (as it presumably only expands if more people get access to the Internet), however, a new and better search engine will immensely benefit consumers in the existing product market. Accordingly, Ahlborn’s expansion standard cannot be accepted as it does not take into account that
consumers also benefit from better quality products.
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Graef (2016) does not propose a fixed definition of the new product condition, but
instead argues that it (1) should not apply at all in cases where the market is characterised by external market failures317 and (2) should be applied restrictively in
markets that are not characterised by such failures.318 About the first scenario she
states:
“[…] if the market is locked-in due to the presence of network effects or switching costs and the essential facility holder has had a stable dominant position for
some time, competition authorities should be able to impose a duty to deal even if
the access seeker is not able to indicate a new product that it would like to introduce […]”.319
The notion of letting the application of the new product condition depend on market characteristics is interesting. It can be argued that this was implicitly what the
EGC tried to do in Microsoft as one of the main concerns was that the market
power of Microsoft together with the presence of network effects would result in
an increasing number of consumers being locked into Microsoft’s products.320
Yet, instead of rejecting the condition entirely, the ECG introduced the less strict
(and more ambiguous) condition that the refusal was abusive if it limited technical
development.321 However, there does not seem to be any valid basis in case law
or decisional practice for Graef’s definition. Furthermore, the proposed assessment criteria are very arbitrary – it is difficult to determine when a dominant undertaking has had a stable position for “some time”, especially in dynamic markets. Accordingly, Graef’s disapplication of the new product condition in certain
types of markets cannot be accepted.
In Graef’s second scenario - regarding a market without external market failures
- the new product condition shall be strictly applied.322 It is a bit unclear how this
is to be done in practice - Graef seems to elaborate on the expansion test established by Ahlborn et al. (2004) as she writes:
“Even though it is not necessary that the new product establishes a new market,
it must be of such better quality or have such complementary features that it is not
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comparable to the existing product of the dominant firm from the perspective of
consumers”.323
This definition seems well-founded. Firstly, it is in accordance with both Magill
(as the new product can be in a product market different from that of the existing
product) and IMS (as the new product can also be in the same product market).
Furthermore, it can be argued that the definition includes the product, which the
requesting undertakings in Microsoft wished to create. In Microsoft the requesting
undertakings did not wish to copy Microsoft’s downstream product, but to create
similar products with features different from Microsoft’s.324
Secondly, the definition is in accordance with Bo Vesterdorf’s interpretation of
Microsoft. Vesterdorf was one of the judges rendering Microsoft and the year after
the judgment, he published an article elaborating on the case.325 In the article
Vesterdorf states that “limitation of technical development” is a useful expansion
of the new product condition as it covers the situation, where the requesting undertaking intends to create a product, which is identical to that of the dominant
undertaking, but of better quality. This situation is also what Graef’s definition
aims to cover. Vesterdorf’s article does not have legal value as it is an academic
article written by Vesterdorf outside his office as a judge.326 Nonetheless, it can
be used as support for Graef’s definition as it shows that the judges rendering
Microsoft presumably intended to include products of better quality in their expansion of the new product condition. However, Graef’s formulation is still preferable as it effectively delimits the condition as opposed to the broad “limitation
of technical development” articulated in Microsoft.
Thirdly, it is one of the main goals of EU competition policy to promote consumer
welfare,327 which is ensured by consumers having the possibility to choose the
product of the best quality.
Finally, the definition is workable in practice as consumer surveys can establish,
if a new product is comparable to the product of the dominant undertaking.328
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It is important to note that Graef’s definition of the new product condition emphasises that the product must be of better quality or have such complementary features that it is not comparable to the existing product from the perspective of consumers. Otherwise, a situation can arise where the requesting undertaking wishes
to better target its consumers – for example through personalised advertisements329 – and uses access to the dominant undertaking’s data set to achieve this.
Such an improvement of the requesting undertaking’s machine learning algorithm
is arguable not better quality from the perspective of consumers and is therefore
not encompassed by the definition.
Accordingly, Graef’s definition of the new product condition has basis in case law
and is workable in practice. The new product condition is therefore to be understood as when the new product is of such better quality or have such complementary features that it is not comparable to the existing product of the dominant undertaking from the perspective of consumers.

7.2 General application of the new product condition?
As stated in section 7.1 the new product condition has only been assessed in refusal to supply cases concerning IP-protected assets.330 Yet, it is not clear if the
condition is limited to such specific cases or if it applies to refusal to supply cases
in general.
On one hand, it can be argued that IP-protected assets require a special legal standard. In this regard it can be advanced that the goal of IP-law – which is to protect
incentives to innovate331 – is not ensured if a duty to supply is easy to impose.
Lang (2004) argues that even though convincing arguments for imposing a duty
to supply can be found in the factual circumstances of a specific case, enough of
such cases are likely to erode undertakings’ incentive to innovate in the long
run.332 On the other hand, it can be advanced that there is no difference between
IP-protected assets and non-IP protected assets, which was also stressed by AG
Tizzano in his Opinion to IMS:
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“[…] copyright is a property right like any other with which it has in common
the power of the owner to have exclusive rights of disposition over the (tangible
or intangible) asset which forms the subject-matter thereof but also the obligations flowing from competition law”.333
A similar point is also found in Microsoft. The EGC stated that the interoperability
information in question presumably was:
“[…] covered by intellectual property rights or constitute trade secrets and that
those secrets must be treated as equivalent to intellectual property rights” (my
emphasis).334
This indicate that in refusal to supply cases IP-protected assets and trade secrets
are assessed under the same legal standard. Commentators have criticised this
statement and stated that it does not make sense to apply the same legal standard
to IP-protected assets and trade secrets as there are significant differences between
the two.335 Yet, the EGC does not anywhere in the judgment state that trade secrets
are the same as IP-rights – instead it conveys that the same legal test must be used
regardless of the legal protection of the asset in question. It can be argued that this
argumentation is sound as there is just as much reason to protect incentives to
innovate in relation to non-IP-protected assets.
Moreover, property is equally protected by the EU Charter, regardless of it is IPprotected or not cf. EU Charter art. 17.
Finally, it can be argued that one of the reasons why the new product condition
has been thought to only apply to refusal to supply cases concerning IP-protected
assets is because it is not applied in Bronner. Yet, the reason for this is that the
indispensability test was not satisfied in Bronner and for that reason there could
not be imposed a duty to supply.336 Accordingly, there was no need for the CJEU
to examine the new product condition.
In summary, there are strong arguments in favour of the new product condition
applying to refusal to supply cases in general,337 which is also in accordance with
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the CJEU’s restrictive approach in refusal to supply cases. Therefore, the new
product condition also applies to refusal to supply cases concerning data.
It can be argued that in cases where data is collected as a by-product of a dominant
undertaking’s main activity, the condition shall be applied more leniently as there
is not a protectable investment. A duty to supply is not likely to reduce ex ante
dynamic efficiency in such a case as the dominant undertaking does not specifically invest in data collection and is therefore not disincentivised from collecting
data as this is needed for the main activity. However, this can be disputed in accordance with the arguments advanced in section 7.2.1 as data cannot be seen as
a by-product of a main activity, if a digital service is provided without monetary
remuneration. Therefore, a duty to supply is in fact likely to affect ex ante dynamic
efficiency, which is especially harmful in data markets as these hold extra opportunities for innovation through the use of machine learning algorithms.338. Thus,
the new product condition cannot be applied more leniently in refusal to supply
cases concerning data.
Conclusively, the new product condition applies to refusal to supply cases in general including to cases concerning data.
7.2.1 Termination of supply
As the new product condition applies to refusal to supply cases in general, it is
relevant to examine, if it also applies in termination of supply cases. It is arguably
contradictory to impose the condition on an undertaking, which has been continuously supplied with an input and invested in the production of a downstream
product, because the dominant undertaking decides to produce an identical product. If termination of supply is allowed in such a situation the dominant undertaking is able to duplicate the requesting undertaking’s downstream product (which
it has previously earned revenue from the supplying) as well as force that undertaking to exit the market. Consequently, the investments made by the requesting
undertaking are lost and consumer welfare is not increased as a new product is not
introduced. Accordingly, the new product condition does not apply in termination
of supply cases.
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7.3. When is a machine learning algorithm a new product?
In section 7.1 it was established that a product is new when it is in the same market
as the dominant undertaking’s product but is of a better quality or has complementary features that are not comparable to the existing product from the perspective of consumers. Below, it is examined under which circumstances a machine
learning algorithm satisfies this condition.
It is necessary to distinguish between two different scenarios i.e. where a machine
learning algorithm (1) has complementary features or (2) is of better quality.
Graef (2016) is hesitant to define “complementary features”, but states that they
are services, which add value to the existing product from the perspective of consumers.339 If a machine learning algorithm has complementary features compared
to an existing algorithm, it is arguably easy to prove as the functions of the existing
and the new algorithm can be compared, for example, via consumer surveys. Even
though it is difficult to conclude what constitutes complementary features in general in the market for machine learning algorithms, it is relatively easy to assess
in a particular case.
If the YouTube-example in section 3.1.1 is altered such that YouTube’s competitor’s algorithm in addition to converting speech into text also can categorise the
converted text according to topic, it can be argued that the algorithm has complementary features compared to YouTube’s algorithm.
The two algorithms are in the same product market as they are presumably exchangeable from the perspective of demand substitution. Yet, there is still an extra
service included in the competitor’s algorithm, which consumers are likely to perceive as adding value.
In contrast, if the new machine learning algorithm does not have any complementary features but is merely of better quality than the existing algorithm, the assessment becomes more difficult. This can be attributed to the fact that it is more challenging to determine objectively what constitutes “better quality”.
It can be advanced that key performance indicators (KPIs) can be used as a scale
for quality. KPIs are often used within the realm of IT-contract law as a way to
339
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determine conformity with a contract.340 For example, if a company buys a speech
recognition algorithm, the company and supplier are likely to agree on the technical requirements, which the algorithm must satisfy. KPIs can measure very different kinds of performance, but in relation to machine learning algorithms it is
relevant to measure the latency (i.e. response time) as well as the throughput (how
much data is processed over time) of the algorithm.341 Furthermore – depending
on the type of the algorithm – the accuracy of the output can be measured. For
example, in a speech recognition algorithm it can be measured what error rate the
algorithm has when converting speech into text. These types of KPIs are convenient as they objectively show how useful an algorithm is to consumers (for example is an algorithm with latency problems or a high error rate of little use).
Even though KPIs can be used meaningfully as a scale for quality, it does give
rise to several evidence issues. It was argued in section 5.2.2 that data was the
single most important factor to an algorithm’s efficiency. Efficiency must for all
intents and purposes equal quality, which mean that in order for an algorithm to
reveal its genuine potential it has to train with the best available data set. As the
best available data set is within the dominant undertaking’s de facto exclusive
control it is always that algorithm which is the most efficient. Accordingly, it is
impossible for a requesting undertaking to prove that its algorithm is of better
quality without first having had the possibility to train with the dominant undertaking’s data set.
The consequence is that it in practice is impossible for a requesting undertaking,
which claims to have a machine learning algorithm of better quality, to satisfy the
new product condition. This is very problematic from the perspective of consumer
welfare as it is just as important to have algorithms of better quality as it is to have
algorithms with complementary features.342
It can be stated that if a requesting undertaking can prove that its algorithm outperforms the dominant undertaking’s according to a given KPI without having
trained with the best available data set, the new product condition is satisfied. Yet,
in such a case it is unlikely that the indispensability test as well as the exclusion
condition are fulfilled as the requesting undertaking’s data set is then an economically viable alternative.
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As a solution, it can be advanced that a requesting undertaking shall be allowed to
conduct a trial training of its algorithm with the dominant undertaking’s data set
in order to obtain evidence of its algorithm’s superior quality. However, this raises
issues regarding how long time the requesting undertaking’s algorithm shall be
allowed to train in order to prove this. There is a risk of an increase in false positives343 as the requesting undertaking can claim that it needs more training time in
order to prove the better quality. Moreover, it is a strain on the dominant undertaking’s resources, if it receives several requests for supply and has to allocate
resources for training several algorithms. In contrast, it can be stated that the disadvantage for consumer welfare, if supply of data cannot be granted in order to
produce better quality algorithms, is so great that it outweighs the risk of an increase in false positives. Additionally, impartial technical experts can be relied
upon to estimate the approximate amount of time the requesting undertaking’s
algorithm need to train before it can be determined, if it is of better quality or not.
Furthermore, it is in general easy to duplicate data sets, whereby there is a small
chance of the dominant undertaking’s resources being burdened as a copy of the
data set in question can be given to the requesting undertaking.
The possibility of a trial training with the dominant undertaking’s data set is to be
seen as a modification of the requesting undertaking’s burden of proof, which
should be incorporated into the interpretation of the new production condition in
refusal to supply cases concerning data. This is necessary as a duty to supply data
to machine learning algorithms to a large extent is without purpose, if it does not
include supply of data in order to develop algorithms of better quality.
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Chapter 8: The objective
justification condition

If the five previous conditions for imposing a duty to supply are satisfied, a dominant undertaking can still to refuse supply without infringing art. 102 TFEU, if
there is an objective justification for the refusal.344 The EGC emphasised in Microsoft that the burden of proof in this regard rests on the dominant undertaking
as opposed to the other five conditions, which have to be proven by the requesting
undertaking.345
Case law indicates that several different justifications can be accepted depending
on the specific circumstances of a case.346 Only the justifications most relevant for
refusal to supply cases concerning data are assessed, which are that (1) the dominant undertaking intends to market the new product itself and (2) the duty to supply will impair the quality of the input.

8.1 The dominant undertaking intends
to market the new product itself
Several commentators have advanced that a refusal is objectively justified in cases
concerning IP-protected assets, if the dominant undertaking proves that it intends
to produce the same new product in the downstream market as the requesting undertaking.347
The rationale of the justification is found in a contrafactual analysis. If a refusal is
not justified in such cases, the consequence is that a requesting undertaking receives a clear advantage without this constituting a benefit to consumers, who
would have gotten the new product from the dominant undertaking regardless.
Therefore, an imposed duty to supply would in such cases ultimately protect
344
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competitors, which is not the aim of art. 102 TFEU.348 There is no explicit basis
in case law for the justification, however, the presence of it is endorsed in the light
of the new product condition, which would otherwise be without relevance. As it
was concluded in section 7.2 that the new product condition also applies in cases
that do not concern IP-protected assets, the justification applies in general.
The dominant undertaking must provide concrete evidence of its plan to produce
the new product.349 It is not sufficient to argue ex post that the production had
been a part of the dominant undertaking’s strategy all along.350 This is especially
relevant in refusal to supply cases concerning data as data input can have many
different uses and as the justification should not allow the dominant undertaking
to reserve all of those potential uses to itself. Consequently, a relatively high
threshold to the evidence produced by a dominant undertaking should be required.
The justification should not apply in termination of supply cases, where the downstream product is already in the market due to the continuous supply from the
dominant undertaking to a competitor or customer cf. the discussion in section
7.2.1.

8.2 The refusal will impair the quality of the indispensable input
It has to some extent been accepted in decisional practice that quality degradation
concerns regarding the indispensable input can constitute valid justifications for a
refusal. One of the relevant Decisions in this regard is Frankfurt Airport.351
Frankfurt Airport concerned Frankfurt Airport, which was the exclusive provider
of airport facilities and made use of this power to deny competitors access to the
separate neighbouring market for ramp-handling services.352 Frankfurt Airport advanced several objective justifications for its refusal. One of them was that there
was not enough space for several handlers, which meant that if a duty to supply
was imposed, it would negatively affect safety in the airport and the Minimum
Connection Time between planes would not be met.353 The Commission accepted
348
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that for a very small part of the airport this was true.354 Accordingly, it is derived
from the Decision that if a duty to supply results in the detriment of quality (Minimum Connection Time must be seen as a parameter for quality) of the indispensable input, the refusal can be justified. Yet, the Commission also stated that it
shall be insurmountable for the dominant undertaking to resolve the issues relating
to quality degradation.355 The Commission did not further specify what “insurmountable” amounted to – in the particular case it commented on the fact that
Frankfurt Airport could have prevented the issues, when it renovated the airport.356 It is difficult to derive anything general from this statement apart from the
fact that there is a de minimis threshold for what can constitute quality degradations, which must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.
The justification is relevant in certain types of refusal to supply cases concerning
data. If the requesting undertaking wishes to be supplied with a data set, which
can be duplicated, there are no issues as the duplication ensures that both the dominant undertaking and the requesting undertaking can train their algorithms simultaneously.
Yet, issues arise in situations where the data set cannot be easily duplicated, which
may be the case where the data set consists of real time data. By way of example,
the navigation app Waze depends on real time data from users of the app in order
to predict road conditions.357 If another – or several other – undertakings need to
access that real time data simultaneously there might be severe latency issues.358
This might impair the overall quality of the data set and as a consequence the
efficiency of the algorithm to the ultimate detriment of consumers. In such a scenario, severe latency problems are likely to constitute a valid justification. However, as stated in Frankfurt Airport such issues must be insurmountable in order
for the refusal to be justified. Even though this concept is unclear it can be advanced that if data sharing in real time is not yet technically possible at a workable
speed (and it will take several years of research and development to ensure this),
it is likely insurmountable to overcome the issues.
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Conclusively, a refusal can be objectively justified, if the duty to supply reduces
the quality of the indispensable input to such a degree that it is insurmountable for
the dominant undertaking to remedy it.
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Chapter 9: Art. 102 TFEU
or ex ante regulation?

The conducted analysis shows that a duty to supply data can be imposed. Accordingly, art. 102 TFEU is equipped to handle anticompetitive effects arising from de
facto exclusive control over data.
Several commentators have argued that such a duty shall not be dealt with under
art. 102 TFEU, but that a regulatory regime for data access shall be implemented.359 The main argument in this regard is that the special characteristics of
data markets – such as the presence of network effects and the possibilities for
leveraging a dominant position across many different downstream markets – are
unique,360 whereby art. 102 TFEU is inadequate. Yet, this can be challenged.
Firstly, it is far from certain that such characteristics always constitute anticompetitive concerns as there is likely many data markets where there are no anticompetitive effects. Therefore, it is difficult to create legislation which can handle the
few anticompetitive concerns without increasing the risk of false positives.361 It
can be argued that the costs of false positives are larger than of false negatives362
as an abusive dominant undertaking that is allowed to stay on the market eventually will face competition from innovative competitors.363 In contrast, in cases of
false negatives inefficient competitors are allowed to enter the market, which is
likely to result in decreased ex ante dynamic efficiency as well as inferior products
for consumers.364 Secondly, it is in general challenging to create a satisfactory
regulatory regime in digital markets characterised by rapid market
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developments,365 because innovation is faster than the legislative process. In this
regard, art. 102 TFEU is a much faster and much more flexible regulatory tool.366
In its recent Communication “A European strategy for data” the Commission
states that it intends to propose a Data Act in 2021 which, inter alia, shall facilitate
business to business data sharing.367 The Commission emphasises that a mandatory duty to supply data for undertakings should be sector-specific and only imposed if market failure is identified or likely to happen in the particular sector.368
It can be advanced that it is difficult to delimit the harmful effects of de facto
exclusive control of data to a particular sector as the same data input can be used
to a variety of machine learning algorithms in different sectors.
Furthermore, the Commission states that – outside the scope of the upcoming Data
Act – it will consider how to best deal with:
“The accumulation of vast amounts of data by Big Tech companies, the role of
data in creating or reinforcing imbalances in bargaining power and the way these
companies use and share the data across sectors […]”369
including by implementing ex ante regulation if needed. This statement seems to
indicate a willingness to adopt specific rules for “Big Tech companies” (which are
not defined more precisely). Several concerns arise if such an approach is adopted.
First and foremost, the conducted analysis shows that it is possible to impose a
duty to supply data under art. 102 TFEU. There is no reason to believe that such
approach should not be able to sufficiently deal with “Big Tech companies”. Additionally, the Commission itself states that data markets are dynamic and that:
“[…] trends indicate that the winners of today will not necessarily be the winners
of tomorrow”.370
If market trends show that disruptive undertakings are likely to enter the market,
there does not seem to be a reason for introducing additional regulation on a few
specific firms as the harmful effects of an abuse in the absence of such market
entry can be sufficiently regulated under art. 102 TFEU. Art. 102 TFEU can be
365
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described as a safety net in the unlikely case that exceptional circumstances are
present. It seems superfluous to spend the Commission’s resources on creating an
additional safety net in the form an ex ante regulation, which moreover risks being
partially obsolete by the time it enters into force.
Consequently, arguments in favour of ex ante regulation must be rejected.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion

A duty to supply data to competitors and customers in a downstream market for
machine learning algorithms can be imposed on a dominant undertaking, if the
conditions constituting exceptional circumstances according to the case law of the
CJEU are satisfied. As regards the specific circumstances under which such a duty
can be imposed, it is concluded that:
The appraisal of the two markets condition does not deviate from the assessment
in other refusal to supply cases, yet, with the caveat that the upstream data market
is most likely hypothetical. Accordingly, the requesting undertaking must provide
evidence that it has an economically viable strategy for competing downstream.
A refusal to supply data can take the form of either a de novo refusal or a termination of supply. The new product condition is the only condition which does not
apply in termination of supply cases as this would be contradictory to the aim of
that condition. Otherwise the same approach is taken in both types of cases. De
novo refusals are currently the type of refusals most likely to occur in practice due
to the hypothetical nature of most upstream data markets. Yet, it is important to
be aware of the distinction as there may be an increase in cases concerning termination of supply of data as data trading becomes more widespread.
The most controversial discussion regarding refusal to supply data is if the indispensability test can be satisfied. As data is non-rival by nature, it will often not
fulfil the test. This is especially the case in markets characterised by a large use of
multi-homing and where efficiency is not the most important factor to consumer
choice. However, despite data’s non-rivalrous nature the indispensability test can
be satisfied in markets where the dominant undertaking obtains de facto exclusivity over the data due to high barriers to entry, in particular network effects.
The assessment of whether such exclusivity is obtained can be conducted by comparing the dominant undertaking’s data set to the data available to competitors and
customers according to each of the three Vs. If the dominant undertaking has a
significantly larger amount of each of the three Vs compared to other undertakings
in the market, it is likely that the indispensability test is satisfied.
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Such an approach ensures that different types of data markets are not treated alike,
but that the extent of the exclusive control is clearly assessed in each case in order
to avoid an increase in false positives. This is opposed to a potential ex ante regulation concerning data, which would not be able to appropriate deal with the very
few anticompetitive concerns stemming from exclusive control of data. Furthermore, the approach enables undertakings and competition authorities to conduct
uniform assessments under art. 102 TFEU. This is especially important as a dominant undertaking potentially can receive a large number of requests for supply
because data can constitute an input to many different machine learning algorithms. Finally, the approach enables a faster assessment of data as an input, which
is important as the dynamic nature of data markets is likely to overtake the review
time of the Commission as well as the CJEU and EGC.
The disapplication of the indispensability test in recent case law is not defensible.
Slovak Telekom is not mandated in the case law of the CJEU or otherwise sound.
The result creates a risk of reduced ex ante dynamic efficiency as well as an increased likelihood of collusion in the downstream market. On this basis the CJEU
should apply the indispensability test in the upcoming appeal.
The exclusion condition is of limited independent significance after Microsoft and
is fulfilled when the indispensability test is satisfied.
The requesting undertaking must prove its plan to develop a new product. A new
product is one that is of such better quality or have such complementary features
that it is not comparable to the existing product of the dominant undertaking from
the perspective of consumers. The condition applies to refusal to supply cases in
general, because there are no convincing economic or legal arguments in favour
of limiting the condition to cases concerning IP-protected assets.
Machine learning algorithms can satisfy the new product condition. For an algorithm with complementary features this is relatively easy to prove as the requesting undertaking’s algorithm can be compared to that of the dominant undertaking.
For an algorithm of better quality, it is more challenging as the algorithm must
have trained on the best available data set, which is controlled by the dominant
undertaking. Therefore, it is impossible for a requesting competitor to lift this burden of proof, which is problematic from a perspective of consumer welfare. A
proposed solution is to allow the requesting undertaking to train its algorithm on
the dominant undertaking’s data set.
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A dominant undertaking can refuse supply of data without infringing art. 102
TFEU, if it intends to produce the downstream product itself or if it can prove that
a duty to supply will impair the quality of the indispensable input, which is mostly
relevant where the data input cannot be duplicated.
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